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draw the full cart to the bam,—“that air mare,
she’s a good creetur. She ain’t quite so spry
as some, mebbe, a little stiff in the
jints,
and not ,as handsome as she was when I first
knbweffher, nigh thirty years ago. But She’s
a trusty creter, and she’s got a sight o’ wear
in her yet. She knows me like a book, and all
the roads round in this country, sir, like you
know.your alphabet. I was cornin’ home in a
snow-storm once so thick you couldn’t see
your hand afore you, and I got sort o’ bewildered, like, and didn’t know where I was no
mor’n the dead, and she wouldn’t go this way
wpnjd go that, till 1 finally give up and
let her have her own head, and she never took
& hack "track, but brought up at the stable
door. The ain’t a gay beast, but I don’t w ant
nobody naegia’ at her. Come,jump on, and
go up and have some cider.”
Nothing loath, the boys climbed up to the
side* pt- the rickety old cart, and found precarious

footing and Uand-mg somewhere on its
jutting timbers, and I suppose they would
rather have hung on their elbows than to have
walked u and Farmer Fennell cracked his
whip, which okl Dobbin did not mind at all,
for she knew it would not
hither, and if it
did, her hide was like leather, and it would
not, hurt her; so undisturbed, she drew the
tcteakmg cart and the merry boys up the irregular hill, jouncing and jolting to their heart’s
content. Then the boys leaped out and rushed to the cider-press, helped clean the nuts
and. screw down the pomace, but did most ex•eutipF of all in sucking the cideMbrough
straws from the foaming half-liogshead into
which it was running, nor did it trouble them
in the least that it had not been strained.—
’Hien Fanner Pennell declared that such hard
workers must not go home without their supwas appealed to, who immediately spread them such thick slices of bread
whh iutter and honey as boys love, and wrapped up for them a whole plateful of doughnuts,—in a newspaper, to be su e, bnt who
cares?—besides every pocket stuffed full ol
great rosy apples, at which the young savages,
gave a war-hoop of delight, and went home
m good humor with the Pennells, man and
beast, and “Don’t you, please, want us to make
some more apologies to
somebody, sir,” said
Franks meekly, after having given account oi
themselves to Dr. Alcott. Whereat Dr. Alcott
pinched his ear, the sauce-box!
Gail Hamilton in Our Youg Folk*.
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Apologising.
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The academy boys were not bad, as boys go.
They were not profane nor mean, as a general
thing. They did not He nor steal. They weie
just such boys as you, young folks are. Bui
then, you know, all boys have more or lass of

to them. This is not
anything very bad, for do we not often speak
cl the ‘noble savage ?’ But Dr. Aleott’s boys
were a little more wild-Indian-Iike than usual
one aftaroon, because they were Out on a
tramp and frolic to the Mayne Woods; and
just as they trooped through the lane Farmer
Fennell came along riding on his old white
Her whiteness was
a sorry beast.
mare,
weather-worn and time-worn into a gray that
was yet hardly venerable.
Her ribs were uncommonly numerous and very prominent.—
Her—what do you call it, shoulder-blades t—
stuck up like the pommel of a saddle. Then
she had no tail to speak of, but if you should
speak of it you would call it a ‘hob-tail.’ As a
graceful variation of the straight line in which
she usually carried her neck, she would occasionally give her head a huge upward toss and
shake, then drop it near to the grotind, and
then resume the placid straight line again.
Also, she had the spring-halt. She would
draw up one of her legs almost close to her
body, and set it down cautiously every time
the savaee still

clinging
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to start, anil she was not swift even after she
hail startup. So when she came down tinlane bearing Former Fount A, with a gentle
but jarring trot, no saddle or bridle, but a
fragmentary wagon harness dangling and
dragging from her sides,—why, it was a little
comical, to he sure, and nobody could have
been blamed for a quiet remark or (wo, or
even a side iaugh. But such expression dll
not at all satisfy the academy boys. You would
have thought it a sight the most ridiculous
that was ever seen. They laughed and shouted and held their sides.
“It’s a guv-ment steed!” roared little Diek
Acres. “It’s Gen. Grant’s favorite ’oss!”
Vance-guard of Kilpatrick’s cavalry going
That was Joe Fillo,
on a rad to Bylngton.”
who was too lazy to find out whether V-a-i-il
spelt one thing or another.
“Going at a-40, going, going, gone,” cried
Frank Halston. And so they amused themselves till horse and rider were out of sight
and out of mind, and a squirrel or a woodchuck's hole aroused their interest anew. After a merry afternoon they went home to
supper as hungry and noisy and uproarious a3 the
little savages they were.
But next morning a message came to Mr,
Joseph Fillo, Mr. Edward Cushlee, and Mr.
Frank Halston, that Dr. Alcott wished to sec
them in his study. The three held a hurried
consultation at the foot of the stairs, for it was.
no laughing matter to be summoned to an official interview. “What’s the row?” queried
V
Edward.
VV V
“Hows enough,” answered Joe, “if a fellow
comes to reckon ’em up, but which peitikler
one do you suppose he’s
got scent of?”
“It’s the eircus, most likely,” said Frank.—
“I believe I shall Own up right offi”
“And more fool you,” cried Joe pettishly.
“What do you want to souse head first into a
stew for? PVaps ’t isn’t that.
Lay low,
can’t you ? Time enough to speak when you’re
to.”
And
without
spoken
coming to any
unanimous agreement, the trio proceeded
somewhat tremulously into the august presence of Dr, Alcott.
So, young gentlemen, he said when the
salutations were over, for Dr. Alcott was always courteous to his boys, “I hear that you
have been rather strenuous In your attentions
to my friend Mr. Pennel.” “My friend Mr.
Pennel 1 They stared in unaffected astonishment, and some little explanation was necessary to recall to their minds the incident of
the afternoon before
“Oh, is that all?” spoke Frank abruptly,
thrown off his guard, “I thought—”
“What?” said the doctor, pleasantly, as
Frank hesitated.

“Well,” replied Frank, confusedly, blushing

THE

CHATEAU

ber, and in reply to

a

question

whether there

any among the citizens who could recollect his departure, the answer was given,—
“Yes, yodr Majesty. You then said, “I leave
with regret, but when I come again it shall be
were

A

joy.”
French writer

gives

this account of Aren-

enberg :
“The aspect of the place has changed little
siace ISdO. In 1817 Queen Hortense purchased Arenenberg, in the canton of Thurgau.
The house had two stories, with three windows
in front, of the most simple construction,
painted white, with gray Venetian blinds.—
The Queen had a dining-room built on the
left, over which was a terrace standing on Columns and bordered by a
light balustrade.—
Groups of flowers, with poplars and weepingcovered
the
willows,
esplanade. The part of
the garden looking on the lake, presenting the
steepest declivity, was planted with vines. At
some
distance from the dwelling-house there
was a court surrounded by
buildings somewhat loftier, with an exterior gallery on the
first floor giving access to the different apart_

The verdant horizons of the forest extended behind,and in front was seen on the
small lake the island where legends place the
tomb of Charles Ie Gros. The great lake having on its side the city of Constance and the
glaciers of the Senlis, formed the complement
of the picture.
Prince Eugene Beauharnais, in order to pass
some time with his sister, had caused a grand
pavilion to be built on a high ground in the
ments.

neighborhood, which was called Engeuberg.—
Such was the frame in the midst of which rose
the dwelling of her who was then called the
Duchess de St. Leu. It vas there that a Princess who had just before held at her disposal
the palaces of half Europe was permitted to
dwell, under the surveillance of three or four
different police bodies. At the entrance of the
vestibule there was the bust of the Princess,
crowned with a wreath of flowers, and placed
on a column.
In the small sitting-room there
were a few pictures and two
timepieces; in another, communicating with it, there wa- placed
between the windows the picture by Gros, representing Bonaparte crossing the Alps. Lastly,
in a tnira

sittuig-room,

tnere was

a

nne

ed to Marie

Antoinette.

The two young

princes, Napoleon and Louis, lived with their
tutor in the buildings surrounding the court.
The Arenenberg party was at that time
composed of the eldest son of file duchess,
Prince Napoleon (brother of the present Emperor,) then sixteen years of age, and characterized by the nobleness of his figure, features
and manners. To these external signs of elevation in mind and spirit there was
already
joined an undefinable passion and sentiment

and twirling his thumbs, “I did not know
but-”
“Nor did I know either. But I think you
will do well to tell me the whole story;” and, for the fine arts. When we reflect that it was
with those pleasant, yet determined and
in combatting for the liberty of Italy that this
searching eyes fastened upon him, Frank did generous nature succumbed, we find a wontell the whole story of an afternoon’s escaderful accord between ids promise and his end.
pade, a fortnight before, to a wandering circus ; Such deaths are pledges—they are fruitful, saand honestly confessed they did not ask leave, cred, imprescriptible gauges given to a cause.
because they thought it would not be
The Prince Louis (the present Emperor,) the
“But we ran for luck, sir,” he said earnestly; I ‘dota entre,’ as his mother was wont to call
“we shyed off a little, but we took the risk, him, with a more melancholy, confiding and
We didn’t mean to lie about it anyhow.!*
tender expression of countenance, was already
“I rather think 1 do not need to be assuied
remarkable at all bodily exercises. Although
the
with
a
of that,” said
warmth of condoctor,
only thirteen, whenever we were bathing totheir
made
hearts
that
fidence
young
glow, and gether in the lake, and cams unexpectedly on
that would have amply atoned for far severer
icy currents, he would dart away from us with
scoldings and penances than their good, na- the dexterity of a fish, and then laugh to set
us
tured master ever administered. “But you.
landing. Were it a question of a horse difmust make an apology to Mr. Pennell,” he said
ficult to mount, he was sure to be the first to
emphatically, after having set before them the offer himself, and the picture in which Cottereau at a later period drew him in the act of
true character of their behavior.
“Yes, sir,” (hey answered, charmed to be taming a superb Swiss courser which had allet off $o easily.
ways thrown its riders was no fiction or flat“Such au apology as shall satisfy him, and tery. The two young men had a preceptor
be not mere words to shield yourselves from who had received and who transmitted to
punishment. Such au apology as shall re- them not only the profound erudition of the
Normal School, wherein he had been ‘maltre
store a gentleman's self-respect when he has
unwittingly been guilty of a gross breach of de conferences,’ but almost the most inflexible
principles of the French revolution, namely,
propriety.”
“Yes, sir,” they responded again, swallow- M. Phillippe Lebas, since a member of the Ining the implied rebuke, but sweetening it with stitute, and who formerly belonged to one of
the implied characterization
our republican assemblies.”
“I select you three as the oldest
boys of the
group. But 1 wish you to bear also the apolo- MUSCULAR
OHRISTIAITY-A STORY
gies of the others. If you find after investiOF BISHOP BELWYN.
gation that there are any who refuse heartily
and sincerely to
(Correspondence of Manchester Examiner.|
apologize, send them to me.”
Possibly the other hoys were very slightly
In the autumn of 1857 I spent a few days
influenced by this
alternative, but certainly in a country parsonage, and on the Sunday
they .ill gave in their adhesion to the apology, morning at breakfast the pastor’s wife receivand when the school was over, the threeboys ed a
letter, which her tittering told us must be
started across the fields, the nearest
a tit-bit.
“Ah, uncle,” exclaimed she, here
way to
i Uey 1uuud him
Fanner 1 dimcll s.
gathering are clerical doings exactly to your taste,” The
cider-apples m bis orchard.
a

writer, a lady in distant counUw, narrated
that there had lately cotoe into the next parish town a new vicar—a very fine young man,
who at school had no superior either in Greek
or in boxing, and who at the university won
honors for his classics and silver cups lor his

Frank, blushing and laughing at this betrayal
He was beginning in earnest the
of his uneasiness; “but you know what we’ve ; boating.
work of an evangelist among a long-neglected
a
We’re
set
of
come for, Mr. Pennell.
scamps, vicious and brutal people. He had a plan
that’s what we are; but we didn’t meau any- and a
will; but many worthy folks were fearuow won’t you forAnd
fun.
thing, only
ing that his zeal was without knowledge—or
us
?”
give
wisdom, at any rate. One of his first meas“Master’s been aroun’, eh ?”
ures was to
open a school in a remote part of
Frank.
tne
“We!!, yes,”—hesitated
parish, and get the room licensed for week“But we thiDk It’s mighty mean our own
But aI1 the drunkards rose
selves,” said Edward, quickly, “only it was ZLSr***
They
ftiuny,” he added, dismayed to find himself would run afteruuf>eard-of-proceeding8.
him, cursing and hooting and
ready to laugh again at the remembrance.
VOl!eys of sodsand other missiles.
“Oh, wall, I’ll forgive you quick enough,”
vain’he adopted anothsaid tile placid old
man, “jes’ live as not. ’Taint
**
no matter,
Only ’taiu’t a good way for young weekbefbwj
gentlemen to be brought up, to fling out at an stand in the middle of
trance of the hamlet, just as
?in’t quite so handsome.”
thestoroi arose
‘Thais so. cried
Joe, enthusiastically, tor and looking the savages in the face he addres’
him, “its worse’n that, fit’s right up and sed them thus in a firm, quiet™*
down low, handsome or no
handsome. And commanded their attention: “My aood’fidw^1
it you catch me doing it
again, you may roast I have borne tills patiently for some time but
me and spit me, and eat me.
That’s all.”
now I must put a stop to it; and 1 wiil do
(*
™ enough,’ said Mr.
Pennel, laughing. in your own way. Choose your best man and
What s the good o’ goin’
into fits it you we’ll fight it out. If I beat, you’ll give up’ you
have got out o’kilter once in a
way? And know.” They looked at him unbelievingly;
’tain’t me, arter all, that’s the trouble I don’t
but, throwing his coat on a bush, he added, “1
mind laughin' at me. My tieefin’s is
tough, am in earnest; send your man.” The ruffians
but I dog t want nobody to be
pokin’ fun at laid their heads together; and then a burly gimy boss. Now that air hoss,” said he apant stepped forth, and stripped, and made a
proaching and patting her ridged sides ad’mir- furious
dash at his reverend challenger, who
ingly, as the patient creature stood waiting to quietly parried the unskillful blows,
and played

!
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lor a store

Hundred

Miles

Spuare
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The most
placed of any on the Ottawa, and
worthy the attention or Capitalists, as a large portion has been held In reserve and never cut upon,

Aoase

squarejnlte*p.H

CONN.

Organized A. D.
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I860.

WAlalvI,!uY,

<’.

Policies*

1 ’rorsident.

Life, Ten Year X«uForfeiture, and Teu Year Non-Forfeiture Endowment Plan*.
on

Loswew

Hettled.

Promptly
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Wanted.

Found.
SMALL
Boat; the owner can have It by
A calling onYawl
the Watchman at Portland Co, proving property and paying charges.
SeptS dlw*
p. WILLIAMS.

and far-

SeptS—dlw

Westbrook,
oi

Wanted.
Vessels to loud de»l« at St. (John, N.
B., for English and Irish Porta, at high-

For Sale.

est

the most beautifully located House Lots la

CHEPMELL,

Also,

i—P--T—-“.J‘

0~JS

about to make a change in my
shall offer my entire stock of

BEINGj

DRY
At

!

business, I

GOODS !

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES,

out, commencing

TUESDAY,

WHOLESALE

L/Sa

Middle

PORTLAND, ME.,
DEALERS

IN

CHEMICALS. PURE DRUGS,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,

Turkey and Venice Sponges.
Pure Wines & Liquors for Medicinal Use.
^“Particular attention paid to preparing Physi-

JulvSldSm

popular

MERRILL & SMALL
inlorm their Mends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, Is again iu complete repair, and are now pre-.
pared to show a

WOULD

Stock

Complete

Belt

City

NETS,
Clasps, <Sbc.,

die.

TLIIS!

-FOB-

Clothing,

descriptions, by

WM. ESOWN, No. 91 Federal Street,
Clothing of all kind. Cleansed and Repaired iu
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothing bought and sold.
aug3dtl

Coat, Pant, and Vest
Wanted

Makers
Immediately,

-AT-

ROLLINS

&

BOND’S,

141 and 143 Middle Street*

Aug. 9, 1866.—dtf

REMOVAL.
their

public generally
they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to thek new Bakery, Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to

fJi"
^0^

call.

August 16—dtf

attorn- Symond’js

Patent

And Petroleum
sale by

17VJR 12—dlw
Aug

Burner,

Fluid,

A. A. NOYES & SON,
35

MECHANICS’

vwirr

I

,1.11™

A ml

HALL’S

Exchange

HEAVY

I3P* Orders from the Country respectfully solidtJob Work done to order.
augddti

Wanted.
eent. per lb. iur all pamphlets
*t the oflice of the Portland Sugar C'o.,
m.

BROWN.

MThe
ner

Street.

be found at Wo. 128 Middle Street,
where no is ready to wait
upon any one wishing for pictures of themselves or friends, at reasonable prices, for an good work as is to be had at any
room hi the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked lip bv a competent artist at the
rooms.
Especial attention paid to Children's pictures; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison's at ray
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will find them
here, from which
can be taken without
recopying, at the lowest
prices.
The public are requested to call and give me a
try,
as I am l>ound to make as
good work as can be found.
An assortment of
&c., will be found
here. Patronage solicited.

MAY

FRAMES,

Card Pictures $3,00
any

one

a

makes.

Dozen,

as

good

of

finely located Real Estate, on

Apply to
RUSSELL,

U. S.

Chiei Engineer.
Committee on Port-

junel6tt

Disbursing Office,

I
augusta, Maine,
August 15, 1866. J
accordance with instructions from the Provost
Marshal General’s Office, all persons having claims
against the United States fur expenses incurred in
raising recruits for Maine Regiments Volunteers, or
other accounts properly chargeable to fund for “Col-

IN

lecting, Organizing ana Drilling Volunteers,” are notified that they must present them at this office at
C. MACMICHAEL,
once for adjustment.
Capt. 9th U. S. Inlfc'y, M. and Dish's Officer.
August31. dim.

cor-

Sts.,

stories, containing

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
lerm easy. For
particulars enquire at

Comrross

July25dtf

j

For terms and territory, address at once with
WM. GRACE & CO.,
P. O. Box 1732, Portland, Me.
Augnst 28—d&w2w'

tLUtRBERHHS & CHERRIES

|

tit.,,

Portland,

alK>ut seven
wlt?
unsurpassed on
the Cape.

of

acres

land.

It

.D(,„

a

Enquire of

STEPHENSON.

To Let.
CHAMBERS over 110

Apply to

and 112

Federal »t.

COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin
streets.

anl9dt,
apijuti

Fore Street.
Angust 4.—dtf

176

iiJo

h?

p
Portland,

year.

Apply

to P.

To Rent.
centrally located, to
one

lamUy withhundred and fifty dollars tier

S. W.,

No.

To Let

qiHE

or

Lease for

Store and Wharf

a

now

a

37j Middle

Street.

term of Years.
occupied by Charles

situated between Union Wharf and
Jjv*erriU»
The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
JJjJJ™*8,
a
iPr?
8tory building thereon, 20 by 75. For further

particulars inquire

of

may26dtf

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 8} Union Wharl.

JAMES T. FATTEN &

House lots for Sale.

mayl3tl

l>ecalcomania,

F. H.

HANDAIX,
Carriages and Sleighs,
Ifo. 20 PREBLE
marl?

dtf

P.

ME.

onn BOLTS Superior Bleached)
.wl jY J 300 do All Long flax “Gov- I
emment contract,"
309 do Extra All Long flax I
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,

Decalcomauia!

transferred, with facility, at very
rates at No.
PICTURES
37} Middle Street, Payson’s Bio k.
V arnlsh.
I

witt printed directions lor using, lor 1®
per bottle.
aufWdti

California Wines.

OF

fTlHE

PORTLAND, ME.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St.. Boston. Mass.
Juneltf

LUCY*

CHARLES W.
JSTo. 91

Exchange St.,
u
best 01 ,ce

Wedding

ju“‘

Cre*"'So-

excelled, furnished

TRUNKS,

at the shortest

DURAN

sale

&

v

Is.

See that

4,

Bags

!

Wholesale and Retail by

Ailed.

orders In the city

or

from

the country promptly

sept&Wtir

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and.
Draper,

iiotUe.

each

PIAMllm.

PIAMI fWMS!

received the Agency lor the Pianos manufactured by the
W«»
YUHK
I’lAM)
FORTE
CO.

394 Hudson Street, N

V„

su-

equal

factories to New York.principally
toStetoway’BmannJhctory, every part ol their instrument* i* done in
the beat maimer, and thl* enables the
company to fuinish Piano* which, it equalled, can mot be
surpassed
tor quality and power ol tone, eaainesa ol action and

beauty.
Judge*

Piano* and purchasers are requested to
Middl* 8t., Portland, Maine, any time dur-

ol

tw*

Good Baboaik is Warranted.
S4JHH.il ACHE ft .V HOME,
Agents fbr New York Ptono Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N.
leblSdt

Y._
PIANO FORTES.

IX-

WOODMAN,

TRUE k

CO.,

Nna. 54 and 58
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand,

FROM

NEW AGENCY

May S-dtf

Mobtoh

.

—

used In

Block.

AND—

Olapp’s Block, Congress St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns of Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will be
kept in good repair one year tree ol charge. Thorough Instruction given at the office. Machine fittings.
Silk. Thread, &c.,
on hand.
Particular attention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before pur-

TOBEY.
Agent tor Maine.

of Forfeited

Goods!

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
POBTLAND AND FaLMOUTB, }
Portland, August 16.1866. )
rrUIE following described Merchandise having been
_L forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
United States, public notice of said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at Public Auction, at the
Office ot the U. S- Appraisers, 198 Fore Street, on
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 20th, 1868, at 11 o’clock A.

8HIK

Aug.

3 Bags Nutmegs; 2 Kegs Spirits, 5 Ullage Barrets
Potatoes, 2 Trunks containing 2 Bags Nutmegs.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, JB.,
COLLKOTOB.

augl&dlawtd

Confectioner,

he Is (tally prepared to furnish Pic-Nlcs, Excursions.
Island Chowtler-Parties, Collations,
Suppers, Weddings, Ac., with a better quality of

dinners,

Ice Cream, Loaf and Fancy Cake,
(plain and ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,
elsewhere In the el tv.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, o( u superior quality furnished at the shorteet notice.
WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country.
|y Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for
be found

Concerts, Lectures, Ifonee*
July 28—KwarCw

S^wm^pfy fo^

Copartnership.

rpHE undersigned have this day formed a cojpartX nershlp under the style and name of S.T. Cleveland & Co., and taken the old stand of Thrasher *
Co., No. 4 Free Street Block, for the purpose of carrying on the Retail Dry and Fancy Good business.
S. T. CLEVELAND,
G. W. RICHARDS.
E. T. G.

BRIDGTON

IIOWE,

SELECT

Commercial 8t.

SCHOOL

aug 31

berland Street.

Dissolution of

fjiHE

copartnership

Daly «Sc

dlw*

Copartnership.

heretofore

existing

under

the

Dearborn,

this day dissolved by mutual consent.
counts of the late firm will be e tied bv C
was

The acP DAI Y

^^rrth0ri*edtt>
Portland, Aug. 1., 18«.

C. P. DALY,
G' H ^AKBORN.

Pweha»ed the stock of
J*Tl“S
Daly A Dearborn, will
oontlnue the wholesale
FRUIT AND GROCERY BUSINESS.
6t

the old stand, 123 Commercial strep!,

Portland, Maine.
September

C. t\ 0.1 LI.

4-<ttw__

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On and after J une L the lars U
Portland and Bangor wBl he
33 00 Rockland 83.00: other land-

Portland, May

Maine.

A s3s»ioS
'na^£liSSan11

_

want of any kind

O®oe.

ot

in proings on the River reduced
wtion per steamer Regulator
^
A. SOMERBY, Agent.
31, 1883—dtf

Copartnership

Fall Term of this Institution will

Dally Press

their classe*

ACADEMY I

Bridgton,

W u YOU are In

open

Oa Msaday, Ike 4lk Day ef September,
at 0 •’clack A* M.
They will have a private class for children who do
not desire to receive religious instruction.
On Tuesday, the Mb, the pupils of the Boarding
School will be admitted.
For information as to terms. Ac., application should
be "»«Ha at the residence of the Ladle*, No. 104 Cum-

tween

-AT-

yorth

call at the

dc

154 A 156

RAISON’.

Portland, Aug ta—eod3w*

at

dY

17—dtw

and Kerosene Lamas.

Hot. 102 and 104 Cumberland St.
Ladies of the Congregation de Notre Dame
T^HE
A will

French Cook and

—.

Fluid

FOB FLAT ROOFS.
E. HERSET, Agent,
Ho t« Union Street.

FIDER

rpHE

o'

For sale by
rbe

Ladles of the Conipregation de Notre Dame.

constantly

WM. M.

New York.

Rooting

LANCASTER HALL, would Inform
Ids Mends and the public, that having had 1*
years ol practical experience as a

than

Sons, of

The Best Oil in the Market l

COMPOSITION.

can

&

All Instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
March *—d&wtf

MEASURE,

tljr CHARLES CIJNT1M At CO.

JOSEPH PARTINGTON
In

Fortes,

Patterns, EXCELSIOR BURNING OIL.

t

OUT

Piano

all the modern Improvements, which they can
LOW as can bo purchased elsewhere, of Ute
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
an
assortment of New York and Boston Piano
keep
Fortes, among which are
as

Steinway

Agents,

S li ir

The undersigned begs leave to announce that they are
manufacturing and
UUeep constantly on band

7

with

ap22dtl

J\ 7 store and for sale by
HEKSEY, FLETCHER & Co.,
189 Commercial Street.
Angust 16, 1866.—<13w

August 16th, 1866.

A

CO.,
“Pioebbr House,”
Dealing Exclusively in Caliiortda Wines
For sale to Portland by Cbosmas A to.
_may HcodSm

sell

SEWING MACHINES!

Janatdtf

Corn!
ft/ )A/1 BUSHELS No. 1 high mixed Com

Sale

on

2Sfi£T££SS%2mn

No. 105 Middle Street.

Wl

Corn!

July 2d—eod&w3m

Is

name

5g£&&St?SX&*rtdxX'

BRACKETT,

Gravel

1863.

chasing.

label and

PERKINS, STERN

oar

They

—

Traveling■Mauutactured and for

oat

We would call the attention ol
the
to the
periw quality of these Instruments/public are

VALISES

AND

unexampled popoularity achieved by

A brands ol those now celebrated Wines, 1 Jne
to their superior merits and undoubted
purity.
J the sick chamber the "Ang' bva” will commend
itself. Where » highly tonic and invigorating stimulant Is desired our Port Is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
class to the country, and as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
a Dinner Wine the “Hock" is
deservedly popu-

HAVINli

Cake

EJF- All Orders promptly attended to.
July 17—eodtt

>A?!S,JUS**’
Arbr0»th-

At No. 11

•

KIMBALL,

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble Houae.)

be

terms.

June 10—dtf

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

cannot

Has Removed from hie old stand In Union Street
to No. 300 Fore St., where he it
prepared to fill all
orders tor Carpenters' and other Tools, oi the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable

WJo. 200 F'ore Street.

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

C.

CO.,

DlBTBIOT OF

fln«ly located House Lots in Cape Elipabetb, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
N. PERRY, at the Sheriff. OtHce, Portland, where a plan ol Cape Elizabeth lots may be
8*em

Manufacturer ol and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers*

BY-

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,

H<'uae LoU, comprising 46,000 ieet ol
“
Emery> Cushman and Lewis st. for
W. H. STEPHENSON.
April 26, 1866.—dtf

A,™MKNT
out
Children, at

Joseph. Bradford,
MANUFACTORY I I

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER PROOF FiSLT

Scotch Canvas,

-FOB--

House Lots.

ET',F
d’

AGENTS FOR THIS STATE.

marl 8 tf

at the lowest prices, by calling on A. 8.
notice,
DYER, Cape Elizabeth, R. O. OONANT& CO., No.
163 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.

f

E

Fro to 41 Union to 200 lore St,
Opposite UsnuormtiM’ end Traduhs' Lark.

MOVES dfc SOM,
35 Exchange Streak,

can

Bath, April 20,

jyb—121 Commercial Street.

li

No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, HOOPS and

BATH,

l

of

and Calkers’ Tools, &e..

HAMBLIN,

SALE

Importer*

R EM O V A

Smoky Chimneys.

3V.

SIN G EB’S

wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for ShipTHOSE
other purposes,
be supplied at short
ping
and

Me.

For Sale or to Let.
Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
THrL?eW Frfincl1CaPk
Green Walden’s, containing
A-

A.

FLOUR!

Potatoes, Potatoes !

-FOB

Manufacturers

WARRANTED

88 EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactures to order and m the heat manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

LARUE assortment ot all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale bv the CAR
LOAD, or
otherwise, at tair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

to

forUand

And other Norway and Swede# Iron.
Milk Street, Boston; and #1 John Street, New
York.
ap32d6m

septadtfM

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.
August 5—d3m

Office,

A

Merchandise.

B.

Collection

And

TheArchimedlan Ventilator,

All

RIPE ELDERBERRIES,
BLACK CHERRIES, wanted, (or which the the highest prices will be paid, by
W. S. MAINKS,
Aug 29—d*w*w
Windham.

FLOUR!

and

Steel

147

__

Month.

-:—

-----;

i«
is

Per

At B. D. Ver rill’s

IB.jCB.CT.OF

Part land. Malar.
Work executed In every part ol the State.
juneldtt

—

stamp,

one

junelGtf
second-hand FIRE ENUINES, with Hose Carriages; all in
order.
good
vtF?
a lot oi Hose suitable for
—ir~T"

the

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

For Sale Cheap.
Two

$200

to

or

as

CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. “3—d&wSni

H%nd Fire Engines.

as

JET-eal Estate for Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Institution offers to young men and ladies
best facilities for obtaining a thorough Busines Education.
Scholarships for lull course, comprising both theory and practice, good in thirty-six Colleges, constituting the “International Chain,” time unlimited.
For further information please call at the College, or
send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BEYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Aug 25—d&w3iu
Portland, Me.

rpHlS
X the

DUPEE,
'PHOTOGRAPHER!

$150

Leave Your DemandH lor Collection

WM. JESSOP & St N,

ounulTlAtlllSLK,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

making

A

known

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois & Jackson, 68 Excliange Street.
July G.—dtf

BUSINESS COLLEGE

H.

a

Books

some ot the
ever offered to

on

Offioe.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.
Nobkolk, V*.
Conalgnmenta solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell <&
Renter; Currish & Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;
t'krk, Bead A Co., Portland, Me.
may&MGiu

So. 184 Middle Sired.
Jan. 18—dtl

Fresco and Banner Painter,

To all seeking profitable employment
rare chance is offered to make money.
Agents are

SALE.

State and Danforth

PORTLAND
Olapp’s Block, Congress

public.

Commercial St.

Valuable Real Estate!

ed.

and

tor

EMPORIUM.

Apply

FOR

canvass

200
BUSHELS
10.1 BUSHELS

Lot corner ol Waterville and Sherbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 37J Middle St.
julylldtt

Sts.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

I.

137

Gentlemen to

icA Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

MAINE.

Wanted.

purposes,

HOUSE
House and

IRON.

vuao. u.

augOdlm

LADIES
best Steel Engravings
the

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

dtf is

Wanted

Wanted—Agents.

Price

block, 147 Middle

Real Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street,
the Payson House.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

St.

HALL.

2V°Xercial a:d MalJ,e sti<-j.

july25

PORTLAND,

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

Law

Luther Dana,
Woodbury s. Dana,
June ldtf
John a. S. Dana.

Oiat

SITUATED
Sts, 50

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS. OP

&c.

business
new

at
RUBBER

Aug. 4—dtf

FURNACES, RANGES,

Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman
land Fire Department.

No. 3 Tolinan 1’Iace.

Un 2l-dlf
Jan

SON,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

EZRA

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions, Levees, &cM may be obtained on application to
RICHARD COLE, Superintendent,*
iunel6dti

&

apply

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE,

R. W. SMARDON,
R. S. SC AMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

_

NOYES

N.

Chains,

To Let.

or

Lost t
small, yellow, shaggy

Mass.

T. CHASE, Head Long Wharf.

Chambers for
ELEGANT
wholesale
retail, in the
Street. For terms

copies

undersigned take this method to inform
rpHK
1 customers and the
that

D.
tf

HENRY P* LORD, Treasurer*

nr

A very
nam, Maine.
ejust finished, containtogether with about 8

Rigguig, Anchors,

July 2d— st&t

March 13—dtf

No. 0

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Of all

SCH’R
Sails,

$1100. Apply to

Jylldtt M

p^itehed,)

For Sale.
CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in

CITY

Aug. 26—dtf

Second-Hand

Portland,

a

Business Men

®The

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

AT

of

■

rPO sold tandfkll orders for the life and times of
1 ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brockett,
the Biographer and Historian, Author of “Phllanr
tliropic Results of the War in America.” “Our Great
Captains,” “History of the Civil War hi the United
States,” Ao., (Price #3, $3*50, $4,25 and #5, accordof binding.
The best Biography to be
and the Great National
Engraving—
‘‘Washington and his Family,”—a new work, iftm
fcchusselos master painting, engraved
by Sartafn.—
Two superior works for salesmen.
Deeds of territory given, guaranteeing exclusive right of sile.—
Apply to C. E. HORTON, General Superintendent,
228 Washington St., up stairs. Room No. 15,
Boston,

House aud Lot lor Sale on Cedar
Street.
three story Wooden House, No, 27 Cedar Street, well arranged for two fttmilies.—
Well supplied with Hard and Soft Water.—
in good order. Lot 26 x 114. For terms
apply
on the premises or to
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
aug22(13w
Lime Street.

I
Trbabpreb’b Office,
March 11, 1868. f
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for Bale at this office, In sums to
suit, not less
than ?500, on one, two, three,
four, and ten years’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

.il--

Friday last,

or

Portland

PORTLAND, ME,

Commission and

I?

DAJSTA. & CO.,
Eish and N alt,

Griffith,

Pleasantly 'seated, and about 10 miles
from Portland; convenient to Schools, Post Office,
Ac. Cottage designe 1 oy Harding, Architect. For
terms apply to J. il Lellan,
Gorham, Me, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Aug 22—d3w»

SIX VElt CENT LOAN.

Trimmings,

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest citios, and will be
oflered to the trade
upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

LOOK

ot

uity

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

us a

ON

Is.

land.

acres

Aug. 7—<13m

Owking,

FAKct aOO DS.

HEAD

Jifiliting

lood, has btei^ counterfeited

Kingsford’s Oswego Corn Starcli.

-OF-

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

Ibr

use

-..M

DOG with
a white lace and black collar around his ueck
marked with silver nails. Whoever will return said
Dog shall be suitably rewarded.
william h.
On board Tow Bob t Uncle Sam.
aug22d7 w»

Cottage House in Oa

Cottage Hou
kjjjj desirable
9 rooms and Clo;

IpiutWli;}

MANUFACTURER

For Sale.

by
unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation oi. their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, wilJ seo
that every package is marked plainly,

A.

New and

Corn Starch!

some

annually.

ALL BIGIIT A GAIN!

give

I
s

_‘

Mine

Prescriptions.

In such

Ac.

All ot the Celebrated Mineral Waters, KISSINGEN,
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and
EMPIRE SPRING.

LEWIS,

Hi ft

i

Mas. 1 sal a Free Street Black,
(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’»)

em-

M

(T(HE subscriber offers for sale two Houses on DanA
forth Street, No. 118, with a
large barn, snS
store on the same lot. The houses are one and a half
stories high, well finished and In
good condition. Tire
86
wla* several fruit trees
upon it.
The buildings will be sold
together or separately, as
purchasers may desire. Title clear, and terms liberal.
THOMAS TRACY, on the premises.

KINGSFORD’S

Oswego

\fiddle St., Fox Block, near the Post Office,

Beltings,

,1.1.1

they

can

The subscriber wishes to purchase a convenient TWO-STORY HOUSE, VeOHnished, containing about eight er nine finished rooms,
centrally and pUaaontly located-price say from
♦3,000 to |3AOO.
Address “Box 42, Press Office.”
Aug. 25,1865.—d3w

Portland, Aug. 31,1865.—(13w*

DRUGGISTS,

cians

|

/.

Street,

1—eod&wti

cuosaian & CC).,
75

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers,

_

HENRY P. WORCESTER,
General

e

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Aug 14—d«w

Wanted to Pwrchaae.

Real Estate for Sale.

;i

S. B. GO WELL,
Aug.

Aug 23—(12m

for the next six

.well to supply themselves
immediately, as the prices are daily advancing.
onfe wishing to go into the Dry Goods Trade
Any
will find this one of the best situations in Portland.
Possession given immediately it desired.
Please call and examine.

11KTAIL.

LORIKG,

one or more
or

-1

Adjoining the depot, and eight miles
; convenient to schools, stores and
meeting; it contains one hundred and twenty acres
of choice land; will cut from 60 to 60 tons of hay a
year, and pasture from 20 to 25 head of cattle. There
are two wells on the place, and two
never-tailing
brooks that run through the pasture, with two earns,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough to keep
two fires for the house. The subscriber will -ell low,
as he is about to change his business.
For further particulars enquire on the premises, or
of
.JOHN K. CAYZER.
Aug 22—cl4w*

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congresr
yt,

Lewis & Oo„

A Sure Oure for

ployment at satisfactory wages) to work and manage
a Farm, Country Seat, on the Hudson River. A first
rate, hard working family can obtain an exoellent
and permanent situation by addressing Mr.
G., Room
ISO Parker House, Boston.
aug31S*W2w

-_

50 & 58 EXCHANGE STREET.

My stook is full and complete In every department.

Every femily who wants any goods
months t© come will do

AND

SHORT &

AUGUST 1st.

T.

England farmer and wife, (u
Anew
they have
CARRIAGE
grown up sons, good FarmMasons,
also find
Carpenters

ers,

from Poi

-—AT—-

until all sold

|

Wanted.

situated In tke town of Cumberland
the Portland and Kennebec Railroad, known as the Isael True form,

SCHOOL BOOKS,

J•

IN

on

Atk^ Dr. FredXWmce,
Deiiiint,
POKTLAND, IKK.

aPneofe Family In the Western part of the
city. For particulars address R. W., Poet Office
Box No. 1782.
&ug29dtf

Loring,

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS„

|f

Board Wanted

the

ttgg2^?i’5Ksaiaa3r

March 38—dtl

2#—dll

~

TV O T I

freight.

load lumber at same place fur Ualveselphla and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.

Aug-

W. 3. DYER'S,
137* Middle St,

For Sale.
(JUlice of the Trustees.
Company.
;
A very desirable two
-story HOUSE, containThose intending to effect new insurance, or inIu
Quebec,jErom^JOHN FORAN,f Esq.
Hili ,ID8 ten finished rooms, with every convencrease existing policies, will do well to examine the
JfeHglence of water, Ac., * acre land under a high
August ft,SB."
aug28d3irm~*u state
merits of this Company. Information from official
of cuRivaUon, wltfe a great
variety of shrubbery
sources fot the past or precedii g year
L-rr-—Hi—r+
cheerfully
'TT*"i
tree8t currants, goosberries, Ac.; situated
given.
^ Uort
on the line oi the Horse
Ac
Railroad, near Woodford’s
Corner. Inquire ot
Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Boom No. 1.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
56 anil 58 Exchange Street,
Aug 25—d2w
Lime Street.
«. if. McALPINE,
PORTLAND,
State A cent far Maine*
Farm
lor
HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
£)ale.
Aug. 2ft—dly
An excellent milk (arm for sale
at

rates of

To

good laud, large lot, surroundings

Portland, Aug. 21,1866.—d3w

WM. R. THISTLE.
Ottawa, from
from HENRY

•e., arranged and set up In the beet manner, and ali
executed. All

BASTERS

pleasant; will be sold for unt-Halr what any other
equally large and desirable lot in this city can be
bought for, Enquire at

Exchange Court.

Aylmer',

In

TWO

For
A two story
HOUSE, finished throughout,
*'™,.one acre of land, a good barn ana outbiffidlngs, plenty ol water; situated at AlWs

0N£
Portland;

11

Congress and

and FWshers, on Cloaks, can find work
and good pay tor the season at BEAL <& BICKNo.
Wd
Devonshire St., Boston.
ER’S,

ol

uuumaue Known at time

seen,

Cow with dark

small red

active young ladies wanted In a Hosiery and
Glove Store; one of whom must have some experience in the business.
154 Middle, Cor. Cross St.
Sept 7, 1865—dlw

about five minutes walk from
the F. A. R. R. Por particulars enIB Silver St., or of the
subscriber on the premises.
Aug 24 d3w*
D. McINTOSH.

obtained,
Montrael, from HENRY MeK_AY,l Merchants’

In

a

Inquire ol the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
on the premises.
P. R. HALL,
Cpunty Tmasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
August 8—d*wtf

r,

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelE\'EBY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops

Haauihcturers ami Wholesale Dealers In

Wanted.

quire rtR. Leighton, Jr., No,

j

Planaef ihe above Properties can be

Sd,

Corner
Sept 5—dlw*

terms.

j

ther ii fov

South P«E.

■-

tne terminus

STREET,

S,

Oak Street,

PORTLAND. ME.

Cow Lost.

(V'i Sunday. Sept.

IITie

REAL ESTATE In the CITY OF OTTAWA,
the best situated and most valuable bail ig lots, fcr business purposes, and residences.
I
uoj„t
uuenu,

man, a second-hand lour wheel Chaise,
Buggy or Carryall—one that rides easy.
Price moderate.
Address E. H., Cape BIbaheth
Depot.
septSdlt*

HOME FARM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, con““mg about ninety acres, well divlded Into wood, pautnrage and til—-rn —jy
> produoss
forty-five tons of hay. Laud and
buildings in excellent condition.
A desirable property and for sale on
reasonable

t

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

BY Top

view

T E R E H

sick

a

EEEJSY,

8TU000 AHD
1IA8TI0 W0BKEE8,
between, Co.***. ,pd Fro* Ft..,
PORTLAND, ME.

and Water Oloaets,

I Bawls. Brass A 811 rer I'lsJel (arks.

Valuable Farm for Sale.

many of
comprising
ii

it sale.

J' A‘

Pumps

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

in

place(l.to
A&SO, WILL BE SOLD,

icuu» win otj

a

Farce

Wanted.
a-

^Sh^raS^To^eSs^ttSSSfiS"fcW£$S®‘u**r*ay
W<*
Lowell’Street*.
Sept

to command the entire Ottawa ana all Its tributaries
above it, aa a source from Which til draw supplies of
Saw Logs.;
uoin’T itns/oi > 1 :,rt| 1 ,1
All tbo above Limits, which are now offered fo
vale, are ar mirably
supply the J" ill.

iuc

commands

SURGEON,

Pt'A1N A»D ORNAMENTAL

OP

Wanted.

»Ill8Rtl5lbe,.fra0“.?0J?lft.1Kl-4s

The

Dividends of this Company are exadly what
TJ1HE
A they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each year,Tin cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are gfveb.—
On the payment of bach renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, lying., aiding the insured In meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable iu four
ox five years, or "on vote qf the Directors';1 are obvious.
Mo other Company has overpaid a Divjdeud in tjiis
way. Tha Dividends are equal to those of any fife

and

ROSS <£

young man, just going into trade, a tow
months' experience in a wholesale or retail Grocery or Provision Store. No salar expected.
Address
WILLIAM OSGOOD,
Box 1619 Portland P. O.
Sept 7—d2w«

BY

that tor natural loveliness cannot be

1—deo<l&w4w»

BONNOHERE

rear oi
w ill be

This 1-S one of the best places for summer hoarding in the
country. The
house is situated at the foot cd the

Mountain,

MAKES

By

JgjMfe

v

LIMITS, Six
number,—IIus.,75, 76, 77, 78, 79, and 86, of 1862 and
’63, extending from enchain Lake to the Source of
the Little Uounchere, a distance ol about 29
miles,
tbo depth op each aide varying from 5 to 8 miles, and
embracing an area ol Some 216 square miles, with
*
Fhrm Saw-Mill, Timber Slides, &c.
On the above Limits there are In store Pork, Flour)1
Horses, Open, Hay turd Grain and other extensive
supplies requisite for next Winter's operations,which
the purchaser or purchasers of the Limits will be required to tqke at a foir valuation.
ALSO, TO BE SOLD.
The “PnMTlAC SAW MILLS,” situated at the
hettd of the! Duchesne Lake, Ottawa Itlvde, one ofthe
most extensive Mills in the Country, and so placed as

Life Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD,

U’ltfLE

t,

Wanted!
an EXPERIENCED TEACHER who has
just
returned from a three years’ experience t the
a situation to teach a
large Village School darArmy
the
ing
coming Winter, where a great amount ot labor is required for a flur compensation.
Address,
"ADAMIDES
sep8d2w*
So, Brldgton, Me-

minutes* ride from
K. K. Station at South Paris. The fhrm
contains 150
orchards—excellent water in house and
** a valuable Mineral
Spring near the

The DTThioiNE LIMITS, comprising Skvxn in
number,—Nos. 323, 325, 329, 022, 326, 96, and 330, of
and ’gL commencing about seven mues from the
Ottawa, and extending on a strait course up the River some 28
Sallee, with a varying depth oi about 5
mues on each side of the River—comprising an area of

226
The

t£e i

Mountain Place for Sale.

■

AND

junelidAwtm

PLUMBE R! P L

Ho. 48d
Lot 33x120 feet, with a good

with a passage in the
the 15th ol September,
term of years.

SMALL,

OFFICE NO. 193 1-2 OONGBES8 8T.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

L

three-Htory Brick House,

iUgl ^ngi-essStreet.
jEjLstable;
together
the »>t. If not sold
by
leased

If.

Business with the Departments at Washington at.

For Sale.

lEftHt'

POUSSIN CREEK OP. SHEERWAY LIMITS,
lor a
Licenses 327! and 328 of 1863 and ’64, described as a
Inquire oi
block ten mhos square, commencing three miles East j
from file mouth ol the Creek on thq JDuinoine River,
anu extending East ten miles.
LICENSE No. 324 of 1863 and ’65, on the West
Streaked
Branch oX tguRtvar Dumieine, described as extending East ted miles,
TJCENKK No. 324 of 1863 and ’64, on the West
Branch of the River JJumoine,-described as extending up the Stream ten miles, with a depth oi four
miles on tlid North-East side—an area of 44 square
Burnnnil
I
miles.

OAK

be connected irith

can

U.

Street,\

(Musrey’s Block,)
PORI LAND, MAINE.
tended to.

of ten

same

DR.

Law, PHYSICIAN

at

Cards.

5

or for
storage, and will be let
Please apply to E. NUTTER, #2 separately.
Middle St., or
F- H- FASSETT, Architect.
Aug. 26—d3w*

comprising qs follows:—
The HUNNEWELL and BEAR CREEK LIMITS, having! a frontage cm the Ottawa of fourteen
miles, and a)i arear oi seventy square miles.
The ST. CkY OJS BOOM CREEK LIMITS, No. 314
aud 315, of 1863 and ’64, described to extend ten
miles up oil the course of the River St. Ory, with a
depth ol Hva min* on each aide.

1863

CHARTER

the

over

Attorney

Office No. 117 Middle

SIX

“ori rooms. It the rear lot is
*fe*S9r
'“Proved, it win be used tbr an Ice

favorably

THE-

Wanted.
OR EIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKEBS.
Apply
A. P. MORSE & CO.,
serpiitilm*
Boston, Min.

_Business

MERRXLL,

CeHBsdlnr and

dlw#

tor a Confectioner, Oyster
Dentist, Milliner, or almost
The lower story wllf he finished

tenement

a

LIMITS, cotiprising some

Eight

3epTll,

''I04*1011

"SJJPVJJJJJ
any other business.

Business Cards.

_Tern, ,e Street.

CHAS. B,

w

No. 11 Watervilto Street.
1865.
Portland,

** to be elected on the vacant lot
be'ow McKenney’s Photowe.iV’fiSfr®e‘’n®xt
which will be finished aa degtog11for aitWislmient,
fined
respectable business if applied for •» sea-

THETttUBTEES

ANDERSON,
& CIVIL ENGINEER

—t-——_

car*

New Building to Let.

A

of the ESTATE of the late
JOHNJUG AN, Esq., deceased, vrttha view of
closing the Trust, (of this, one of the largest Lumbering establishments in Canada) have determined to offer by Ft’uitc Auction Hi the CITY OF OTTAWA, on WEDNESDAY, the 2Jtli SEPTEMBER
next, the folio wing extensive and valuable TIMBER

Seven to

factory references

f.

SURVE^°J
mchl7d^CB’COMtA1,«*C*.

by
A isSITUATION
capable of taki

PI-

Portland,Me.

-AND-

3fc|#i-l E.stp t.e

Lost and Found.
Wanted.

octave

seven

..-

iertnu $x per
annum, in advance.

to Let.

or

mu

~

Wants,

aiMreaa
W. W. K.” Transcript Office,
Tim ber Limits, Saw Mills PTOSSSS.,
Aug29-dlw

INSURE
--WITH

Let,

to

ato*Portk niWumd

■

granted

“Good morning, Mr. Pennell,” bezan Frank
and he cleared bis throat for action.
“Good art-noon,” responded Mr. Pennell
with a sly twinkle in his roguish old eye.
“Oh, afternoon, I meau, of course,” said

For Sale

-OF-

That gentleman had previousiy
progress.
been the instrument of a like change in an
demoralized
equally
parish. I may add that
a tew years back lie was deemed the fittest
clergyman m the church to go out as a bishop
to a scene of great personal danger in a heathen country.

por-

trait, by Proudhon, of the Empress Josephine
seated on a sofa, and a magnificent piece of
Gobelins tapestry.
The Queen’s sleeping
apartment on the first floor was provided with
a set of rosewood iumiture, which had
belong-

Sale and

-*■

energy. But at once a stomacher stretched
him on the road. “Your next” Once more
a conglomerate ol dense pates was formed.
“Bill, thee teck him.” Bill eyed the hero asskanee, and shook his head. “Thee* Sim;” a
shake of the head from Sim also.—“Dick, thee’l
teck th’ parson f" a shake more decided, and a
stiff “Nay, nay; I’se see thee hung fust.” And
now the first one who was
vanquished stood
forward, and, like a brave man, called out, “I
say, parson, yo’re a rale young un, yo’ ar.’ I’se
tellthee what; we’re going to hear you preach.”
And they all followed him along the little street,
said £the writer, and heard the Word quietly,
adding, it remains to be seen what win become
of the fight. What did come of it? I heard,
a long time afterward, that from that day the
men doffed their hats, and the women curtes;ed, and the children looked awe-stricken,
when they met and passed him; that the
church and schools were tilled; that the beerhouses were nearly all shut up; and that a
great moral and religious reformation was in

Tr_•
d
nr om
ABENENBEEO.

ever, cried Vive T Empereur.
A sieging club serenaded the Emperor in
the evening. He talked freely with the mem-

For

j iJ'H. tli Mu.'tg. i m :
IMPORTANT SALE

OF

The recent visit of the Emperor and Empress of the French to the chateau .of Axesiuuberg has drawn public attention thereto. The
Inhabitants were out in full force, and a few
triumphal arches were erected. No one, how-

with

i"

__

Miscellaneous.

a few seconds.
But then, a fist
planted in the peasant’s chest, and he lay
at full length on the ground. Quickly gathering himself up, he skulked away to Ids companions. “Now send your next best, and I’ll
go through the lot of you.” Again their heads
together, and another threw down his jacket;
going to work, however with more cautious
wa3

per, and ‘mother1

FQB THE CHILD-RUN.

...

PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 12, 1865.

Yoi. 4.

23,1862.

PRINTING

have this
under the style ol

undersigned

THEners’ Ip

Notice.

day formed

a

copart-

S. k. JACKSON

& SON.
lor the purpose of doing .general COALBUSINEfcS
at Sawyer’s Wharf, lbot of High Street.
8. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
..
Portland, June 13,1*35— tf

DAILY

THE

PRESS,

Our retuniSQfi^B elect!

prise
Couy
for GdYerrtor.

PORTLAND.

__

----

Tuesday Morning,
Tin

ilntly

issue

'uiifi circulation

Terms

of tke Press is Inrper than the ctntr
of all the other dailies til the city.

$8,00

per pear in

Heading Matter

on

a itrall fie.

vote, wpsd^sat Should the remainder of the
State give the same proportionate vote as that
already heard from, Gov. Cony's majority will
•a. t E
he near 20,000.
As was expected, there was a faking off from
the vote of last year of nearly one third. It
S<as also expected that Gov. Cony’s

'1

all Pour Pemrtm.

QUIET STATE ELHCTlOif.

A

—„

year these towns gave

--

1
—

Uhfyn

majority ^lmrm
Cony 28,104, Howard
19,107. Union majority 8,997. Net Union
gain 1,889. The majority tor Gov. Cony last
year in the State, not including the soldiers’

Sept. 12, 1865.

....—•

VU»OBTkjr^

The memory of man runneth not hack to
the time when a State Election, in Maine passed off more quietly than it did yesterday. The

majority

would be reduced, though relatively he would
vote, we judge at the present writing—iflbree have a larger majority than he had last year.
hours before the close of the [Kills, musthe But it will be
perceivedthat4fc««9jt>rity upon
very light, not over 90/100, perhaps lsjBoO this gedaity reduced vqte is larger than that of
less.
last year. All honor to the true and loyal
There are reasons why this should be so.—
Union men of Maine. Let the larger States
For five years the public mind has been, strainfollow her example.
In
ed up constantly to its utmost tension.
*
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
1860 was a Presidential year, when every man
186®1864.
felt that momentous consequence hinged upon1
the result.
Immediately the Southerp -Dem-

thi popuocrats revolted,
lar voice, and took up arms against the authority of the Government. This brought
and in 1861 the great
war-; indeed, it was war,
contest at the polls was to see whether the
refused to submit to

Government

Minot,

Such

condition of things has sufficed to
keep up the five consecutive years of constant
a

strain upon the-public mind. Now, happily,
the necessities of war having passed, the ten-

ISSr
Raymond,

sion is taken off, and the public mind has subsided into its normal condition of qufet Slid MS-'
i

pose.
The

■>

Like the great cable when its insulation beimpaired, the popular heart and mind do
not throb when the keys of the political, instrument are touched, no matter how skilfiil the
fingers that attempt the task.
*
During the campaign closed up by the election of Monday, the public feeling dfd not

wrought

proves to have been thrown than we have sug-

gested ; if the Union men have been less supine than our philosophy has intimated. To
that article we refer the reader for
particulars.
A SHREWD GAME SHREWDLY
To the Editor

of

660

8(617

6,686

6.660

9,060

121
608
366

87
163

aiieiapi to terjnf# tnair
people by telling them that all who go over to
the Yankees are sold to
Cuba, or worked in
yet

KNOX

United States Government has derided that
are to be freed on the first day of
August.
Then they will be at liberty to hire for wages
or go away; and many sent them
away at or
near that time, even
threatening to shoot them
if found upon their plantations after

they

50
181

70
402
616
161
135

1 .407
196
186

<>

29

235

2i«
56
94
203

1$9

122

261

132
87
86
171
40

239

79

OXFORD COUNTY.
162
266
190
89
210
171

159
95
98

411
132

216
101

217

1a

66
147

238
14*
167
248

S

190

m
220
16

260

154

mo
236
51
86
206
12*
263
157
163
236
257

4tw

122
9
31
82

79
320
342
98

Hampden,

Oldtown,
Stetson,

79
54

41

76

168
26

246
139
89

113
136
68

229

101

163
362

123
172
72

M3

61
208
161
i'V 63
81

60
248
200
88
168

1*4
96

63

122

40

82

108

,130

410

Bath, I
Arowate,
Georgetown,

97
32
36

i

T
>

116

4*
42
39
31
15
108

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
0»
334
784
S#
17
88

177

BO
139

54
81

120
226
12
82

46
130
1
00

94
142
66
136
270
16

Plupaburg,
MentBath,
Woolwich,
Richmond,
Perkins,
Topshaui,

108
133
u
65
107
1
113

184

14

64

97

67

77

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Eastport,

300
216
146

176
157
180

Machiaa,

233

189
139

No. 18,
A idtneyville,

163

0
69
46
31
21?
120
68

242

8
48
123
21
94
73

0
12
47
30
193
108
67

Pembroke
Eaat Macbias,

Macluasport,

Marahheld,
Cljerayfekl,
Steuben,
Harrington,

119

304

164
02
154
131
7

my).

62
16
66
46
89

WALDO COUNTY.

Belfast,
Belmont,
Lincoln ville,
Monroe,
Seargport,
Northpoit,
Winterport,
Frankfort, ?

560
38
213
214
282
93
307
121

344
74
174
101
102
86
74
180

376
41
181
200

166
52
107
54

237

42

83
237

79
34

1*9

135

676
K6

391
510

587

306

32*

1»

068

198
241
162
74
180
340

202
2*6
131
103
236
308
181
192
156

238
206
251
134
79
178
33J
521
171
152

672

-|131

143

465

North Barwick,

138
153
162

^red,

Lyman.

145
174
200
126
90
191
292
121)
198
144

136

KEPBBSENTATIVBS.

Portland—George

F. 8hepiey, James F.
filler, Frederick G. Messer, George Worcester—Union.

and

Cumberland.—Franklin

GOOD ADVICE.

One of the most sensible of onr Southern
exchanges is the Augusta, [Ga.]CAronicfe and
Sentinel. It is calm and moderate in judgement, and conservative in a good sense of that
much-abused word.
In one of its late issues
we find the
following sensible words:

they go

away, and that they shall
before they
share any portion of them.
And this plan ol procedure has several

In the name of the great people of
Georgia,
we repudiate and denounce the
sickly patriotism, bom of idleness and discontent, which
would perpetuate the miseries of the question
which the results of battle and the Providence
of God, has forever decided.
The true man fights while he hopes for suc-

phases. First, by driving the freed people away
are destitute, and their
being unable to supply themselves, gives a
plausibility
to the statement so often made
by copperheads
North and South, that the negro cannot
supempty they

cess, but when fairly and finally defeated, he
admits the fact; retires gracefully with the
credit of courage if not of victory, and respects
a brave and
generous victor.

port himself.

Second, an additional weiglft is thrown upthe Government, as they must be
-supplied'

on

with rations.

******

To those who are
opposed to and are doing what they can in an underhanded manner
to oppose the Federal
Government, we simply as* this question—Do you not see that
tlle way to all the misery of

most

interesting to the
planter, he is still enabled to pocket another
year of the unholy fruits of unpaid toil.
Uut that staid oid
gentleman,—Uncle Sam,
has grown
sufficiently shrewd to meet this
systen ot plotting by a counter
plot, aiid one
having the advantage of being just and equita-

?oian{f?pavin(5

/r.hc present policy of the
kind and

U. S. authorities is
conciliatory, but woe to the land if
the government shall
despair of finding loyal
ln l(’ an<* ra e **y
Power, where love has
P >
failed C
t

ble.

Commissioners and superintendents are Instructed to learn of the
destitute

*****
Wh en we left the Union we volu ntarilv aave
We
up all rights we had.
•

as

threTZ^Z
accepted.

they
in,
they have been laboring, bow long they have been
engaged, and
bow much they have received
in compensation- If they Save not been
paid, the work is
charged in a book kept foi that purpose. ^
account is made from the first
day of Jan
1865, to the time they left, and the planters'
notified that if they fail to pay tiieir
di,-canted
bands fail- compensation, one-half the
crop
will be seized and distributee)
among them.
Like seeing their darling empire fall, fi ts a bits
ter pill, but it must be taken to purge their

It was
gage < f battle.
We have
lost all which we have staked. The victors
offer u* terms. Let v« accept them mow. If we
refuse or strive to get better, we shall undoubtedly la se many advantages which we now can
obtain. Nothing can be gained by delay ; much
may be lost.
Let us see that none but practical, sound
men n re elected to the Convention, to 1-ike the
first st eps necessary to restore Georgia to her
■wmej- position in the Union.
* u

wberland County.—The entire Union
ticket is elected in
foul stomachs.
Cumberland County by a
of about
1 presume this is the first time Southern15fjo, as we judge from the
planters have generally employed Yankee *W»m» already received. Mr. Webb’s majoriAttor“ey will fall a little below
book-keepers; but a new era has dawned upon
°r
our
country and Yankees will seek out many
'!'eruor Rimy- He irons but slightlyimlundUie rest
inventions.
W. F Eaxoh>
f we kave heard «f ^ ticket ,n the towns
General Superintendent of
frot a.
Freedmen, St. SiWe have gained two
mons, Ga.
I
representatives thus
lj far in this county- -one in
---Ca[>e Elizabeth and
®*“Artemn. Ward’s ‘adoos” in
me In the district of Cumberland
New York
and Bayarc
suspended, owing to the serious illness of I
with the prospect of gaining another in
tile great sho * man.
i mond,
the district of Scaj -boro and Windham.

majority

LZ Tty

|

i

capable of estimating present blessings
fairly as they weighed distant ones, they
as happy as any
raiprht be as contented and
were

a»

earth, no matter where located.
person
Let us describe his situation. At the early
he took up 160 acres
age of twenty-one years
of handsome wild land on the Kennebec river,
some forty or fifty miles above Augusta—In
latitude nearly 45 degs. North. In this northern region, he felled a large piece of trees, in due
time got a good barn, sowed some winter rye
and grass seed, and prepared the rest for crops
of wheat, com, potatoes, oats, Ac., the ensuing
spring. Meanwhile he constructed a good log
house and some outbuildings, made npmfortable for the reception of his new wife. There
wire at that time few or no orchards or
nurseries in Somerset County, and the lady on
repairing to her woodland home, took with
her, amongst other useful things that looked
into the distant fhture, a lot of apple seeds
which were sown as a domestic nursery. In
due time an orchard, set in rectangular order,
of 308 trees, was planted out from these pippins, set amongst the fresh stumps of a new
made field directly in front of the log cabin.
on

Shortly

alter

acres, Mr.

H.

entering upon the original 160
purchased other 70 acres adja-

cent, and the whole farm thus consists of 230
acres of excellent land, divided into mowing,
tillage, pasturing and woodland. The fbrests,
now, are of the primeval growth, large,
stately and very valuable for timber or fuel.

The gentleman showed us the foundation of
life log house, near which, some years afterwards, he erected his present mansion. This
it a framed building, two stories high, with a
piazza in front, elapboarded, painted, blinded,
and otherwise ornamented. When erected he
had to go to what is now Concord for sawed
lumber, and to Norridgwock for bricks—some
fifteen or twenty miles through woods in opposite directions.
He has now one of the most beautiful and

independent establishments in the heart of
Maine—the child of his own skill and labor.
His large mansion house appears to fine advantage at the head of a bend in the road as a
traveller ascends a smooth carriage way towards the elegant estate. Three very large
bams, a corn-house, a cider mill, a carriage
house, sheds and other outbuildings, all of
which are painted and glazed, make quite a
village of itself. The whole are shaded by
rows of well-grown trees, and surrounded by
an ornamental fence; and are protected in the
rear by a hill that shields the premises from
the rude northwest winds and receives the
a southern sun that warms the

siupiug

ueius oeiow.

He told us that, the preceding season he
raised 170 bushels of sound com on three
acres, 300 bushels of oats, 100 bushels of ex-

cellent wheat, 700 bushels of potatoes, and 50
tons of English hay. He had then in his bams
and yards, 3 horses, 85 sheep, 2 store hogs,and 20
head of neat cattle, seven of which were
mtlch cows. We have forgotten the number
of pounds of butter and cheese, or yards of
linen cloth his wife had made within the year,
but it was very ample. His cellar was well
stored with beef and pork, his larder with butter and cheese, and his granary with
com,
wheat, oats and barley. His woodhouse

rye,
was

well filled with seasoned hard wood—rockmaple, birch and beech,—his rooms were light
and warm, his furniture neat and handsome,
and what could a man have more f What
mere could u reasonable man desire f
And
yet, mlralnle dlctul this man had the Westfever 1 Go where he might, where, 1 pray
you to tell, would he;fiud things more ample
and comfortable than he now commanded on

ern

every side ?

home of his life,
manhood, the home
he had made with his own hands, the home
of his own taste, skill and labor, and the
It

was

the

the home of his earliest

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Detroit,

sexagenarian—his

in a
not much
younger; both were smart
if they
us
to
that,
old
seemed
and
it
green
age,

,,ift' genial fays of
156

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
791
1,008
888
340
69
23*

Bangor,
Brewer.

151
158
121

® ^

g
LufrOT^N1 Bounty.

Yeaxie.

92

J

‘

COUNTY,

fe'

Bethel,
Buekfield,
Grebnwood,
Norway,
Oxford,
£>#•». ) |
Sumner,

22

.Rt

Sawyer-—Union gain.

The shrewdness of this trick (fobs not at
first appear, but the
design is that the crops
for the season shall be made before

freedmen,

319

Z

*

fS, j

Raymond

date.

for whom

y

175

‘ft'

Kdgecomb,
Boothbay,
Dresden,
Bristol,

102

Westbrook—Edward Payson—Dem.
Brunswick—Union.
Cape Elizabeth—Frederick K. Jordan—
Union gain.
V;
Q-. g
Yarmouth—Elbridgc G. Wagg—Union.

harness, Instead of mules. Others, with a
greater show of fairness, tell them that the

come

660

59
256
158

106
513
817
156
152

BeidelorJ,

ould suppose lor very shame t
lid
at least make a show of graceftil si
In.
But such is not the fact, and various are the
plans adopted to continue the Freed men id
their unpaid toil.
“Jj

and

114
116
060
060

284
109

^

Saco,

one

third,

156

6(6

» *

hiW,ene^0

w4%rald
County

even

687
233
190

GanUnarl

33£?
Earmingdale,

Keaumbuftk.
slaveholding oligarchy appear as blind Berwiek,
•South Berwick
to their real condition, as they are to their own
interest. Being soundly whipped, and their tLvman,
Dayton,
slaveholding empire blown to the winds, and M aterbofo
Buxton,
their monarch metamorphassed into a
luttory,
woman,

And

89
000

_

YOBK COUNTY.

MET.

the Press.

Ifeavl

126
000

J®

573

The

ovmc

000
066

229

day as

They are fighting for place, to regain lost power
to save themselves from utter
annihilation;
they have no positive points of faith, they only
oppose others, like as it was with their kindred
of the South, is it with them—^
question of
life or death, and they fight with the
energy of
desperation.
In the country, therefore, we look tor
large
falling off in last year’s majoriteis, and shall not
be surprised to find, in a vote of
eighty or
ninety thousand, a popular majority of not
over ten thousand.
From fifteen to twentyfive thousand Union men, we have no
doubt,
neglected to vote at the election whfcii has
just passed.
In another, article written since the close of
the polls, will be found a statement of thefects
of yesterday as they have come to hand. We
shall be happily disappointed if a
larger vote

600

72
120

418

they
active; for it is as true to- Newport,
it was eighteen hundred years ago, Omt Plymouth,
Etna,
while men sleep the enemy sows tares
TUI* Is I Carmel,
the work of the Democrats as now organized.
are

000
ooo

117
500

result, one we predict with perfect confidence,—this article, be it rememberNobleboro’j
ed, was in type before the returns begap to Damaiiecotta,
RewanJlle,
come in^-is this: the Union or Republican
Jefferson,
majority of the State must almost necessarily Bremen,
fall off in a greater ration than the falling off

and now

383
174
140
138
141

KENNKBEC OOUNTY.

But another

those who
have been constantly striving and fighting fur
the past five years. They are the ones to rest
now that the storm cloud has been
hisaipated.
On the other hand, the Democrats bave dorfc
little fighting; they have been exercised wifli
comparatively little anxiety: thev have done
nothing but watch and bide their time, ready
to take advantage of the first lull in the
stojrm,

160
m
164
120
220
142
146

060

508

EUaworth,
Buoksport,

wo'ild be the first and most natural result.

are

293

000
181
149
122
000
000
ooo
600
000
000

HANCOCK COUNTY.

j

of the State

397

lio

--

■W&m.

men

166

349

degree that. produc- WalervlUe,
Augusta,
ed or even called for a single political speech,
CHtiton,
if we except the single county of Hancock.
Belgrade,
There has been no canvassing, no
circulation U
of documents, no public lectures, no political
clubs, uo spending of money, no effdrvih^ifiet,
warren,
to get the voters to the polls. A dead .calm
Rockland,
has followed the long storm of war. jTliis was
natural; it was inevitable.
Cl I
The effect upon the election now past' MflfblP •mmmo*,
Wiscasaet,
have been easily foreseen.
A small vote
Southport,

The Union

361

000
345
222
000
144
175
314

248

Cabtine,

up to a

in the aggregate vote.

238
261
845
129
167
164

286

i

>

060
000
184

333
458
330
103
1*
19»

127
21B
000
000
399
000
000

MWghv J
Staudish,
Westbrook,
Windham,
Yarmouth,

came

get

i

102
117
71

Scarborough,*

1/

appeals that have aroused the people
to duty for the last five years have become
non-electrical, and find hut feeble response.

*>

Gorham,
Gray,
HarpawMl,
Harrison,
Naples,
New Glouceater,
North Yarmouth,
Otisfleid,

tors.

ISO
118
87

3
9*1
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
i ! 000
131
131

Baldwin,
BridgUjO,
Bruuswick,
Cape Elisabeth,
C
C

Since then, until the
present time, the struggle has been,—in the
field to uphold the Government as opposed by
termrsi traitors, and at the ballot-box, to uphold the Government ;l3 opposed $ by the
menus of arid sympathizers with those trai-

433
520
180

273
342
139

■

the popular endorsaL

j

2.

3.

850
*7*
230

Auburn

Lewiston,

the rebellion should receive

or

ill;

:

Towns.

hi *

i

WHY EMlGBflPAE FltOM MAINE?
but propose to a genThis qaestffln
at whose house
tleman-fn Sdlfrerset
lo^8e one w of a late winter.
we
He bad the California fever, or rather, ha had
experienced it violently, but at the time we
saw him, it had somewhat abated and assumed
the milder type of the Western fever. He
was already a
faithful wife

home where he had loved a most affectionate
and faithful wife all his adult days, the home
where ills

children, eight in number, were
reared, the home which to them
must always be the dearest spot on earth, and
where, where in his approaching age could he
now go to find himself better off, and as much
at home again ?
We pressed this question upon him with
friendly earnestness, and really, when he came
to look around him and see what he had,
what he must leave If he removed amongst
strangers, what he might eiyoy here and what
he must suffer elsewhere, his fever began to
abate, and he concluded there was no situation
bora and

in California or the Great West where he
could be happier, and Bpend the remainder of
his days in more
competency and comfort
than there, on the sweet home of his
life, with
the wife of his bosom and the children of
their love, gathering around the evening of
their days.
U ntortunately the human mind is
quite too
Wone to overtook the blessings of the present
in the vain pursuit of distant and unreal
good. Old Saint Paul learned one most important lesson, which it would be of great advantage for all others to learn. “I have learned,” said he, “in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content.” Well would it be for us
if we could bring our minds to our circumstances, rather than employ oureelves in the
vain endeavor to bring all circumstances to
our minds.
This is true philosophy.
Maine is as good a State as any in the Union to live in. The soil is productive, the water pure, the air sweet, the climate
healthy,
the people intelligent,
cultivated, and generally well-to-live, and the society good. There is
no place In the wide world where
people, as a
general thing, live better than in this North
Star Commonwealth. Turn this statement
over as you will, and
you will be satisfied of
its truth.
Tbaxi.
UNIVERSAL AND EQUAL SUFFRAGE.
There is at least one man in the free

States,

the sincerity of whose efforts to promote this
great question of political economy cannot be
questioned. He spends his money as freely as
water to disseminate informat ion
among the
people, and to educate the public mind up to
his mode of thinking on this subject—really
the great

question

of the

day. This man

is

Geobbe L. Steabkb of Boston.
In one of his printed circulars he says—“I
have now 20,000 names on my list of persons,
living in all parts of the Union, and to those I
send out weekly 20,000 newspapers and 6,OOo

pamphlets, and this circulation might be extended by a slight co-operation on the part of

each person interested in it.”
Mr. Steams believed it to be of the first
importance that

Congress and the President should
understand the public sentiment, and that
this sentiment should bear with
overpowering
weight in the right direction.

In order to secure this result he proposes
to make the press his instrument, and to this
end he asks of the favorably inclined public,
1. —To form a club in every neighborhood,

reception of newspapers and pamphlets
containing Information on questions of immelor the

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

|

jyA

wagon train

<*pturedT|>y

robbers
Texas contained merchandise valued at
The goods were Uj£en to
store, and sold ha opeudEgy by

000.

CJoliad,

p

Horace Gree-

ley and Thurlow Weed, suggests to somebody
the negro story of the aliigatm- fight:
“Dey fites and dey fites
And dey ohawpd dar bodies
down,

AnddartafoiralkaduB
And took

<

annoder round.”

being very nu|y
reported
merous in various parts of Aroostqak and in
Nuw Brunswick. A Woodstock paper says,
“t)j| forest adjoiniu|fnnd surrounding the set-

IFnm the U. S. Iiuurmce Gazette.]

as

tlement on the east side of the river appears to
be actually swarming with these animals; and
thaimury to grain crops must be very considerable. We have heard of whole fields of oats
trodden down and stripped by them; as though
invading army had passed through. They
Ath very bold. *nd are occasionally seen almost
an

|yThe Memphis Argus modestly

reeom-

mends the displacement of General Howard
in fiocks.”
from the Freed men’s Bureau, and nominates-

Governor Sharkey for the office—because “no
Northern born and bred man can possibly administer that Bureau as well as one born in the
South and familiar with the negro race, their
habits, nature and character.”
If?'" A boy of fifteen lately committed suicide in London because the servant-maid took
away his candle while he was reading “Pickwick Papers.” Mr. Dickens should immortalise him in his next novel.

|3F*An English railway company has
ready ptid #36,000 damages to passengers
jured on a single “accident,” and more suits
pending.

alinare

ty Mr. Baruum says that the curiosities at
his new museum number oue hundred thousand. Anybody who doubts the statement has
foil liberty to count them.

$yMark Ellis of Caribou, Co. G,15th Me.,
taken prisoner at Grand Encore in May,

was

lgtil, and the last that his family

learn of
hitn with any certainty, he was a prisoner in
If any
Texas. He is supposed to be dead.
one knows of his death, or that he is living,
his family woifld be bene fitted by the inforcan

mation.
jy The Bangor Whig says a collision occurred on Friday last in the river between the
steam thg Nautilus and a brig, by which the
latter was damaged about a thousand dollars,

according to Borne account.
|f"A fellow named Finnegan has been arrested in Bucksport, charged with robbing
Steven’s jewelry store in Bangor, a few nights
since.

iS^Out of 364,000 freedmen in Misssssippi,
only 8000 are supported by the Government.
sy “Sir,” asked a newly-fledged legislator of
a fellow-passenger on the Hudson Elver rail-

jyjudson Davis, hailing from Boston, has
been arrested on the steamer Katahdin for
stealing the overcoat of Alderman Taney on
the boat. As the offence was committed on
the high seas he must be tried by the IT. S.
District Court. On the B&me trip of the steam-

road,

er a

“are you going to the Legislature 1” “No,
thank God ! not so bad as that. I’m going to
the State Pri on !”
jy A spectator at Newport seeing a man
some distance from the
shore, bathing, expressed apprehension fot his safety, when a bystander remarked, “There is no danger
his head
will buoy his body.”
—

*yA philosophical cabman in Mobile, thus
speaks of the section over which his wheels
make their traoks: “If you
ster down here in this here

run

over a

young-

ward,” said he, “the
folks don’t say nothin’—kase they have got
more children than wittles for ’em
but you
—

list

run

over

goat,

a

or

a

kid,

or

pig, and
two min-

a

blest if a mob ain’t arter you in
nits I"
gy The tusk of a fossil elephant was ibund
recently in a muck bed about five feet below

surface, on the farm of D. S. Fratt, in
Brattleboro’, Vt, by a workman who was digging muck. The tusk is forty-four inches in
length and eighteen inches in circumference at
the largest end and eleven inches at the smallest. It is in a fair state of preservation, although some parts crumbled after being exV
posed to the air.
the

ssr Among me scnooi docks useu m t rance
is one, entirely unknown in this country, consisting of fac similes of letters written by busi-

men, eminent people, etc., intended .to
teach children the art of reading writing, of
which there is almost universal ignorance in
America.
Every variety of hand is selected,
ness

beginning with the best, and gradually
ceeding to scrawls which puzzle printers
“blind letter”

proand

in post offices.
ty“I am ready to go to sea, now,” said a
Captain about to embark upon a three years
men

whaling voyage; and he gave his reasons. “The
old flag has a new luster, since it has passed
through the bleaching of battle. I can now
flaunt it in the face of Englishmen, without
dreadiog the sneer that at home it floats over
slaves.”

*

soldier was robbed of $350 and a revolver
—probably by some operator from the west

gated, ought to

Whig.
ESP* The Hal owell Gazette says that L. L.
Shew, S5sq., of Lewiston, has purchased the
cotton mill at HalloweU for himself and other
parties in Lew ston and Boston. They are to
commence operations immediately. The factory will be the under the supervision of Mr.
Shaw, who has for some years been connected
with the Bates Mil s, Lewiston.

We learn

from the Brunswick Telegraph that diptheria is quite prevalent at Harpswell at the present time.

(y

gyThe Brunswick Telegraph

records the
stealing of a horse and wagon by John Cooke,
and his speedy arrest near Little River Vil-

lage.
Senate

cannot have the

importance of keeping their
discharge papers too frequently impressed upon

them.
The brokers and speculators who
buy
them for a song, expect to sell them back at an
immense profit, when Congress shall have
appropriated lands to the use and benefit of volunteers honorably discharged the service.
65T*Accounts from the plains state that the
Indian troubles are assuming a more favorable
aspect. They now seem to be more peaceably
inclined, and are anxious to treat for permanent peace. Gen. Connor’s expedition to Powder River has been a great success. He has

thoroughly subjugated the Indians. Many of
the troops on the Plains will return to the
East this fall and be mustered out. It is stated
that the region nts made up of ex-rebels have
done admirably.
83F“A Rochester paper says : “A man who
resides in Chili, N. Y., declares that he has discovered the cause of the prevailing
drought.
He attributes it to the large number of lightning rods

Union last year, and, judging
from the returns, will be the same this year.—
The House of Representatives last year contained 120 Union men and 31 Democrats.—
This year, from present appearances, it will

contain

a

less number of Democrats,

have already heard of several Union

Raymond

Cumbebland.

and

as we

gains.
In the

—

Representative district composed of these two
towns, there was a hard contest. But, thanks
to the indomitable energies of the Union men,
Franklin Sawyer of Raymond, a true Union
man, is elected by one plurality.
Cape Elizabeth.—The Union
this town

gained

of

men

by

copperhead.

a

SPECIAL

come

home

MRS.

COLBY

A.

over

rooms

old Store, No. 5 Free Street Block, where she is
prepared to receive her customers.
IwoJtheneodtf
Portland, Sept. 11,1866.

business.
|y a man with a scolding wife, being asked
what his occupation was, replied that he
a

Nonpariel Patent Skirt Elevators,
For looping up Ladies' Dresses in graceful fold.
most convenient article
tached to any dress.

a

lady

can use.

The

Can be

at-

not

one

has given a Democratic majority.

Sy A Rio Janeiro paper attributes the passage through the Brazilian Cougress of the bill
subsidizing a line of mail steamers between
Brazil and the United States to the influence
and exertions of Rev. J. C. Fletcher with the
Senators, deputies and government.
|y Col. Forney states that the reason for
Montgomery Blair’s gross attack upon Secretary Seward, is because the latter did not iavor
his (Blair’s) appointment to the Chief Justice-

ship.
|y The State of Connecticut votes on the
first Monday in October upon the
question of
striking from the State Constitution the clause
which disfranchises colored men.
Si?”The brave General Kilpatrick says he
has left his department in North Carolina for
the sole purpose of fighting
copperheads at
He is on the stump in New
Jersey.
He denounces the copperheads who
opposed
the government and refused aid to the soldiersargues that these friends of the rebels at the
North should be fought as vigorously with the
voice, the pen and the ballot, as the enemy in
arms with the bayonet, sabre and
bullet; appeals to all loyal men in New Jersey to remove
of
the stain
disloyalty from her record; and
when his earnest words bring down a storm of
home.

remarks that he likes this enthusiasm, it was the same spirit he had seen among
the men of his command when, as
they saw
the flash of the enemy’s sabres and heard the
roar of his cannon, ho had given the
word
“Onward !”

applause,

SJ*Brigadier General Tillson oi this state
has been transferred from a command in Tennessee to the Freedmen’s Bureau in

Total,

Gross assets

Last year the assets

on

progress that Life Insurance is making at the present
day. (The feet is, excepting Government cot .tracts
for famishing Army and Navy supplies, we know of

nourished so prosperously durpast four years of war as the Life Insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance Company, we are
pleased to see, has got a feir share of the spoils.
The Trustees have declared a scrip dividend of fifty
no

business that has

ing

the

per cent, upon all
have directed the

participating

life

policies.

Exchtmye

Card Photographs at Three Dollars
DOZEN,—the BEST in the City.
may25snd6m

PORTLAND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,

Portland,

best

LIFE I

A Magical Preparation
-FOR-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

DRESSING

HAIR.

THE

FIFTY

CKNTS.

For sale at

Wholesale

and

-BY-

Retail,

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE oi MAINE,

Block, Congress Street,
July 22—sndtf
Morton

Street.

Portland.

BITTERS.

The constantly increasing demand for the above
article has induced the Proprietor to lease the premises on the corner oi Congress and Chestnut Streets,
as a Laberatory, where,with every facility for manufacturing, and with a stock of the best articles the
English and American markets afford, he is now prepared to receive orders at the above address or at the
office of his sole authorized agents.
MOORE & SMITH,
187 Fore Street,
Aug. 2o—sndlm
Portland, Me.
--—>..

There tea disease to which the doctors give many
It is
names, but which few of them understand.
weakness—a breaking

down of the vital forces

Whatever its causes, (and they are innumerable,) its
are in the main the same.
Among the

symptoms

prominent are extreme lassitude, loss of appetite, loss of flesh, and great mental depression. Indigestion and a Stomach Cough are also frequently
concomitants of this distressing state of body and
most

The
a

common

remark in relation to persons

condition fa, that they

are

consumptive.—

Now, what these unfortunates ready want fa vigor—
vital strength: and as certainly as dawn succeeds
they can recuperate their systems and regain perfect health by reso' ting to HOSTETTEB’8

darkness

CELEBRATED STOMACH BITTERS. Itisasclear
that a life-reviving tonic is required tn such cases, as
that the dying flame of an empty lamp requires to he
revived with a new supply of oil. Perfectly pure and
Innocuous, containing nothing bat the most genial
vegetable extracts, and combining the three grand
elements of a stomachic and alterative, and a genial
inv)gorant. Hostetter’s Bitters are suitable to all
constitutions, and are as applicable to the diseases
and disabilities of the feebler sex as to those ol men.
New York House, 39 Cedar Street, N. Y."
Aug 29.—d&w2w
Hall’s Vegetable Siciliaa Hair Reaewbas proved itself to be the most perfect
prepartttlo ibr the hair ever offered to the public.
er

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.
IT iriLL RESTORE GRAY
INAL COLOR.

no

inju-

It

oleanses
and silken.

HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

scalp and

makes the

trous

It fa

a

splendid

hair

901

9M
10*4
106 j

small..
new..

99
and

EXCHANGE

STREET*

tor v .urealf.
Remember the cheap
Above the Poet OJiee.
aep5end2w*
see

a

W°tXSSfiS?“u“l”"k ** “•>

Reports

No. 5 Free Street Block,
Where they will offer to the trade

or

weekly

DRY

city. Sept 11,

WOO L KNN !

Mr Nathan

Fessenden, aged

-AT TAUC-

Lmcest Cush Prices.

OUR MOTTO

ONE

And No Variation.
MAITLAND NS.

Sch

master.

We have adopted this principle in our business, bewe believe It the most pleasant and honorable
alike to the Merchant and the Customer, and feeling
sure that it is the only rule of business that is
equally
just In Its operation on all, and the only one that
can build up a permanent trade and secure the confidence of the

Reindeer—110 tons plaster,

onuse

WESTPORT NS. Scb Aurora—246 qtls cod fish,
290 qtls scale ttsh: 25 bbls herring, 33 bbls Heh oil.
6 bbls halibut, 215 lbs dried halibut, to master.
Sch Agnes Rom—14 cords wood, 161 bbls herring,
50 doz eggs, to master.
HILLSBORO NB. SjIi Welcome Home—181 tons
coal, to Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch S V Coon an—696 bbls plaster, to Sami N Beal.
■'-I..

■

j'

JSLl ■-!!■-

Whole Community!

ilLJ-L-ILJ-1

Miniature Almanac-September 11*
Sun rise*...5^7 I Moon rises..10.35 PM
Sun sets.6.15 | High water. 4.35 PM

MARINE

With

forth tie. foe purchaeing In the market,
invite the attention of the public to
our STOCK and PRICKS.
We shall keep constantly lu More a choice (election
of
we

NEWS

OF

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, in medium
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MAN.
TILLA SILKS, of the best makes; THIBET'S, In
all colon; black and colored ALPAOCA8, In different grades; a complete tine of

and St John NB.
Sch Reindeer, (Br) Good, Maitland NS.
8ch Aurora, (Br) Payson, Westport NS.
Sch Agnes Ross, Thompson, Westport NS.
Sell Welcome Home, (Br) Hattield, Hillsboro NB.
Sch S V « 'oonan. (Br) Wright, HUlsboro NB.
Sch Jane, Haskell, Plilladelplda.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.

Plain Mourning Goods!
Embracing THIBET'S,
ALPINES,
CLOTHS, COBOUBGS, <Sc., Ac.

Sch Bramliall, Sawyer, Boston.
Sch L W Pierce, Collins, Boston.
Sell A Richards, Arey, Boetou.
Sch Otranto, Hammond, Boston.
Sch J N M Brewer, Smith, Eastport.
Sch Whitney Long, Hayes, Cow Bay CB for New
York.
Sch Dexalo, Rich, Machine for Boston.
Sch Lucy, Carter, Dennysvillc for Boston.
Sch Huntress, Curtis, Dennys.ille for Boston.
8ch Geo Washington, Pendleton, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Frances, Hawes, Bangor for Rockport.
CLEARED.
Sch Greenwood, (Br) Greenwood, Barrington NS—
Perley & Russell.
Sch Emerald, (Br) Spicer, Herbert River NS—mas-

without

repaired fn

HALL’S RUBBER

SAILED—Barque Isabel, towed out; brig Mary
Williams, and others.

neat and

EMPORIUM,

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED

sician, presents

to

Phy-

NURSE and Female

the attention of Mothers her

Soothing

Syrup,

CHILDREN

wear;

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and
Relief

and

it will

Health

give

to your

rest to

your-

Infants.

We have pi£ up and sold this article for over thirty
years, and eair 'way in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—Never has it /ailed in a single instance to
eject a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and
for the fulfillment of what
pledge our reputation
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
in&nt is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relict
will be found in fifteen minutes alter tjie Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle. None genuine unless the foe-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New Yorx, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 36 Cents per Bottle.
j une3snd&w6m

TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

DR.

GENERATOR,

THE

WOHDEBFUL DISCOVERY of the age, will
restore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a delight Ail dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiAil glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the glonds or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money reAmded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by
MOST

Druggists everywhere.

maylleod6m*

250 RARE RECEIPTS—containg many
Secrets and much valuable information never before
made public, including over 100 Receipts now In exclusive use by the celebrated Metropolitan Hotel in
this city. Price 20 cents; mailed, i>ostagd free. Address HUTCHINSON & CO., Publishers, 569 BroadauglSsneod 13t
way. N. Y.

hairjsoft.

BUY ME, TBY ME & I’LL DO YOU GOOD.
Dr Langley’s Anodyne.
A

new

medicine for all the summer complaints.—

Composed of Boots, Barks and Berries, which seem
to have lieeu designed for the quick, safe and sure
cure ol Dysentery, Cholera-Morbus and -Chronic
Diarrhoea, whieli are so common with all ages, and so
dangerous at this season of the year. We never advertise certificates. Let it stand upon its own merits
—this to the only way a good thing should be known.
Hence our motto:—Buy me, &c., of the heading.—

Every person who uses it will testily, as many have
already, that Dr. Langley’s Anodyne is the greatest
discovery of the age, and must he Queen of all Medicines, by its great cures. Sold by dealers. Price 40
cents per bottle.
For sale In this

Phillips

city by H. H. Hay, and W. F.

& Co.

lus-

dressing.

No person, old or young, should fell to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND VSED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
EV Ask for Hall’s tioilian Hair Renewer, and
take ns other.
K. P. HALL A ( 0..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
auglUsndAwflm

Junel5eod&w3ui

"COLGATE’S

maylleodly

HONEY SOAP!

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, to made from the choicest materials, to
mild and emollient In ItB
nature, fragrantly soented
and extremely beneficial in Its act upon the si inFor tale by all
Druggitlt and Fancy Goodft Dealert

June31dlyr

Sept.

2—d2w

aaaorbnent of

Ilaaarkrrpiag

JOHN WHITMAN!
late with

late ofWaterrille.

Sept 13—dG

B.

H.

JONES,

Manufacturer and Dealer lu

ton.

j

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
AT©.

I

Ill

Federal

PORTLAND,

Wilmington.

St.,

MB.

BALTIMORE—Cld 8th, barque Paladin, Mitchell,

Valparaiso.

PHILADELPHIA
Ar 8th, sch Moses Patten,
Carlson, Orchilla.
Cld 7th, brig Trenton, Atherton, Salem.
Cld 9th, brigs Wenonah. York, Portland; C B Allen, Munroe, Boston; schs Gov Cony, Brown, A«T R Jones, Smith, Portland; Lignre, Pray,
—

gurta;

YORK—Ar 8th, ship America, Mortimer,
L W Eaton, Nason, Glace Bay CB;
LizabeL Look,
Mobile; schs W P Ritchie, Freethy, St Andrews NB;
Shooting Star, Marshall, Calais; Malabar, Walsh.
Bangor; Antelope, Brown; Empress, Preston, and
Walter C Hall, Spear, Rockland: Marla L Hall,Lawrence, Portland for Albany; J W Whitmore, WhitNEW

Liverpool; brigs

W'iUiam Mason, Small, Lingan CB;

more, Saoc lor do.
Cld 8th, brig Nellie

Antrim, Wa'lace, for Nnevitas;
Stephen Duncan, Pierce, Galveston.
Cld 9th, ships Swallow, Knowles, San Francisco;
Owego, Norton, New Orleans; brigs Madonna. Norton, B&rbaboea; Abbie C Titcomb, Isley, Bridgeport
CB; Robin. (Br) Kilim ah, Frankfort.
Ar 9th, ships Isaac Webb, Stowell, tm
Liverpool;
Nunquam Dormio, Chandler, do; barque Canton,
Trecartln, Cow Bay CB; brigs G W Chase, Fredericks, Sagua; Cyclone, Partridge, Cow Bay CB; Olive
Frances, Small, Glace Bay CB; Chas Heath,Wyman,
St John NB; Mary C RoeeveIt,Wilson. Mobile; schs
Sahwa, Jasper, Lingan CB; Statesman. Cole. Shuno; naonei neais, nan, .yiaelilas; Aampa, Johnson, do; E H Nash, Small, East Machlaa; Ma'nnza?
Hamilton, Calaia; 0 L Herrick, Thompson, Bangor;
Romeo, Shnte, do;
Fourth, Shaw; B L Condon,
Snow, and Kioctric
Flora, Dean, Ad■ee

CUSTOM

All

First Class Boots Mude
Wltti Fair M FI tolls

None but the beet workmen employed, and the
with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this
city,
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, aad all work ready for delivery when prom-

shop constantly supplied

ised.

REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.

8ept

12— dtf

DU.

NEWTON

Will Potliirrl, Clew hli Eagageawsi iw
Perllul,

dison; Sarah, Robinson, do; Thos Hlx, Hall, Rockland ; Mary Louisa, Robinson; Cornelia,
Henderson;
Pilot, Thompson, do: Nevwla,JMann, and Harriet
Baker, from Portland; Elmira Rogers, Huckias, and
Mary Shields, Maraon, Gardiner; Cherub, Bailey,
Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th. sehs Ambassador, Grant,
and Bay State, Hart, Calais; Mall, Merrill, Augusta.
Ar9th, schsWW Brainard, Pendleton, Bangor;

Julia Baker, Baker, Augusta.
Ar loth, brig Timothy Field,Wlswell, Bangor; sehs
Maria Lunt, Boynton, do: Mary Shields, Marson.

Ott

ATONE O’CLOCK, P. M.

In

Charles

Eliza Ellen, Noyos,
HATH—Cld
Washington, Howard, Portland-

and

Pres

tor

Ger-

Variety

!

Rice’s,

Fare Street.

Partfcai. Sept, li, 1866.

Saco._

8thitoekLn<l
9tli*, sobs

TWINE,

M.

N#. 183

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 9th, sch Laconia, Proctor,

10th, twig Sami Small, Torrrey, from Calais for
Philadelphia; sells Black Warrior, Rand. Calais;
Evilean Treat, P till brook, Bangor lor CamdenNJ;
Elizabeth Crowell, Smltli, Bangor for Middletown;
Savannah, Weat, do for Digliton.
Cld 9th, teh Ann, Cousins, Ellsworth.
DANVERS—Ar 1st, sch Sarah Ann, Hart, Calais;
3d, Mechanic, Sprague, Philadelphia.
HutchI“0,1’B“ng0r: **"'•
Ar

Every

Can be found at

Bangor.

_

d«d

PAPER and

Bellhat for Richmond.
Ar loth, sehs Jos Long, Osgood, St John NB for
Richmond-, Luella, Lbinell. and Hurd, Haskell, flu

NANTUCKET—Ar 7th. seh Cherokee, fin Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 8th, sehs Corinthian, Tapley, Elizabeth port for Salem; Got Arnold, Nash, do
for Plymouth; Vicksburg, Haskell, ftn Rockland for
Charleston; Boanoke, Wentworth, Caiais (hr New
Haven; Gentile, Henderson, Rockland for NYork;
Gold Hunter, Wyer, ftn York for New York; Andes,
Doane, Bangor for Fall River.
Sid, sch C Fantauzzi.
NEW BEDFORD—At 9th, seh Vigilant, White,
Gardiner.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, barque Gertrude, Tan1, trow
New Orleans; brigs Rio Grande,Williams, Matanzas;
Lorana, Happeny, Amboy; sehs Ocean Star, Bam.
New York; Maine, Brown, Machine; Fewest,Jordan,
Ellsworth; Cherry, Dodge, Hancock; Louisa, Miller,
Bangor: Morea, Kellar, Thomaston: Capitol, Collins
Frankfort; Abby Gale, McDonald, Bellhst; Alpine,
Scott, and Good Hope, Fletcher, ftn Bath; Amazon,
Lambert, Freeport.
Cld 9th, ship Joseph Clark, Littlefield, St John NB
sell* Cesesca, Smith, St George NB; Redwing, Randall, Jacksonville.
Ar 10th, sphs Mayflower, Carpenter, Oonldsboro;
Billow. Was*. Addison; Volant, Parker, Welle.
Sid, brigs Gen Marshall, and Winfield.
Ar llth, sch* Livonia, Stanley, (hi St George NB;
Wild Rover, Bradford, Friendship.
Below, barque Aberdeen, from Sagua.
Cld 11th, sch A Richards, AreyTportland, to load
for Richmond, Vo.
SALEM—Ar 9th, sehs Jane Woodbury, Young,and
k

the 19th inst,

Tnwday,

Sept 12—en

Gardiner; Forest, Merrill, Rockland.
Sid 10th, sch Bound Brook. Perry, New York.
NEW PORT—Ar 8th, sch Ella R lane, Crocker, flu

from

WORK,

For Ladies and Gbntlkuen, from the very beet
stock to be found In the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satiitfhction.

July
Light,-.do;

sepl2dlw

Southern Pine Lumber.
fTAHE undersigned Is now prepare i to furnish SouthJL ern Pine Lumber (or Ship-building, Factories,
Flooring Boards, and West India Scantling, sawed to
order, with dispatch. Orders solicited.
E. C. DREW,
Sfw. lO Devonshire St.,
(99 City Exchange.)
BOSTON.
sepl2dlm
Sept 9, I860.

WANT El)
SITUATION

A

Copyist, Assistant Book-Keeper, or Clerk In a
ASstore,
by a young man who has had some expert,

ence.

Addrem.
P. C.

HERRICK,

18«ffil5» '*’***»*'
Mutual Fir^~fti^ran<^

Portland, Sept, 19,
Portland

Company.
MEETING Of the Portland MaTU1h..'1N«UA,L
tuai Fire Inauranoe
Comwuiv. will be hald at
A.

their

office,

on

MONDAY,

Per

Order,

October S, at 7J o’clock P.
EDWARD SHAW,

Uww# 12—dtd
iO-AtA
Sept

Sve’y.

Souse Wanted.
one having a small, neat House, with
good lot, for sale, situated bet ween Cedar and
Paris 8 to, and not thr from Cumberland, may
and a purchaeer
by addressing P. M. I., through the
Poet Office.
sepl2dlw

MAnv

foreign forts.
Sid ftn Callao 3d ult, ship Ooeola,
many. Nothing In poet 13th.
At Vera Cruz 28th ult, barque
from New York, dlsg.
Ar at Barbadoes 24th ult, brig

Bennett,

Acme, Campbell,

Hampden,-.from

Liverpool,

At Matanzas Id Inst, brig
for Boston, Ids.
Ar at St John NB 5th Inst,

Minnie Miller, Yonng,
sch Dove. Trailon, from

Eastport.
Sill 7th, sch Camilla, Appleby, Philadelphia.

| Per steamer America, at New York,]
AratShanghae June 29, Northern down, Saunders, Sydney NSW.
Ar at Sourabaya June 26, Ocean
Pearl, Newcomb,
Batavia.
July 2, Borodino, Gilkey, from
^

Ar^jt^Maurttius

Ar at

York.
Ar at

“Like the gale that sighs along
Beds of oriental flowers,”—
Is the fragrant perfume of Sterling's Ambrosia.
This preparation beautifies the hair, prevents it felling off or turning gray, and eradicates dandruff.

oumplete

T. BLDE.T,

B.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 30th, ship Joseph Holmes,
Boston.
Crocker,
Below 1st, barque Celeste Clark, Bangs, from Bos-

Francis, ( lurk, Bangor.

Over twenty years’
increasing demand has established the tact that Mathews’
Venetian Hair Dye to
the best in the world. It is the
cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does no! require
any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble. No crock or strain. Does not
rub off or make the hair
appear dusty and dead, buj
imparts to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautiful black or brown, as
preferred. A child can apply
ly it. Always give satisihetiou. Only 75 cento per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
DEMA8 Bahseh & Co., New York, Wholesale

a

BEST PA1U8 Kin GLOVES.
Hosiery, Glares, Small Wares, foe.

Ar at Trinidad 80th ult, brig Eadorns, Smith, trom
Portland.
Ar at Havana 2d inst, brigs Antilles, Smith, and
Minna Traub, Norton, Portland; sch Alonzo, Daggett, do.

Sol
Ar

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.

Goods!

Goods, Linens, QnllU, Blankets, Ac., Ate., hi all
their TarictU*. Wxlrs Goods, ft*- Men's and
Boys' wear, in seasonable styles.

—

TEETHING

CANTON

In all the newest and meet desirable atylea. Plain
and Figured WOOL DELAINES; Figured Cotton
and Wool do. PRINTS; a foil line of WHITE
GOODS, of the beet make and ttnliih; a choice aelection EMBROIDERIES, for Ladies' and children’s

M

SAVANNAH—Ar 6th, barque Iddo Kimball, from
Hilton Head SC.
PORT ROYAL SC—Ar 30th, brig Model. Torrey,
Bath; 3d, sch Mary Pierson < liamherlain, do.
BEAUFORT NC
Cld 4th inst, barque Transit,
Mitchell, Port Hoyal SC; brig Concord, Everett, for

Dress

Fancy

ter.

147 Middle St.

july21sntf

FOR

a

mu

confidently

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

PORTLAND.

Monday, September 1O.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastport

marl3eod1y

That Rubber Goods can be
substantial manner, at

PRICE!

IMPORTS.

Flour and Produce bought, Btorcd and insured at
rates.

GOODS!

days.

charge.
lib&al

RETAIL,

and seasonable assortment of

A frill

Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o'cl’k,
trom his late residence, No 127 Cumberland street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Cape Elizabeth, Sept 11, Arthur, sou of £ D &
M J Crocker, aged 5 months 28
In Charlestown. Mass, Sept 2, Alace C, daughter of
Stephen L and Eliza M Hubbard, aged 16 montlis.
In Cape Elisabeth, Sept 7, Mrs Mary R, wife oi
William Loveitt, aged 19 years.
Iu Gorham, N H, Aug 27, Mrs Margaret H, wife of
Dt C W Bailey,
aged 30 years 7 months.
In Brunswick, Aug 30, Henry C, son of Capt Allan
Gatchell, aged 20 years.
Iu Lewiston,
Sept 7, Arthur, son oJ John Dillingham, aged 6 months.

MERJiiANTS,

daily

AXD

WHOLESALE

DIED.
In this
68 years.

McClelan.

sent

“>•

AND

MILWAUKIB, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Or.uk, Furjr, Beef,
Pork, Lakd, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand:—
Berts hy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
Market

STORE!

ELDEN i WHITMAN.

In title city, Sept 11, by Rev Dr Shailer, Free. W
Jones, of Augusta, tla, anil Miss Mary F, eldest
daughter of W S Sabine, ol Portland.
In this city. Sept 11, by Rev Dr Shader, William H
Dennett and Miss Lina Card, both of Portland.
In this elly, Sept 10, by Dr H A Lamb, 1'J De
Rosseau, ot New York CRy, and Miss Hattie C,
daughter of John D Cooksou, Esq, of Bellhst.
In West Gray, Sept 9, bv Rev E Bean, Whitman
Leslie, of Portland, ami Miss Aggie L, daughter oi
R A Allen, of West Gray.
In Gray, Aug 30, by Rev E Bean, Charles W Jordan, of Lewiston, and Miss Knglana A Merrill, of
New Gloucester.

71 £.ut Wafer S:.,

it.I

--——*-'

Uae Price, ami N. \ artalton!

Five-twenties, old. 10TJ

_MAliRLKIX

-AT-

DRESSER S CHEAP STORE,

Agents.

It will keep the hair from railing out.
tbo

2.1 series.

3d series.

NEW

Ten-turtles.. 97}
Debt Certificates, Aug. 99}
Ogdou.burg Second Mortgage Bonds. 33
Vermont Central 2d Mortjptge Bonds. 23
Buaton and Maine Railroad. 116
Eastern Railroad.
98
Western Railroad. 129}

Great Reduction in the Price of Albums,

.a__

A Broken-Down System.

mind.

do
do
United States
do
do
United States
United Stales

ALBUMS!

positively

SHARP’S

in such

—

Stock List.
Salks at the Brokers Board, Sept. It.
1441
American Gold..
U. S. Coupon Sues, 1881. 107#
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 99#
Boston

FORT

ALBUMS,

healthy

simply

New Advertisements.

Aug. 23d—uieodlm

Me.

dec29tf.

maner.

HAIR

TONIC

SPOKEN.
Sept j, off Hatteras, sell Marla Hall, Garfield, irom
Wilmington, with captain, mate and cook, sick, (wax
■applied with the first officer of schr P Auger, to
bring l er home.)
Sept 6, lat 3011. Ion 73 30, barque T Cushing, from
Turiu l»land tor New York.
Ko date, lat 36, Ion 91 If, brig Maria White, from
Bo»t jii u>r 4 'awtnaim

..———..—

JOHN E. DOW & SON. Agents,
29

town.

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

They

payment of the fifth and final installment of twenty per cent, on dividends of 1850 to
1860, inclusive, and and the redemption In full of those
declared in 1861 and 1862.
Policies subject to notes will be credited with the
dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the fature will prove as successful as the
post.
The officers are: Morris Franklin, President; Isaac
C. Kendall, Vice-President; William H. Beers, Actuary; Theo. M. Bantu, Cashier.

Sid for New Yolk Au 6, Ellen Hood, from CalcutS'.ith, Ocean ttprees, from Deal
8U for Boetou July 21, Martha Cobb,from Calcutta
Aug 21, Young lark, from Malaga.
Sill for [’hllatfiklhia Aug 3U, Alpine, frOUl (jlMMUUU
ta;

IS at 1*7 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber i»oo3» can lie procured, at ManuBcturers* prices.
Their assortment ot Rabbet, Jewelry and Fancy
juiuOSU
Goods is realty magnificent.

for the year,
$3,658,755 55
January 1, 1864, 2,653,537 92

During the year ending December 31,1864, the Company issued 4,905 new policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $13,147,558. This is just as many policies
as would have taken a Company three or four years
Such is the
to have accomplished a few years ago.

No* 90 Middle Street, Portland.

CHARLES

724,593

54

Thus making a net increase of assets for
the year, of
$1,005,217 43

AN

PHOTOGRAPHER,

PRICK

$4,383,349

09

cluding paid losses by death, paid
on deposit for minors, for redemption of dividends, annuities, and
surrendered and canceled i*ollcies,
printing commissions, physician’s
fees, taxes, eet., etc.

MKS.
E. S. WORMELL,

SEELE’S

17

A Fact Worth Knowing:,

ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mail on receipt of price. The Trade supplied.
augllsn d4w

done in the

1,729,811

Disbursements during the year 1864, in-

GEORGE

Copying

82

accrued, including premiums on
gold, etc., etc., during the year 1864,

PRICE T WEE TV-FI VE CTS. A SET.

per

$2,653,337

An from Bangor Aug29, Reunion, at Glasgow.
Arrfrem Maftara. Aug 28, Welkin, at Queen

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, as Market Square, Portland.

kept

hot-house.
ty The Vermont election returns come in
slowly. Of the fifty-five towns heard from

a

Champion,

subject

ly-The firm of Ketchum, Son & Co., have
compromised with their creditors and resumed

tyThe amount of assets held on January
1, 1864.
Amount oi premiums, endowmeutspxnnuities, and interest received and

89

her

to the lecturer with full

force.

disaster and ruin in the fixture. Hence the perpetuvigilance and supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company’s operations.
In this connection we ore pleased to say that the officers of the New York Life are well tried and experienced underwriters; and if any of the policyholders are unacquainted with them, they have only of
iconsult the file of this magazine to satisfy their curios

al

PRODUOE OOiJMISSIOH

REMOVAL 1

Daniel

must

knowledge of the men, therefore, gives
us an Insight into the workings,
conduct, and management ff the Company, a large capital, with
handsome surplus, may do something for a Fire Insurance Company to help It along, but a life office
must ever depend upon the men and the method they
adopt to secure to its policyholders protection against

DB. BiCKNELI/3
VEGETABLE DYSENTERY
SYRUP, contains no opiss. „ mlnml ,ubrtMlce.
Very pfeaeant talk. tortc, nuk, lu its
VKt, ,* ture,
■Te anUrcltaM., ami is Warranted
to cut, Dvmu■ry, Diarrhea, Cholera Moruaa, Summer t omnlalnt
P»iu or Cramp i» Stomach nr Bowels.uu tta flnest
■edlclne tor chilUreu, as wallas
grow*
per~m», ever
offered the public. Try it! No cure no
pay
Prepared oidy by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence.
R. I. For sale by Druggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
julyl7d.tw2ui

RICE BROTHERS,

the drama.”

is lecturing at the West on “The Value of the
Human Mind,” and suggests that tile

Beport for January-l-1805.

A

stitutions.

NOTICES.

Has removed her stock of Millinery to

Couip'y.

Our readers have long since become acquainted
with the New York Life Insurance Company, and
been made somewhat familiar with the character oi
the men who conduct Us affidr.s. If insurance Journalism did no more for the profession than this, Its
services are surely worth ail that
they cost. For we
hold, after all that has been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making may either prove successful or disastrous, according to the fhshionfng of the workmen.
This is peculiarly so with regard to Life Insurance in-

Call
Store.

could not

ty The Saturday Press announces that
Pratt, the “Great American Traveller,”

Annual

glorious victory vesterday

a

in electing Frederick R. Jordan to the Legislature. Last year this town was represented

Phamix Bank had squandered his thousands in
low company, the newspaper correspondents

imagine that Ketchum, the colossus
among defaulters, would also commit crime
without being involved with a female. Yet the
Bohemians and Burleighs seem to have been
at fault. It was a deeper matter, and light,
superficial criminality constituted no part of

was

unanimously

recently put up about

this region of
country. He says these rods take the electricity from the clouds, and they scatter without
affording rain. The theory is a novel one.
SS*” The New York correspondent of the
Boston A dr er fixer says “Because Jenkins of

House.— The Senate

and

he capable of doing almost any-

thing.
6y*Tae local editor of the Columbus Journal, m old soldier, says : Discharged soldiers

New Y»rk Life Iiuafauce

The Boston burglars and thieves have had
rattier hard luok in their enterprises this way—
four of them having been taken by our police
and lodged in jail within a few days.—

63?”Senator Sprague of Rhode Island, and
Mr. William Mason of Taunton, Mass., are
about to erect a very large cotton mill in the
last named place.
Those two purses, aggre-

Georgia.
diate interest.
By Three million eight hundred thousand
2. —That these clubs send to him their
acres of laud were entered for settlement
naimjs, so that he may forward documents on
under the Homestead Aet, at the Land Office
the subjects indicated, to the address of a sinin La Crosse, Wisconsin, during the month of
gle member, or to each separately, which will Angust.
in all cases be without
gy*The Naval School will reopen at Ancharge.
3-—If any feel
disposed to aid the work, by napolis, Marylaud, during the present
month.
contributions from the
clubs, to send to him
such money as may be raised for this purNew Gymnastics.—We are indebted to
pose.
Dr. Dio Lewis of Boston, for a
Mr. Stearns says: “Thus far my receipts
complimentary
ticket to the graduating exercises of his
have been $4,964.62, and my expenses, $6,508.
school of Musical Gymnastics 'at Tremont
81, which pecuniarily is as favorable as I exTemple, Boston, on Friday evening next_
when I commenced the work.”
ladies and gentlemen in gymnastic costa
is
philanthropist and public I Forty
Mr, Steams
ume will execute 145 exercises in the New
He is
benefactor as well as a man of spirit.
and several fine Boston artists will conanxious to have the co-operation of all those j School,
tribute
by
song and Instrumental music to the
interested in the democratic doctrine that
interest of the occasion. Proceeds to be givGovernment was instituted for the benefit of en to the N. E.
Hospital for Women and
the people and not of a class.
Children.

pended

SPECIAL NOTICES.

are

uftyobbej^J

tS^"The controversy between

ITEMS or STATE SEWS.

Malaga

Copenhagen

Cronstadt
Ar at

Callao,

25th

ult, Moneynlck, Smith,
25th

ult,

H

flu

New

E Spearing. Hovers

Notice.
hereby forbid all persons from trusting iuy wile.
Roboca H. Grant, as she has refused to live with
and I shall pay no debts of her contracting from
inis date.

1

Portland, Sept. 11, 1880.

[Per steamer Hibernian, at Quebec.]
New York July 2, Samuel Russell, at
Hong Kong; 26th, Wm Frothingham, at Bordeaux.

seplldlw*

Board.
Pt.EtfkNT salts ot Rooms, lurnUhod or uwurulshod, with busnl, In the first class house T!
Jr
Free 8t. Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Sept. If—<llw*
For Sale

Cheap.

GOOD Fralt and Oanfactlouery Stand. This Is
a rare chance for any one with a small
capital.
Address,
A. B. HILLMAN,
Sep 12—dlw*
Portland P. O.

A

Hamburg 26th ult, Valley Forge, Crowell,

Arr from

JOTHAU P. GRANT.

Found.
Into
the
CAME

my enclosure, three SHEEP, which
hare by proving property and [ ay-

owner can

ing charges.
_

Falmouth, Sept. 19,

1865,

NATHANIEL BOWE.
sepl2dl«<

Tuesday Morning, September 12,1865.
PORTLAND AND

VICINITY.

Hew Advertisements Ts-Ds;.
AMUSEMENT COLUMN,

jbeatre—Deering HsU—B. F. LoweU.
NOTICE COLUMN.

SPECIAL

Closing

Week—Dr.

Newton.
COLUMN.
&c— Elden <& Whitman.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT

New

Store—Dry Goods,

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

House Wanted.
p. Grant.

Cc.

Notice—J.

Found—Sheep—Nathaniel Bowe.

Paper and Twine—Charles M. Bice,
for Sale Cheap—A. B. Hillman,
n anted—Situation
as Clerk.
Boots and Shoes— B. H. Jones.

Board—77

Free St.
_

"

ELECTION IN THIS CITY.

Within the memory of the oldest inhabitant
here never was so quiet an annual election in
his

city

eesterday.

that held

as

held

0 caucuses

on

There

were

either side after the nom-

lations were made, which is something unrecedented, for never before has the Saturay evening prior to the election passed within demonstrations on o&e or both sides.
The weather was very fine yesterday, and
hose that chose went to the polls and voted,
(o effort was made to get up voters on either
ide, and horse flesh was not used. Rallying
ommittees were non eat, and were not wantd. Vote distributors were few and tar bowee n, and had very little to do.
The conseluence is that the vote is greatly reduced Brum
hat of last year, being but a little over half as
arge iu the aggregate as fhe vote of 1864.—
3ut the relative Union majority is much larger than it was last
year in the city, as will be
ieen

by a comparison of the vote thrown yes■erday and that of last year, as given below.
The whole vote of this city last year was
■556, and Governor Cony’s majority over
This year the whole
ote is but 2479, and yet Governor Cony’s
majority over Judge Howard is 943.
Here
This is glory enough for Portland.

fudge

re

Howard was 983.

the returns;
VOTE OF THE CITY.
GOVERNOR.

"

1864.
fur.].

3*1
296
*68
325
119
467
419
36

6
1

liauds,

Cony.

Howard.
236
263
219
3..1
260
231
249
28

Conv.

1
!
3
4

1866.

1,786

2,769

Howard.

197
171
303
191
248
310
276
10

U6
121
79
102
99
128
113
10

THEATRE.—Peering Hall was well filed last
of “Fanchon” went off in
night and the play
seldom seen an audihave
We
style.

grand

and she did it to admiration. She sang and
anted the Shadow Song to the entire satisfaction of the audience. This song is somewhat
difficult of execution, but it is not
beyond the
powers of this vocalist. She executed it in
fine style and in most excellent taste. All the
parts were well performed. It is a lively play
and the performers seemed to be
very much
at home in the several
parts. The same play
will be again performed this evening, and from
the enthusiasm manifested last evening we

judge there will be
Fekmnand

Shepley.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

300

*11
170

171
397
194
249
314
276

Bland*,

300
193
248

16

t'hadbonrn.

247
312
279

249

16

16

16

117
123
80
104
99
127
113
10

10

770

773

771

COUNTY ATTORNEY.
Webb.

Ward.
1
2
3
4
6
6
7

190
166
296
190
243
307
264
16

stands,

1,786

Richardson.

117
122
80
103
100
126
113

122
79
103
98
128
113
10

318
279

£723

Kimball.

117

•lauds,

1‘U

Worcester.
200
171
3j3
196

810
277

1,716

1.726

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Messer.
200
171
30*

Miler.

1,671

Curtis.
116
121
80
104
98
127
113
10

Besides

—

This is not correct,

769

Cleaves.
118
121
79

101
97
127
116
10
769

friends,

presents from
Society presented them with a

numerous

silver

handsome silver service, as a token of the affection and respect in which they were held

intimately connected with them by
the ties of religious sympathy. It is known
that the Swedt-nborgians regard marriage as a
peculiarly" sacred institution, and therefore
celebrate with more than ordinary Interest
marriage festivals. The present from the Society was made the occasion of some very interesting remarks, addnfpsed to Mr. and Mrs.
Tucker, by Rev. W. B. Hayden, who spoke of
the New Church idea of marriage, and of the
spiritual correspondence of silver. He was followed in a pleasant and effective manner by
by

Rev. J. P. Rodman. At the close of his remarks he read a song, written by himself) en-

titled “Twenty-five years ago,” which was
Afterwards all
sung finely by Dr. Femald.
voices that coiild, joined in singing “Auld

Lang Syne.”

A sumptuous supper, furnished by the worthy hosts, was not the least pleasant of the

evening’s entertainments.
We wish our friend Tucker and his wife a
happy journey onward to the Golden Wedding day, upon the road to which they has
fairly ami hopefully started.
MISSION SABBATH BOHOOLS,
To the Editor of the Press :
Are our citizens aware of the existence of
several Mission Sabbath Schools in this city

and vicinity, and of the power for good they

exerting in gathering in the children, and
giving them moral and religious instruction,
and also furnishing suitable clothing to such
I would especially call atas are destitute ?

are

tention to the Mission Sabbath School but recently organized at the comer of Spring and
South streets. It has been in operation about
three months, and by the untiring labor of its
efficient Superintendent, Dr. C. Kimball, and

assistants,

it now numbers

fifty

scholars. Two Sabbaths since the Teachers
and scholars of this school were joyously surprised on entering the school-room (which, by
the way, is an excellent room, and in the right
for a Mission School) to find one of J.

place
D. Cheney’s

note from the agent

of the Denzer Brothers and Mr. John

one

Murray, with great presence of mind, managed
to break his fall, and the daring gymnast got
up and finished the act as if nothing had hap-

pened.
Telegraphic Courtesies.—We are under obligations to Mr J. G. Smith,
Superintendent, and the operators of the American
Telegraph line for the returns received last
night of the election yesterday. All the lines
of the company in the State were thrown open
and the operators did their best to facilitate
the returns.
We are also under obligations to Mr. Bed-

low, Superintendent

of the United States

line,

for returns from York county.

naval service.

Larceny.—Polly Warren last evening stole
pair of men’s boots from the store of Moses

a

L Plummer, comer of Fore and Lime streets.
Police officer Burnham was informed of the
larceny, and he tracked the woman to Nolan’s shop in Center street, where she left the
boots.
He recovered the boots and subsequently arrested the woman at the foot of Exchange street.

Memorial Chapel.—The Mirror says the
members of State Street Church and congregation propose to build a Mission Chapel in
memorlam of the late Mrs. Geo. L. Walker, the
riife of their pastor. Forty-five hundred dollars was subscribed last week, and a very desirable lot has been purchased on Dan forth
street, above Clark.

in money. The payment of the notes have
been stopped.

has been broken into. We advise those who
intend to try it a third time to take their coffins with them, as Mr. Bailey has prepared
some spring guns for their benefit.
Police officers Burnham, Fickett and Par-

evening arrested Patrick KafFerty op
suspicion of committing the robbery, and aflei
a hard search of two hours found the pistols
in the house of Barney Holland, on For* St-i
Barnear the Grand Trunk Engine House.
ney was arrested for receiving the stolen property. Some ot the pistols were found mixed
np with dough ready for baking, and some of

sons last

thrown into the sewer at the back
The vigilance of these officers
is highly commendable. They had no desthem

were

of the house.

of person
or
property to guide
them in their search.
Batterty owned up to the robbery, and told
the officers how and at what time he effected
an entrance to the shop.

cription

Personal.—Capt. T. G. ioung of barque
Favorite, whose vessel was destroyed by the
pirate Waddell of the •Blienandoali, arrives)
home last evening in the train from Boston.

'»«

Trial of Wert.

Washington,Sept 11.

J

In the Werz trial Mr. Baker asked that a
messenger be dispatched South for certain
witnesses as necessary for the defence.
The Court decided that the
question could
be decided on the production of affidavits from
as to what he
expected to prove

the^pn^ner

Mr. Baker made exceptional remarks which
involved the integrity of some of the witnesses,
and the unworthy motives by which
they were
influenced.
The Court gave time to Mr. Baker to make

good

his assertion.

General Wilson said that the officer whom
he sent to arrest Werz was not authorized to
promise him anything except that he should
not be killed or hanged on his way, and -he
did believe that Major Noyes did prevent him
from being killed by the guard at Chattanooga. He also testified to the fact in connection
with the Andersonville prison.
General Wilson also testified that shelter
eould have easily been erected lor Union
prisoners.
There was plenty of timber in the
neighborhood—just such a place as troops
would like to encamp for wood and water if
they wanted to winter. It would not have
been necessary to transport timber more than
a mile.
There was plenty of black labor in
the country. The difficulty was in getting rid
of the negroes. Thirty men a
day would have
cut wood enough for 15,000 men in summer.
In winter the allowance of wood in the army
is just double what it is in the
summer, and
therefore sixty men a day would have cut

for 15,000 men in winter.
On the cross examination General Wilson
said he stepped down into several of the excavations, but saw no tunnelling under the
stockade. He wrote a letter sunply
saying
that Werz had been arrested, and that he believed him guilty of the infliction of
punishment on prisoners at Andersonville, and that
he wished the miscreant might, be brought to
justice. There were 250 prisoners at Andersonville when he reached there.
They were
nothing but shadows, and could not be moved
without endangering their lives.
Many died
after they were brought to his lines.

enough

LITERARY GOSSIP.
—Thirteen letters by Cardinal Richelieu
have been found in an old cabinet recently sold

broker of the Rue de
to be published forthwith.

by

a

They are

Crenelle.

in preparation by
“History of
the Old Sixth Regiment,” by Rev. J. H. Hanson, late its chaplain, and formerly pastor of

—Among

hoiks announced
Lee & Shepard, is a
new

the Vniversalist society in

as

Gardiner,

Me.

—With the new year a magazine will appear
under the auspices of the publishing firm of
Moxou, London, and its specialty will be poetry. Mr. Cholmondely is to be editor, and it is
said that Mr. Tennyson, Mr. Browning, and
other less known poets will be numbered
among the contributors. Moron’s Magazine
will be the title.
—A thick volume will shortly appear in
Paris, on decentralization in France. It will
contain the opinions in favor of decentralization of M M. Odillon Barrot,
Broglie, Carnot, and Cochin.
—Henri Herz, the pianist, is

Montalembert,
publishing

an

account of his tour in America in the Paris
Moniteur.
—“Our Mutual Friend” will he completed in
the number of All The Year Round to be published o:: the first of December.
—About forty novels are now being issued
aerially in Great Britain, nearly all in monthly

magazines.
Reville, author of “Critical StudSt. Matthew’s Gospel,” has .just

—M. Albert
ies

upon

published

in Paris

a

The author says very little about abolition, and
Mr. Parker’s connection therewith, hut states
ucbaiiB

tuc

lift.

a.

a

me,

auu cs*

timates very keenly and appreciatively his
character as a man, a preacher and a writer.
him credit more for energy than
good taste, and while noticing his want of
thodoxy, admits that his intentions were
ways good. It is evident that Mr. Parker’s

He

gives

or-

al-

laThe London

highly estimated abroad.
edition of his works, in twelve volumes,,
piled by Miss Cobbe, is now completed.
ora are

—The

for

Boston

com-

has

“Hans Christian Andersen’s Tale* for Children,” “The Advenrures of a Little French
Boy,” “life and Adventures of Kobinson Crusoe," aud “The Water Lily.” We find also for
the beuefit of the little
folks, rich and beautiful editions of “The House that Jack Built,”
"Old Mother Hubbard aud her
Dog,” “The
Five Little Pigs,” ‘■'The Fox and the
Geese,”
“The Children in the
Wood,” (told in verse by
R. H. Stoddard) “Beauty and the
“Puss

Beast,”
in Boots,” “Cinderella; or the Glass
Slipper,”
“Nursery Romance,” “Rhymes without Reason,” “Aunt Louisa’s Toy books,” “Wame’s

Alphabets,”

&c.

—The Webster of^lawaian literature, Rev.
Mf. Andrews of Honolulu, Sandwich Islands,
has

recently completed

dictionary of the
dictionary contains

says the

leading politicians

of the Republican
party have gathered in this city to consider
their policy in the fall elections, and in the
new Congress.
The difference of opinion is
wide, and excites angry controversy. Thurlow Weed is playing a prominent part,
He
has warned the radicals that they will be disfrom
placed
power if they press their extreme
views upon the people. It is doubtful whether the conflicting elements can be harmonized.
Senator Wilson, on behalf of the New England Congressmen, seems to reject all compromises. His plan is to rely on the party majority in Congress to resist the admission of
the Southern States, and
virtually -appeal to

the people against President Johnson’s policy.
The conservative Republicans propose to meet
the difficulty in the* New York Democratic
nominations by nominating Gens. Slocum,
Patrick, and Lupins Robinson, The leading
New York Republicans have had numerous
biterviews with Sec. Seward, with whom the
project has been discussed. The radicals have
been reinforced by Gen. Butler, and a decidedly lively time is expected,

English Dictionary.

of

George Combe,

—Miss Noa,
pupil
is translating Emerson’s “Conduct of Life into French. She is spoken of as highly qualified for the task. “Representative Men,” and
“English Traits” are the only works of Mr.
once a

Emerson which have

From

Mississippi

Matters
Grande.
—

on

the Rio

New Orleans. Sept. 11.

The steamers. Guiding Star, Monterey and
George Washington, from New York, have arrived.
Dispatches from Jackson, Miss., say it is
creditably rumored that Major General Slocum has tendered liis
resignation in conseof the

President’s
action.

endorsement

of

Gov. Sharkey’s
The News predicts that the colored troops
will be marched out of this State for muster
out or transfer to another locality.
An engine and one passenger car we precipitated.down alijjh embankment near Clinton, Mississipi, recently. No one was hurt.
The Matamoras Moniteur contains an in-

appeared

in French,

Later advices from South Carolina state that
the election of delegates to the State Convention pasted off quietly last Tuesday.
Only
about one quarter of the names on the Union
ticket are elected. The majority are conservatives.
Wade Hampton and several officers of the
Confederate army have beqn returned by large

NEW

■^^-..EntpPtairimPTUs,

GOODS

I

Tew

DEERING HALL, PORTLAND.

Cloths of the Best

Investigation of

a

Railroad IHsaster.

Norwich, Ct, Sept

FALL AND WINTER
OVERCOATS,

From Washington.

W AsiimoTON, Sept. 11.
Capt. J. B. Jones of the 19th IT. S. Infantry,
arrived to-day from Augusta, Ga., via New
York, bringing about 1100 pounds of gold and
silver bullion, with a small amount of coin of
the aggregate value of $200,000. This wealth

recovered by this Treasury agent, and is
said to be part of the spoil captured from Jefferson Davis. Capt. Jones has delivered the
money to the Treasury of the United States.
To-day a delegation of Southerners representing the States of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Arkansas, Virginia and Tennessee, and numbering fifty or sixty persons,
called upon the President. Hon. W. H. McFarland addressed him on behalf of the visitors. The President referred to the
existing
condition of public affairs and the
gratifying
and patriotic evidences presented to him of the
early restoration of fraternity between the different sections of the Union.
was

Great Britain '* Blan for
ed States—Trial of

Checking

the Unit-

Jeff. Dads.
New Yobk, Sept. U.
The Herald lias an extended sketch of Canadian affairs, showing how the struggle between democracy and aristocracy, republicanism and imperialism, is
rapidly approaching a
crisis, the evident tendency of which is towards annexation of the Provinces to this

It also famishes an exposure of the
secret policy of Great Britain, and her
efforts,
by means of establishing powerful land and
naval armaments in her colonies,
along our
northern frontiers, and by endeavoring to force
them into the confederation coalition, to set
country.

upon this continent an

empire to check the
great American republic in its career of free
government and civilization.
The Tribune’s dispatch says it is now stated
that the trial of Jeff. Davis will immediately
follow the disposition of Werz. It is also said
he will be tried in Richmond.
The

of Capt. Meisler at Augusta, Go.
New Yobk, Sept. 11.
The Savannah papers of the 7tli inst. contain accounts of the murder of Capt. Heisler
ol the 33d U. S. colored troops at Augusta,
Ga., on the night of the 6th, by three young
men, members of the three most respectable
families in that place.
It appears that the
captain was discovered in company with the
mistress of one of the young men, and they ail
attacked him with their revolvers, one of the
Murder

his neck and proving mortal.
Not satisfied with this, they chivalrously fell
upon his prostrate body, inflicting several
ghastly cuts with their knives. The affair
caused such wide spread excitement there was
danger of a riot, and threats were made oi
burning the city. The murderers were arrested and quiet restored.
shots

penetrating

New Yobk, kept. 11,
special Washington dispatch
following items:
A large delegation from
Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee and Virginia
is at the White House. Their
object is to assure the President that his
policy and course
towards the South are meeting the general approbation of the people of those states. The
delegation declare that in return they will give
a
the administration most cordial support
The receipts of Internal Revenue during the
last week were $13,000,000.
Secretary Seward has not returned, and it
is thought that he has extended his
journey
to Richmond.

Jeff. Davis,
Fortress Monboe, Sept. 10.
General Price, Chief of the cavalry Bureau
has been on a tour of inspection through this
State and returns to Washington to-morrow
The frigate Macedonia has arrived fron
Newport, H. I., with the Naval Acadcmj
which is now located at Annapolis.
Jeff. Davis has not been removed from his
casemate to Carroll Hall, as reported. His

quarters are being prepared, and it is exporter
oqeupant of Carroll Hal
within a few days.

that he will be an

baauumTta

coats,

J’ro^
q
Tuesday Evening, Sept. 12th,
The

At ohHrt Hotter, h the BEST n>ur.
ASD n iu

BTB«W Crtet Wttwctd

Arrival

ot John *T. Hreckinridge at Quebec.
Quebec, Sept 11.
John C. Breckinridge arrived here this afternoon in the
steamship Hibernian. He proceeds to Montreal this evening.
York Market*.
New Yobk, Sept 11.
Cotton—higher; bales 3600 bales Middling Uplands

B.

te

Portland, Sept. 11,1868.

JMQhflfe
*

hs

The

dtl

Furniture!

undersigned

would

they

Flour—State and Western 5 ® 10o lower; sales 8500
bbls; State 7 00 @ 8 00. Round Hoop Ohio 8 80® U 00.
Western 7 00 @ 8 40. Southern lower; sales 480 bblb
at 9 40 @ 14 00. Canada 5 @ lflc lower; sales 380 bbls

at 7 90 [gj 11 00.
Wheat— Choice Spring Is
white kinds are dull and

prices lower;
nominally <® 2c lower;
sales 61,000 bushels, Chicago Spring 158 ffi 16t—
Milwaukee Club 1 58 <g> 164. Amber Milwaukee
1 65 ® 1 67. Amber State, new, t 08<® 2 10.
Corn—lc lower; sales 98,000 bushels. Mixed West»
ern 90 @ 90Jc.
Oats—lc lower; State 54 (g 56c.
sales 1800 bbls plain mess 8
56^

LARGE
All

Descriptions

sales 4109 bbls.

Laid—flnner; sales 1800 bbls

Butter—firmer,
Whiskey—firm;

at

Havana

Prices!

Every endeavor will be made

your patronage.

BURROUGHS &

Wednesday Evening, Sept.

Board.

Wednesday

Erie...

Reading......

Michigan Southern

87

Thursday,

Sept. 20th and 21at. 18G5.
POSITIVELY TWO DAYS ONLY!

-Ilk

W

CULLEN’S

1BOUPE

Iroquois

and

Danolng

Notice !

Wayne.777

CALL THINGS BY THEIR BIGHT
NAMES.

Assessors
rpHE
A mitted to

City of Portland having

oi the

me, with a Warrant tor the collection ot
the same, the TAX LIST for the year
1866, notice is
hereby given that by an Ordinance of the Citv, on all
Taxes paid within

SIXTY

We like to hear things called by their right
names.
A good many of our Southern exchanges talk very glibly about the “evils of
emancipation;” and some northern newspapers of small discretion copy the phrase as if
it really meant
something. The real fact in
the case, that these evils exist not because of
emancipation but in spite of it, that they are
the results not of freedom but of
that

slavery,

the devils themselves. The case is much the
same with the Southern body politic. A dreadful devil has been cast out of it, and it still
quivers with the convulsions of the struggle,
but that is nobody’s fault but Slavery’s.
The
only course by which it can hope to reach a
cure is to put itself upon a strict
regimen of
free institutions, these in time will restore it
to the full measure of health, but that desirable result will never be reached while it continues to look laughingly back towards the
exorcized demon! Of so much it may be
sure.

DAYS

DISCOUNT OF

A

FIVE

CENT.

PER

will be allowed. If not paid within four months a
Summons to be issued and Interest charged,
commencing 00 days from the dale of Tax Bills. II
not paid in TEN DATS after Bueh Summons, a
Warrant to be issued according to law.
HENRY P. LORD,
Treasurer ana Collector.
Portland, Sept. 1, 1806.
sep2d2w

Deering, Milliken & Co.,
Sucre,tort to G. L. Storer If Co.,
JOBBERS

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

Furnishing

Trick

Agents Ibr EMPIKE SEWING MACHINES fcr
State of Maine.
St.,

PORTLAND,

Sept 7—dtf

prominent features of this Colossal Circus will be the GRAND FREE EXHIBITION of the
GYMNASTIC MIRACLE of iERONAl;TlC-080IILLATION, or Flying in the Air, near the immense
and

tive Sheets and other Advertisements.

ADMISSION

FIFTY

Deecripr

AT

Grand Trunk

com-

PRINGLE, Agent,

Steam

the Pun

PORTLAND.

JEWELRY/p
r
cheap

OF PRESIDENT

Or, JAS. WOOD, Laoitton.

correspondent of the Cincinnati Commercial has recently visited the home of President Johnson at Greeneville, East Tennessee, and describes the house in which Mr.
Johnson resided, and also his shop where he
plied his honest trade. The house is described
as a plain two story brick, with a
one-story
and basement L, having in aB, six square
A

"L7X

GRtHMfl & CO.,
Successors
to

No. lOO Green
Aug

“A.

00

st.

p°BTtAjfD

M.

PORTLAND.

RECEIVED !
Also

Plain and

a

large stock

To all of which I would respectfully invite the attenpurchasers, as they will be sold “CHEAP for

Ucuyrf

J.

J.

1TO. 33 at.

Aug 29—dtf

POBTLAJTD,

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

Solicitor of Patents,
JVo. 103

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

our

Co.,

Teacher of

stock of

GOODS,

sep6dlm

PORTLAND,

ME.

W E T

P

earnestly requested.

STEPHEN
1865.

Portland, Sept. 11,

MARSH,

Sec BETA* Y.
dtd

GREAT CHANCE ROR

[fj i I

AGENTS!
people want—complete History ofth<
WHAT
Rebellion, in one volume, splendidly illustrated
with Steel Plate Engravings
it contains reading
matter equal to two large octavo volumes.
Agent*
are
selling as many on tne same ground as have beer
sold of all other histories pat together. Price
the

fMr.OO.

Address,
$5w3t

J. PATTEN FITCH,

Boston, Mass.

On and after Friday, Sept.
and line steamer

1st, the new

at 26

will make
notice.

hut TWO TRIPS PER DAY, until turther

at

ots; Children 15 eta.

Dissolution.

*

partnership ot OWEN & DUNNING, Is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. J. W. Owen
sold
his Interest to Joseph F. Dunning, who Is
having
or

trom

the firm

OWEN,

H. H.

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing between the Bobecribers under the name and style
G TOLFORD A CO., is hereby mutually disof
solved. Either of the partners is duly anthorized
to use the firm name in liquidation.
The notes f nd accounts ot the late firm may be
found at the Store of J. M. DYER A CO., No. 6 Free

THE
J-

J. G. TOLFORD,
®‘

T<^pUeod4w

To the Merchants and Traders of
Portland.
A SOLDIER, lately returning from the Army with
A the rank of Sergeant Major, wishes a situation
as Watchman or a lime Keeper, or a Light Porter,
would make himself usefrd tn any sphere in lift.—
Wages no great object,—can procure the highest testimonials, or a deposit of one or two hundred dollars
for good filth. Can write and keep small accounts.—
Call or address by lc’ter fcr three days,

or

No. 28 York Street, Portland, Maine.
d3t*
Portland, Sept. 11.1868.

at

“Home Institute

THE

Or. J.

Steam Packet

titled

15“( 'urea in must cases Instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to ell who are not able to pay,
“Without money and without prioe.
No medicine is given and no pain caused, but to
lief from pain, from any sickness or cause, certain In

Sportsmen.

RUNS, RIFLES
REVOLVERS, Powder and Shot MFTAIJC
CAIiTIUDGES-aU rieeg, FLASKS
GAME BAGS, FISHING
TACKLE, and a general assortment of SPORTING
GOODS, at

’pWS&Vli.

EXCHANGE

Aug 29—d3wis

aug17tf

tew moments.

THE IBKi ISABELLA JEWETT,
old—well found ana
Y*n geod condition for a voyage.

Apply

--,

augSlittw

to

YEATON & HALE,
11, Commercial St.

The Miaaea Symonda
re-open their School for Young Ladies and
Misses, on THURSDAY, September 21st, at

September 8tb, IS66
DI authority from the War Department, I shall sell
JL» at Public Auction, at the Government
Stables,
Cumberland House, Green Street, at 10 o'clock A.
M„ on SATURDAY, Sept. 10th, 1866,
Fifteen (IS) Serviceable Horse.,
the property ol the United States.
Terms—Cash, Government tuuds.
HENRY INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. M.. U. S. A.
Sept. 9—did
U. 8, Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
< 'ommav past’s Office,
Sept. 7, 146.1.
1TIHE U. 8. Steamers “Dawn/’ aud “Montfeelto,"
X and the Schooner “T. A. Ward,” will be sold at
Public Auction, on MONDAY, Sept. 26, 1866, at 12
o'clock M, at this Yard.
The “Dawn,” Is a screw steamer, with (wo masts,
schooner-rigged; one vertical engine; diameter ol'
cylinder, 48 inches; stroke of piston, 30 inches.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage law—
length 126.24 feet; breadth 28.67 feet; depth 3.61 leet.
The “Montlcello” is a screw steamer, with two
masts, schooner rigged; one vertical engine; diameter of cylinder, 40 inches; stroke of piston 42 inches.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage law—

length

leet; breadth,

173.30

27.80

feet; depth

t7.36

feet.
The schooner “T. A. Ward,” Is of the following
registered dimensions per new tonnage law—length
113.35 feet; breadth 28.16 feet; depth 3.60 feet.
Each ol the vessels is well tound, and will be sold
as she now stands, with rigging, sails, boats, cables,
anchors, furniture, &c.
An inventory ofthe articles to be sold with each
vassal can be seen at this Navy Yard, aud will l>e oxhibtted on the day of sale.
Five per centum of the purchase money must lie
(.1 i.l on the day of sale, anu the remainder before the
vessel is removed from the Navy Yard, which must
be done within six days after the date of sale.
T. BAILEY, Commandant.

Sept 9—eod2w£aept23

MILITARY RAILROADS.
■JJNITEDSTATES
Office or

Assistant Guabteem aster, I
Washington, D. C., July 28, ls«5. )
AUCTION SALE OF ROLLING STUCK.
WU1 be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to iho highest
bidder, the following rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co/s
Shop in Portland, Maine, Six16)Locomotive engine.:.
On THURSDAY, September 21, at Hlnkley &
Williams' Shop in Boston, Mass., Fear t4> I ocomi

•^Tabore stock is
quality.

ail new, and ol

tho very I eat

The Engines are five loot gauge, five loot drivers,
and cylinders 16x24 inches. They can be chaevi 1 lo
gauge at a trifling expense.
Sales to commence at ID A. M.
Terms; Cash in Government Hinds.
H. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet Colonel and A. G- M.
july29dtd

sale of government cars,
Larue
gines, AND RAILROAD IRON.

en-

United States Miutaby Raiiboads.
Office of Assistant Gvaktermasiku,
Washington, D. C., At gust 11, >661.
Win be Bold at CITY POINT, VA.. in WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o’clock A. M.i About lonr
thousand (4,000) tons Railroad Iron.
Ft PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRiDAY, October
13, at 12M:
Flv e (5) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (60) Freight Cars and one (1) Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA.. October 13, at 6 1\ 41..
One new Locomotive Engine, 5 fool gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA., on TUESDAY, Octolier

17th:

first-class Locomotive
gauge.

(60)
FiftyInch

Engines,

4

feel

-1

Eighteen (18) new Platform Cars, five loot gauge.
Twenty-five (26) new Box Cars, five i5)mot gauge.
About three hundred and fifty (380) Box Cars, I leet
8} in. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (230) Platform do., 4
feet 84 In. gauge.
About thirty (30) Stock do., 4 feet 84 in. gauge.
Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 leet 84 in gauge.
One (if Wrecking do., 4 feet 8) in. gauge
Two (2) new Trucks.
trained.
Sixty do. do.,
Fourteen (M) Flats
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
M., and to continue from day to day until all are
sold.
Terms: Cash, in Government funds.
tH. L. ROBINSON,
Brev. Col. and A. G- M.,
U. S. Military Railroads.
August IS—dto oct 10

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.
! United States of America,
District of Maine, ss.
}

to void. expo, to me directed, from
the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge of the United State**
District Court within and for the District of
Maine, I
•haU expose xnd sell at public auction, to the highe.t
mauer therefor, tbe
following property and merchandise, at the time and place within said District, as
follows, vis:

PURSUANT

Cti"OM House

Building, on

Fort etreet,

Portland, on Wednetday, the thirteenth day
September next, at 11 o'clock A. M.

ot

Six Cases of Friction Matches.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States in the District Court and lor said District, and
ordered to be sold,'and the proceeds disposed ol ac-

cording

to law.
Dated at Portland

A. D. 1865.

this thirtieth day of August,

CHARLES CLARK,
V. 8. Marshal District of Maine.

Aug

30—dl5d

CITY OF PORTLAND.
that it

rooms, Morton Block.
For particulars Inquire at No. 18 Brown St.
Sept 1 —d2w

MISS H. I). ROBBINS
II71LL open a School for Masters and Misses
VV MONDAY, Sept 4th, at 28 High St. For particulars inquire at 36 Franklin St,
August 30—d3w*

Tobin

it

Co.’s

Express

Portland to Saint Andrew.
Woodstock, Houlton, Presque Isle, and an
of Aroostook and upper New Brunswick

FLOM

Boston and

gs&SSss
Bo*ton’

Sept 5—dim

ASA

DAYI8*}

*nd 84 ■*-

Proprietors.

is the Intention ol

a new

Street,

or

Pub-

beginning at the presSoutherly terminus of Henry street, and continStreet.
to
Congress
uing
And the Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new Streets, in pursuance ot
m order of the City Council, passed on the 4th day
of Sept., will meet for said purpose on Thursday, the
14th day of Sept., at half-past two o’clock in the afterWay

use

ent

noon, at the terminus of

Henry Street,

of

the

place
beginning, and then and there proceed to view and
lay out said new Street. All persons interested will
take notice and govern themselves
accordingly.
Given under our hands this sixth day or September, A. D. 1865.
JACOB McLELLAN,
Committe on
G. F. FOSTER,
E. PHINNEY,
W. G. SOULE,
J. BRADFORD,
A. GIDDINGS.

T .xrlww,

Laying

out

Vo„a*.
New streets.

Sept 7—dtd

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
THE
nership under the
and style of

ELLIOT

&

a

copart-

McCALLAR,

and have purchase.! the stock of CALEB 9 9MAI

BC8INPSS*taet 9q“"e’
Boots.

Shoes and

Aug 84—dfowlm

I

“'»etodo .CASli

*l7%m& andftfo*r,°kh tWen<ls-,

WILL

their

ST.

43.
6. L BA I LET.

Auctioneer.
d tr

name

For Sale.

Oo.,

will make SIX TRIPS PER WEEK. as win appear
by their advertisement for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday Evenings,
at 7 o’clock.
L* BILLINdtS, Agent.
**
A ugust r—dim

To

R. Newton

at CONGRESS
AAflLL oure the Sick in Portland,
VV HALL’Clapp's Block, daily mr hmr »oek-,
ginning TUESDAY, Anguet 22d. at 9 o clock.

200 tous—ten years

The public are hei i*y
that the Boats oi the

_.Portland

”

Mias 1. G. PRINCE, Principal.
Seventh Year ol this Boarding and Day
School lor Young Ladies, will commence on
THURSDAY, Sept. 21st.
For Terms, &c., apply to the Principal, No. 52
Free St.
sept2 daw3w

a

Notice.

the

Sept 9—dtd

Maiae.

For circular, Ac., address the PrinWARREN JOHNSON, A. M.

^tf

Special.- Steamboat

42

Topiham,

d3w*

Law,

PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST 8TATE
AND UNITED STATES.

September 6,1666.

street Block.

J.GOODALE,

BURBANK,

on

Household Furniture at Auction.
Friday, Sept. 15th, at 10 A M., on the premi-

Is

cipal,
August 31.

LIMERICK, MAI&E.

seplldislw

NOTICE.

Portland, Sept. 8,1865.

sep6d3w

Attorney and Counsellor

w

sirable locations in our city.
For particulars and terms call
Portland, Sept. 6, 1885.

FRANKLIN FAMILY B0H00L
FOR BOYS)

rriHE

X

oclock P. M.,

»» 3

inVldth,

m

TGEIH I

Dr. D. otfll continues to Extract Teeth by ELECTRICITY WITHOUT TAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth or Btumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a pottte invitation to uall.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
lor family use, with thorough instr Actions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from * o’clock A. M. to 12 M.: from
to ( P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

September 20th.

Cushing’s Islands,

Ticket® Down and Back 25
Aug 30—ti

MU>.

•bout 68 feet by 92 in depth,
running to a common
mwsage way in the rear ofie feet
into (Jougreas anil fine streets. This ta inleading
close
proximity to Congress Square, and commands a One
view of the adjacent country, and, wi h a neighborhood that cannot be excelled, offers to one seeking lor
a delightful spot fer a residence, one of the most de-

GOOD

ing’s Islands, at 10 A. M.. and 2.30 P. M.
Returning, leaves Cushing’s Island, touching
Peaks, at 11.15 A. M., and 5 P. M.

brown street.

AT AUCTION!

0NJ5^tay’.8epU"nb«r

commence

and

St.

Valuable Building Lot

Home School fi>r Boys. Location healthy,
hereby given,
the City Council to Iny out
NOTICE
A easily accessible.
The Fail Term will
of the City,
lic
for the

GAZELLE,

For Peak’s

ADJOURNED MEETING.

THURSDAY EVENING, |Sept. 14th,

O.,

Sept 9—dlw

WILL

At 71 o’clock,when arrangements will be made fbi
the TRIENNIAL FESTIVAL. A lull attendance li

C

M®. 63 Commercial St.,
lOOO BARBELS OE ROSIN.
300 BARRELS OF PITCH,
1 TON VIRGINIA TOBACCO,
300 BARRELS FLOUR—Different Grade.
Buckwheat, Flour, Beane, etc.

NURSE

Wonted.

Apply

AN

Sc

Portland, Aug- 30, 1666.

fio.0 Free Street Block.
deod4w

ADJOUHNED MEETING of the Maim
Charitable Mechanic Association will b*
held in the LIBRARY ROOM

BICE

S.

IBEUll

• nnin,

JOSEPH F. DUNNING.

A.

m.~a!

T

Exchange

LiDIIf
Who have cold hands and feet; weak stomaeha, lame
and weak backs; nervoiuAnd sick headache; (Usa
nces and swimming In theAead, with Indigestion and
constipation of the bowelsfpaln in the side and back;
leucorrboea, (or whites); foiling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that lone
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure meant
of cure. For painful menstruation, too proftuc
menstruation, and aU of those long line of troubl, s
with young ladles, Electricity Is a certain specific.
Mid will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

Commission House of

J. W.

Portland, Sept. 11,1*65.

M. C.

U.

The Rhenmatic, the gontv, the lame and the
leap with joy, and more with the agility and electricof youth; the heated gvaid Is cooled; the froetity
bftten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed ; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the acoitonts of mature hie
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an

active circulation maintained.

sJlLE!

FOR

authorised to settle all debts due to

And taken the store formerly occupied by us we
would cordially recommend them to the patronage o)
our customers and the public.

.T. G. TOLPOBD & Co.,

PORTLAND.

($150,000).

Music,

RESIDENCE, 52 BRACKET ST:,

DRY AND FANCY

question

the

Leaves Burnham’s Wliari for Peak’s and Cush-

Middle Street.

located in this elty.
Daring the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in
persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in
vain, and curlns
patients in so short a time that the question Is often
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this
we will say that all that do not
stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical, Electrician for twenClone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia In
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance,
deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

By Electricity

Change of Time.
ME.

would respectfully announce to the
WHERE
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat

Bank will be increased in the
of One Hundred and Ffty Thousand Dol-

GILBERT,

Lawrence at., (Munjoy Hill,)

Electrician

complaints.

rkjj

12

narrow

DEMING,

permanently

'hat*

Subscriptions will be received only from present
stockholders until October 1st, next.
Interest will be paid until January 1st, 1866, when
the new stock will rank with the old.
Twenty-five per cent, must be paid in at the date
of the subscription, and the balance must be completed before January next.
WM. EDW. GOULD, Cashier.
sept9edlm
Portland, Sept. 8tb, 1865.

oi

MISS P. E. PKINDLE,

Having purchased

sum

Fancy Cassimeres,

Aug 2#—dti

&.

THE
lars

Brsa4ele>k% Uaea Goods, Flannels, Ac.

Johnson,

Dyer

OF

Capital of

At the

Fall and Winter Dress Goods.

JVtedical

!

every

The First National Bank

A large assortment ot Thibet* and other

Tailor.”

•I

ll—dti

JUST

the

and situated on the brink of a small mountain-streamlet. This is a little frame house,
gable-end toward the street, twelve feet by
fifteen, and standing alone. On a sign-board
over the door ("which is in the
centre, flanked
by two small windows^, are the simple words:

Street,

South End of Deering*t Bridge,

correspondent proceeded to the celebrated tailor-shop, a few squares to the east,

ing,

Dodge & True.

Iron Founders & Machinists,

rooms, and the cook-rooms below.
The
house has been used as a hospital and headquarters for both armies. Cavalrymen have

used it, and abused It, by leading horses in
at the front hall entrance, thence, through the
house, to the rear. The library has been
culled, and finally stacked up in a chaotic
heap in one comer of an unfurnished upperstory room. The lot on which this dwelling
stands is large, extending back to a clear, cool
spring, which gushes forth from the contiguous lime-stone ledge.
After visiting the dwell-

sep8d3w

N.

Is

tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
case that can be presented: asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

ORESSERsM

Engine for Sale.

GOOD SECOND-HAND STEAM ENGINE,
A 30 Huree Power, 11} inch
cylinder, 10 inch
stroke, in good order.
Apply to
LYNCH, BAKEEB «Sfc CO.,

JOHNSON.

W.

A

palsy

Oflce.

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

September 20, at Kennctt Square,
Philadelphia, Penn., Fifty iVi) Bjv Fi-igl ;
four
feet
Cars,
elght-and-s-haif-mchgaugcOn WEDNESDAY, September Si, at Aliuu.igton, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Cm, fve loot

adapted

139 Cummereiul Street.
HOME

DR.

y"

they

Exchange Street,

31—dtd

near

he

Hallway, than any other route to the Went.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Aet.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway. NewYork. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

a
Aug.

EDW*D M.

live Engines.
On MONDAY,

HANOVER STREET.

Clapp’s Block to
MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,

Trunk

STYLE
Opposite

Free St.

174

®" F*re» from |1 to *7 lower via. the Grand

August in—dOm

on

Has removed his office from

APPLY TO THE

E.

Entrance

Post Office Address, Box 103.
N. 11.—Please send for n Circular.
Aug 31—dtf

Railway.

Por Tickets to all points West & South West,

JAS.

HANSON.

FILES, Principal,

REMO

HARRIS’,

sept2d2w

lit;

38

GET THE

FALL

Friday Evenings.

The FALL TERM of this Institution win comSept. «*, 1866.
Claeses for beginners and for advanced scholars in
French and German will be formed at the beginning
of the Term.
A Clam in Book-Keeping and in Commercial Arithmetic, baa already been firmed, tor thorn who can
spare onlv evenings from their business. A few more
can be admitted to this class.
«■«* Misses qf alt ayes and attainments
will still find the Academy, A Fust Clam School
for the continued pursuit ol their studies.
KT-Particula. attention will be *
given to bovs
* coming from the Public Schools.
The utmost endeavors of the
Principal and ol his
Assistants will be used In order to make this School
worthy of public patronage.
Term 110,00 ^er Terns of Ten Weeks.

C. O.

IN WANT ON A NEW HAT
CAN

Pall Term

hi.

mence

CENTS.

Children 25 Cents.
Doors open at 2 ami 7 o'clock. Performances
mence at 2$ and 8 P. M.
Sept 15—d6t&wlt

90

GENTLEMEN

commence

3$0

and

At the head of Green

One of the

rapidly as the works of the L. & W.
Power Comoany advance. They are only hat! a mile
from TukeySi bridge.
For description, plan, and
particular*, please call on
BAUJiY A CO., Auctioneer*.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Square,

SCHOOL ROOM, UNION HALL,

Mules!

The ENTIRE CAVALCADE ot this Gigantic Combination on the Morning of the Exhibition, will afford
the public a gratuitous view of its unparalleled magnificence and its unequaled resources.

must advance

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, U. S. A„

School !

J.

90 Exchange Street.

CLOAKS,

Osgood,

FILES,
SUCCESSOR TO
H.

Ponies!

the great Presompecot Land ami WaterC**1
l^ny*» Works. They are noar the citv—
beautifully located—desirable for investment, and

Auction Sale of Government Horses.

C. O.

General Western Ticket Office,

Goods !

sepMeocttw

HT Tickets for sale at the Hall.
Those wishing to attend an advanced class are invited to be prewntthe first evening.
Mr. Gardiner will give private inetr action In the
rudiments of Voeul Music, singly or in small elaeeee.
Ream 338 Congress Si.
»ept4d2w

Consolidated in ONE EXHIBITION for One Price
of Admission for the Season of 1865.

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND

BS ndil HO Middle

easy

DOG8,

Stone’s Comic

at Auction.
/"VN Wednesday, Sej*. 13th at 3 o’clock P.
on
wo "hU sell at auction TEN V ALnT
UABLE
HOUSE LOT'S, containing bin about 16
to *T thousand feet eact. These lots
are ou tte new
Road from the
County Road noar Tukey’s Bridge ro
H*® Work*, and in the vicinity of the improvements of

V sea, 31 India St., Beds, Bedding, Bedsteads,
Chairs, Tables, .Bureaus, Solh, Stoves, China and
(Haas Wan, Refrigerator, Lamps, Kitchen Furniture, Ac.

at

or

Oongreat St, Portland.

c. h.

Tuesday

HORSES,

Pavillion, at 1 o'clock, P. M.
For details, see Mammoth Pictorial

From this date,

they grow out of the false state of society
which is not yet wholly overpast, not out of
the purer relations which have but
begun to
he

com-

Either at the residence ofpnpils

Gentlemen,

OF

Valuable House Lots

/ IN

Brilliant Galaxy of |

TRAINED

Sept 8—dtf

Collector’s

re-

HaU> C1»J<P’» Bkmk on TUESDAY
r-vENING, September 19th at Tl (/clock.
Term., Twenty-four Lemons,
Ladle.,
48.00

Indians !

PBRFOBMINO-

CO.,

1865.

prepared to

Equeslriai & (J)HiMStk Celebrities, PORTLAMD ACADEMY I

Dan

FOR

the

on

PIAN O-FORTE,
U

PBOF. HUTCHINSON’S

..

98

sume

MR. GARDINER will

A

No. 63 Commercial St.

j7|

HAVINGlessons

Artiflcial Teeth inserted on Gold, Stiver and Vulbase. An operations warranted to give MWaction.
augll*66eodtaftwly

CIRCUS COMBINATION!

House and Lot at Auction.
AN Tuesday, Sept 19, at 3 o’clock P. M., on the
U premise., we snail sell a snug little one and a
half story house on Lafayette street—now occupied
by Mr. Dale. It is a snug little house, In very good
order and repair; good cellar and water—with a lot
about 32 feet by 100. It is a good neighborhood—with
a pleasant and
commanding view, and deairable for a
uuall family. Sale poeltlve, as the owner is about to
leave the city.
se;,6dtd
HENRY BA [LEY A CO., Auct’rs.

EDWARD M. PATTEN,
Auctioneer,
19 Eickaugc Street.

EMERY,

returned to town, ie

Singing

Advantage,

U. T. S. RICE &

431

Western Teelgraph Co.
7 .7! 70
Chicago and Rock Island.. ..1131
Cleveland and Pittsburg.73

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION I

canite

BOSSTOK

Sales.

Auction

YOUR

No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market
/iCUl
PORTLAND, MAINE.

reoMkimTiotf'"

AfZML. f,

Should apply to the

TAXES

Button-Holes made to order: von can buy
a Button-Hole Machine; Also the freed, Howe,
Florence, Shaw « Clark’s, tad all the
First Class Setting-Machines.
Cotton. Twist, OU, Needles, and all Unde of Machine Trimmings. New Machines
exchanged for old.
Machines repaired and to let, at the lowest prices.
No. 137$ Middle Street, up one flight of Stairs
W. S. DYER, Agent.
Sept 4—eod lm

Room Ha. 5.

Evening.

THE STOKE

Commission Llcmse

get

can

DENTIST,

(PARTIES

Best

Trorr

No. U Olapp’s Block,

1071

UBOfberland Coal Oo„.
Fort

and

No. 4 Free Street Block.

(Bought or Sold to the

18 and 14 Fraaklla Street,
BOSTON.

8TEESEX A.

365,

Sept 8—dim

WISHING

WILLIAM H. HORTON A 00.,

THE

LEVIATHAN EXHIBITION OF

-«■*---»---

Market*.
New Yobk, Sept. U.
Stocks strong.

American Gold...
Uniced States 6-20 coupons..
JQR
Treasury 7-30_,i. !. gp?
United States one year Gertiflcates.777! 98?
Illinois Central.
,U0
New York Central.
S2I

centa:

Gallery, 30 cents; Reserved Seats, 75 centa—tor sale
at the Box Office in the Hall.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Performance to commence
at 8 o’clock precisely.
seplSdlt

—OF—

,.

13th.

Adaulmieu,-Parquette and Orchestra, 50

HUDSON,

Stock
Second

GOMERSAL,

to establish and
First Class House. We Invite

a

MERCHANDISE

transactions.

WM.

Afternoon and

1

Freights—no

Mrs.

CORNER OF GREEN AND PORTLAND 8T8.

Lowest Possible Cash

Havana, Sept. 6.
and firm at previous

Sugars—in Unproved demand
quotations,
Lumber—white pine boards scarce at 33 ® 81. Hhd
shooks scarce; long, shaved, 60 ® 70: short 36
® 40
Exchange-London 17,® 16*; New York 26® 36
\
discount.

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT

Which they offer at the

retain this as

Market*.

GRAND

Furniture !

Nsw Mess 82 00 @
21 <® 284c.

Mug. W. Goueh»al

and Varieties

-OF—

1

^Beef-advancing;
PoMtAfemdy;

INVOICES
-OF-

and

scarce

CRICKET !

WILL EXHIBIT AT PORTLAND,

_

at 45c.

—tuo,—
fan Stock ol Straw aad Fell
adapted to City and Country trade, now opening Md b
sale at the lowest market prices to dealers only, by
A

Sept 4—dam

FaNCHON

respectfully

to the citizens of Portland and
ajmounce
vicinity that
are

PRESS TRIMMINGS.

F A. 1ST CHON

Constantly Receiving

-Vein

\

-TO-

Merchant Tailor,
94 Exchange Street.

~

;

Hi.^Q

FROST,

Furniture!

SILKS, SATIN8, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

performance will commence with the beautiful
Drama in 5 acts, entitled

THE

latest style.

P.

Black English Crapes,

*rBat thnractw of FANWUICh cl,“acter *he "ID Introduce the

SONG AND SHADOW
DANCE,
the Opera of IMnorah.

business suits,
VESTS AND PANTS,

Appointment.

THE CRICKET!
h6r

SACKS,

Burlington, Vt., Sept. 11.
Governor Smith has appointed Hon. Herman 1J. Beardsley of St
Albans, Associate
Judge of the Supreme Court, vice Asa O. Aldis, appointed Consul to Nice.

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

LAST NIGHT OF

FANCHION,

MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

11.

The Railroad Commissioners met at Montville to-dav to investigate the late accident on
the New London and Northern Railroad, between Norwich and New
London, but eame
to no decision.

Various Items.
The Post’s
contains the

WEAR I

FROCKS,
dress

RIBBONS I
Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Bibbons,

Mr. and Mrs. Gomersal!

FINISH,

goods!

fall

Slack and Colored Corded Edge

NIGHT BUT OIT3ES
OF THE

GREAT COMIC ARTISTS,

Quality!

—FO*—

|

Comprising a fall Stock of
LAST

»E8IRAnLlE

Miscellaneous.

_

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market!

SKADE <Sc
Emigration South*
Wilmington, N. C., Sept &
There is now a considerable tide of emigration from the North, most of It under the auspices of the General Southern Laud Agency,
which has established an office for the Northern States at No. 62 Broadway, New York.—
The Company offers laud for sale throughout
all the Southern States, and its agents estimate
that at least 100,000 emigrants will go from
the Northern States during the present year.

established, does not seem to yet to have
penetrated the brains of these wiseacres. Slavery may be dead, but these difficulties and deteresting correspondence between Gens. Hejia rangements are the legacy it has left to those
and Steele. The former complains that Corwho loved and cherished it, and it is for them
tinas fired on a body of Imperialists while the
to make the best of them. When, of old>
bandits were taking refuge in Texas. Gen.
Steele replies, regretting the violation of inter- evil spirit* were cast out of those whom they
national law, and stating that it was
against had long tormented they often took occasion
his express injunction to Cortinas,
who, he In passing to rend and tear the unfortunate
says, had complained of a similar outrage on
“possessed” ones, but we never heard of any
the part of Mejia’s men.
one being blamed for these convulsions except

a

Hawaian language. This
It is somewhat remarkable
over 18,000 words,
that this number is only 284 less than are to
be found In the great folio edition of Johnson’s

Miscellanor^

new York, Sept. U.
Tlie yachts Henrietta and fleet Wing started on the race from. Sandy Hook this morn-

Freights to Liverpool—firmer.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Sept-11.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch

book entitled “Theodore

Parker, his Life and l»is Works; a Chapter on
the Abolition of Slavery in the United States.”

Race—Election in South Carolina.

—

sales 350 bbls Western at 2 26®
^
|l«
of the country in and around Andersonville.
sales fiOObhds. Porto Rico 13®
Sugius—steady;
Patrick Bradley related what he had seen 14c. Muscovado 13
® 14®.
Havana, 1600 boxes
at Andersonville in the matter of cruelty.
•
at 14o.
John H. Fisher (colored) and Henry C. Lull
Coffee—steady; sales 3,000 bags Rio <m private
terms.
also testified regarding the evidence hi the lo\
Naval Stores—quiet.
Oils— firm.
cality.
The Court adjourned until to-morrow mornPetroleum —firna.
Tallow —higher; sales 236,000 libs at 16 M 16te.
ing.

quence

Transcript
apparently
Melodeous, which was pretaken some kind of a contract to give its readsented to the school by their faithful and lov- ers the whole of
kfr, Swinburne’s “Atalanta ip
of
iDg Superintendent Such work and labor
Oalydon.” It is publishing the thing in daily
be
will
trust
true
and
I
gratefully installments, aud must be about
love
charity,
through by
appreciated by the good people of our city, and this time.
—Messrs. Hurd & Houghton publish a list of
that they will esteem it a privilege to assist
sucli schools by giving liberal contributions.
forthcoming books which is particularly attractive. In addition to Barry
Steamboat.
Gray’s last,
Matrimonial Infelicities, with an occasional
of
Contrast,” and a new ediMobe Stoke Breaking.—Sunday night Felicity by way
tion of the “Crayon Miscellany”, we have “Mosome robbers broke open the back window of
zart’s Letters," Palgrave's “Essays on Art,” a
the shop of Gilbert L. Bailey on Exchange St,
volume of poem* by Edna Dean Proctor, and
and thus obtained entrance to the work-shop.
the “Sermons >f Dr. South,” constituting No.
They pried open the door leading to the sales- 1 of the “Library of Old English Divines.”—
room, and stole several pistols that had been
There is also a series of elegantly illustrated
left to be repaired, and some other articles,
books, containing among others, “Watts’ Diamounting in value to about 3125. Fortu- vine and Moral Bongs,” “The Twenty-third
nately Mr. Bailey had placed his pistols h» the Psalm,” “The Three Kings of Orient,” a “Volume of poems,” “Hymns in Prose for Chilsafe, where the robbers could not penetrate.
This is the second time Mr. Bailey’s store dren," “Pigciola,” “The Fables of ASsop,”
best

—-

Bobbery of Mr. Scamman.—The ainomit

reported in the Boston papers of which Hon.
Seth Scamman was robbed, by having his
pocket picked at Manchester last Thursday,
was greatly overstated.
Mr. S. lost only *35

Yacht

-.
—

By Mqjor General Geary—Did you offer any
safe conduct for Capt. Werz?
A Brave Deed.—Last Friday a son of
Mrf
Answer—No, except to protect lum until I
Rufus D. Bean, about five years old, fell from delivered
him into such hands as the Secretary
the wharf at Cushing’s Island and would have
of War might direct.
My officers said they
had
risked their own lives to protect his, and
been drowned but for the heroic act of a lad
but for Mqjor Noyes of the
post guard at Chat13 years of age, who dove from the wharf to
lie would have been killed.
tanooga,
the bottom, seized the little fellow, raised him
Willis Van Buren was cross examined, and
to the surface and swam ashore with him.—
said he saw
clothing sent by the Sanitary
The name of that gallant lad is Willie Wood. Commission on rebel soldiers.
George Welling testified as to the resources
He is a son of Capt. John G. Wood of the

those

his faithful

as a

Signor while engaged in the
great act called “Aeronautic Oscillation, or
Flying in the air (which is given as a free exhibition outside the pavillion) at South Royalton, Vt, fell a distance of some forty feet, but
The

informs us.

Nathan Fessenden, the oldest Periodical dealin this city, died rafher suddenly at his
residence in this city, yesterday. A little more
than a week since he was attacked with cholera morbus, but so far recovered from its effects that he was out last Friday.
A relapse
occurred which raptdly carried him to the
tomb.

occasion.

the

Killed.—The Boston

not

er

SILVER WEDDING.

joyful

crowded house.

Death of a Periodical Dealer.—Mr.

Last 'Thursday evening, David Tucker, Esq.
tnd wile, of this city, celebrated their silver
wedding at their residence on Wilmot Street.
Nearly a hundred of the New Jerusalem Society, of which they are members, filled the
house to congratulate the esteemed couple on
the

a

Herald announced that Signor Ferdinand, the
principal gymnast in Stone & Roston’s Circus,
was killed in Vermont the other day while
performing some of his wonderful exploits

REPRESENTATIVES.
fard*.

TO THE DAILY PKESS.

better pleased or more enthusiastic. Mrs.
Gumersal performed her' role with spirit and
good taste. She has much to do in the play
ence

763

1,711

ny TELEGRAPH,

Robbers..
old friends ot

M. P. ELLIOT,
D.c. McCALLAR.

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

M^BERS are hereby notified that tbe Annual
1U.NIITIKQ of said Company, for the choice of Dlttetor* tor the ensuing vear, and the transaction of
any other business legally before them, will be held
at tbe offlee of the Company, in (lorbiun, on n ciinttM.
day, the 27th Inst., at ten o’clock A.hold
on Tuesday,
A Meeting of the Directors will be
M*6th Inat., at one o’clock P.
.., v
Sec y.
JOHN’ A. WATERMAN,
Oorham, Sept. 5,1*«5

_wptTdnwgt

To Whom it May Concern.
a man with mhom he
nenon who overpaid
in the Market, near Lime St,,
had’eome dealing*
at this offlee that he
learn
calling
by
will
on Fridav
s man who considers honesty the
was trading with
sepft—3t*
beet poUey.

Tttv

Poetry.

BOM.

TRUTH IS MIGHTY!

C. COX.

C.

[The following pathetic lines, from a recent
Harper’« Magazine, are from tlie
pen ol the present Lieut Governor of Maryland.}
Wliat Hlara have foiled from our »ky i
What hopes unfolded but to die 1
What dreaifls so fondly pondered o’er
Forever lost the hues they wore!
How like a death-knell, sad and slow,
Tolls through tho soul, “one year ago!”

—

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Oo,, of New

*

Where is the face we loved to greet,
The form that graced the fireside seat,
The gentle smile, and winning way,
That blessed our life-path day by
day?
Where fled those accents, soft and

That thrilled

our

hearts “one year ago IV

Ah! vacant is the fireside chair,
The smile that won no longer there;
From door and hall, from porch and lawn,
The echo of the voice is gone;
And we who linger only Know
How much was Tost “one
yeai^ ago l”

Is not*he Safest ! IS not the Che apest 1
1st—“Because its net Assets (do Hot) exceed those
of any other Life ins. Co. in th* United States.”
2d—“Because it is < not) paying back to its members larger Dividends, and more of them, than any
other Co. in the United -States,”, as is
alleged by Its

*12,445,284

;

f

T

Beside her grave the marble white
Keeps silent guard by day and night:
Serene she sleeps nor heeds the tread
Of footsteps o’er her lowly bed;
Her pulseless breast no more may
The pangs of life “one year ago!”

Jersey,

Agent.
Sir Comparisons will confirm these facts."
On the 3bst December,
1864, as appears by the Commiaaioncrs Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
UO. OF NEW YORK, bad assets <aUcash)

low,

The Benefit Co. had (gross assets) Is* 34,700 OO
the balance
45,012,0S7 bO only, being Cash Assets;
being ill Premium Notes, with an outstanding labilor
as
ity on Policies in force of $53,037,384 00, nearly
Life Co.
large as that oi the Mutual
of the Benefit Co. in 1*(H were,
The expenses *
00

only
*1,715,875
Cash receipts
Receipts of the Mutual Life Co. being
*2,028,801 OO
and its expense* only
*256,105 00
which
Co.
does
not
incease its Assets in
Any Life
as
It
ratio
the same
Liability, cannot be considered
the safest.
Alia/.:;
Benefit
Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
The
that ifj Rates are hiyker, and the Dividmis muck
OO

were

wKUe R*

The Cash

But why repine? A few more
years,
A few more broken sighs and tears
*
And we, enlisted with the
dead,
Shall follow where bar *tepb have
led;
To that far world
go
To which she passed “one

rejoicing

year ago^*

raSi.-™8

Theodore Hook

said to

once

a man

at whose

publisher got very drunk; “Why, you
to have emptied your wine cellar into

appear
your book seller.”

at C 20 A. M and arLeave Bangor at 7 BO
at 2 15 P. M
Both of

U
rive in Portland at 6 30 A
M

A

and

arrive

in

Portland

land,

with trains for Bosthose trains connect at Portland
train leaves Portland at 8 A-M.,andrefcurninsrlsdue in Portland at 1 r. M.
Slaves connect with traits at principal Stations,
Hail *v lor most of the towns north aud east of this line
C. M MORSE, Supt.
tVaterville, June 22,1865,
jbne23tf

‘'‘prelgbt

HUMPHREYS’

HOMOEOPATHIC
PROVED,
entire success;
HAVE
and Reliable.
from

SPECIFICS,
ample experiSimple—Prompt—Effi-

the most

ence. an

cient,
They are the olily Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so Tmrmleis
as to be fr ee from danger, and so efficient as to "be always reliable. They huve raised the highest commendation from all, aud will always render satisiketion.
;

fits.
No. 1 Cures Fivers, Congestion, Inhumations,
25
2
25
Worm*, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
3
or
Crying-Colic, Teething of infants, 25
“4
Diarraa of children or auulta.
25
5
25
Dysentery, Griping, Blllious CJolfc,
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25
7
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
“8
Neuralgia, Toothache, Fuceaehe,
25
y
Headaches, Sick-IIeadache. Vertigo. 25
10
Dyttpesia, Billious 8tomac/i,
i'25
“11
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
12
25
Whites, too pi oftise Periods,
13
25
Croup.<Jough, difficult Breathing,
14
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas. Eruptions,
26
“15
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
26
"
16
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
60
17
5u
Piles, blind or bleeding,
“18
Opkthalmy, and sore or weak eyes,!... ta
“19
Catarrh, acute or chronic, lnhuenza, &n
“20
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
21
60
Asthina, oppressed Breathing,
“22
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
f>0
“23
Scrofula enlarged Clauds, Swellings, 50
“24
General Debility Physieal Weakness, 60
“25
60
Dropsy, find scanty Secretions
“26
27

Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
Kidney Disease, Ciravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,

“28

involuntary Discharges,

“29
“30
“31
“32
“33
“34

60
60

10u

Sore Mouth, Canker,
Urinara Incontinence,

6U

60
wotting bod,
Painful Periods, ovcu with bpasius, 50
l 0y
Sufferings at Change of Lift,
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 (10
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50
FAMILY

CASES.

TUIiBR MILKS I'SQM

I1*

roRMKar.v Known as

$10
l

00

00

!7gfThese Remedies, bv the Case or single Box,
are sent to any part of ilie country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,
HUMPHREY'S

IfOMfEOP ATHIC
Office and Depot, No.

COMPANY.

Broadway, Now York.
Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as ai>ove, for all form* of
562

disease.

july£0*056od ’y

HAY, Agent, Portland.

REASONS

INSURE
THEIR

LIVES

IN THE

LIFE INSURANCE .COMPANY,
NEW

YORK.

1st—It lias more than double the C AS II ASSETS
Lite Insurance Company in the tXnited'States,

of any

being

now
<■«

$13,000,000.

Over

2nd—The Rates tor Insuring

are

lea# than most

other

Companies, as may be seen by reterence to Our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.
3d

And all Important to persons who wish to insure, our Dividend for the last live years was larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
was ever

pany in

declared by any other Lite Insurance Com-

the world, being over

70

Per

Cent.

1th—Dividends are payable annually*, the next be-

ing February 1st, 18*6, and may be used as cash in
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages ol the note system without
having to pay interest on notes.
F. S. WINSTON, President.
HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent lor the New
England States.
BiTen *>v application in person

oi^^~letterlftoIUat*OU
J. T. <t' W.

LANGFORD,

22 EXCHANGE ST

Agents,

PORTLAND.

June 17—dt«

“TWO

REASONS

WHY

“A

THOSE

W

o t

MUTUAL

Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He has erected on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nica, Chowder Parties, &c.
The Fond abounds hi PICKEREL and WHITE

PERCH.
jjy Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. OO., to convey parties ot
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,

the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same evening.
located on the
Winthrop Village is
Mains Central Railroad, between Portland and BanIt has a
gor; it contains about 2000 inhabitant*.
Telegraph Otiice, and all the conveniences ot some
on

E.

STANTON,
Prop. Winthrop; House, WINTHROP, ME.
August 5—dim*
Farm tor Sale.
North Yarmouth, on the Gloucestertroad, formerly known as the u Ool. Cushman

SITUATED
within, two miles of

Place,*

two depots on the G. T.
It. It., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
Wood land; fences mostly stone wall. Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
100 feel by 39, cut full of hay last year. Orchardconsisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in ’62,1500 bushels, and in ’64 we have
sold $G0o oo worth of apples, besides a bountif ul supply for a large fiunily. Pear, plum and cherry trees
in bearing, with a
of other fruit.
Also,,a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have
been taken in one season.
The
is a line one, with plenty of shadetrees. Mills, school house. &c.s near by.
For ftirtber particulars inquire on the premises.
jnu63eod3m*
HAM’L H. SWEETSIR.

Location

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, i
District at Maine, ss.
(
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge oi the United States District Court,
within and for the District oi Maine. I
hereby give
public notice that the following Informations have
been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against ONE Hogshead of Molasses,seized by the Collector of the District oi
Passamau noddy, jou the third day ol February last
past, at Houlton in said District.
An Information against one Barrel of Gin,
and One Barrel of Whiskey, seized by the Collector of the District ot Passamaquoddy, on the fourth
day or February last past, at Houlton in said District.
fj.
Which seizures were tor breaches oi the laws oi the
United States, as is more particularly aet forth in said
Informations; that a hearing and trial will be hail
thereon at Bath, in said District, on the First Tuesday Of September next, wheee »ny persons lntereste t therein may appear and show cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twentv-seoond day of August, A. D. 1885.
F. A. QUINBY,

WHO

isely

Aug

”

THE-

22—dl4d

BENEFIT
Co.

Dist. oi Maine.

STEAMER FOR FREEPORT.
The Bleamer CASCO will leave
Freeport for Portland every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SA.TUR'DAY Mornings at 7 o’clock.
Returning, will leave Custom
House Wharf on the same afternoons at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way, 88 cents. Freight taken at low
rates.
july7 2m

VY^M. C. HOW has this day withdrawn from the
VY firm of HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
W. O. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

Portland, Aug. 19,1865.

The subscriber will continue the business under the
same style as heretofore at 267 Commercial
Street,
Smith’s Whari, where a choice assortment of the
best qualities of Coal and Wood may be found at
the LOWEST market prices, delivered in any part ol
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
Portland, August 22. 1885.
aug22dti

Because Its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

Because it is paying bach to its
members larger
Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

it

costs

LESS to

Special Notice.

Mb.

ALVAH LIBBEY.
aug22<13m

Portland, Aug 21,1805.
■

■

-f—

..y

for foundry anil steam purposes.
Also a
teof Smith's
Coll, and a good supply of rirv
where the stockholders anil
Want
the lowset
saPPHed

or

an?oUu?»8tiftiWOOD’
ratesf1

nmrket

sSeipT'^Vn,anWbarf’ fora*T,y

timurc

Those who really wish to know all the tkefs, vitally
important to then' oirn interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this oflice, where
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.
.•
4$ O'!
v

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

I- P-

!

THE partnership oi LEACH & ROBINSON is
I this day dissolved hv mutual eonwnt Mr
frSchi having transferred his interest k, W \ o
IS authorized to settle all debts
die to or
te firm.
A. Q. LEACH,

Hob?

«who

HENRY

Portland, Aug. 12, 1885.

ROBINSON
augl4d3w

F I € K E T

J
Wenler

T,

I’lioiojjriijtliic Goods,

in

nirrOH and EnpraviugrB.
M

in

tf oturer

Wo. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Imneiatf

Portland, Mr.

Freedom Notice.
notice
I tri vet to1?!?*1 *loreb>' gives
Charles
■■

to

“

w.
85w,i'>

that he has
Ikiliaff, his time
He wiU deserter claim
bay any debts ofhis rontract-

“°nj

art

^

or

*

WILLIAM DOLLAFF.

Board.
TFOOMS with Board

August 15—d7w

can

be

for

7

^

Hair.

ftair

Sterling’s Ambrosia
Manufacturing
SOLE

1

Job

Comp’y,

PROPRIETORS,
NEW YORK.

apl7d6m

Office.

Printing

A.

FOSTER

Proprietors

of tho “Portland

CO.,

&

Fox

block,

S9

Daily Proas,"

Exchange

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.,
Are

to execute every description of Printin the best possible manner, and on the
most satisfactory terms.

prepared
ing

LOWEST

Our

offipc lias just been tarnished with

RATES OF FARE,

NEW

Attention is

facilities for

OIL

obtained at the
ALB,0N HOUSK-

which

it

And
■

Summer

Arrangement!

THE

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
Will, until further notice, run as
follow*:—
Leave Atlanta Wharf, Portland,
I
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes
Fri^yL^J^?ffiTdMay’Thur,<lay'
Fare in Cabin
taken

as

Aak

BILLINGS, Agent.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

L.

LINE.

The splendid ntd last Steamships
IV. W SlicrFKANCON 1A, Capt H
*“•*■« *«ther

Surgeon

•’

next, for the examination of candidates for admission
into the Medical Staff of the United States
Army, and
of Assistant Surgeons for promotions.
-; Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of age,
and
sound.
Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
General of the Army, stating the residence of the applicant, and the date and place of his birth: they
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of

time,

the

These vessels are lifted up w th due
acoommodatlons for passengers,
making tliis the most sDeedv
saft and oomfortoble route for
Maine
Passngr.m State Eocm,
»6.a) Cabla pausase «5.00. Reals extra.
,.ft?°£B ,2rwa»ded b* '“ mine to and from MonSt

Join*0300' B,lnKor

JKffl"

Hath, Augusta, Eaetportand

are requested to send
** 3 P M °"

lMV?PorUand.rly

their freight to the
,he
bbeT

d,y"st

•'“'■freight peerage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s wharf, Portland.
* CO., No. 86 Wost
Stroet,
(few
Mtv 29, 1866.
dt'f

York*0

hjne

with

promptness and

fidelity.

INSURANCE POLICIES, RILLS of LADISO, TIME LADLES, and all sorts
of LEGAL DOCUMENTS,
at

Short Notice.

ami

Si. John.

l-iriiflBTTlS’'-**" aBd aftw Monday, Harob

Sermons, Reports, & all kinds of Pamphlets,
Put up in

•M^HBCStemerNaw

Yuan,Capt

Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers,
in the
best

style of the art.

27, the

H W Chia-

ereyTHDBSDAY

Returning will leave Rt. John every Mondav and
Thursdays at* a. a, for Eastport, Portland and
dob on.

"W JbLDUIN'G-

G-AJRDS,

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,
etc., etc., of every variety and cost, furnished
at Shoif Notice.

A'.Ea.a,P°r' th« Steamer “Queen” will oonnect
tor 8t. Andrews, Robuftton and Calais.with th.New
Ca,lad'1 liai'wsy for Woods ock and
fcjoulton stations. S age roaehe* also oonnect at

LARGE

•, d0Bn the teams- Emperor
WinJ-or, Highy and rial!
and

Hand-Bills. Slioji- Hills, Programmes.

and

intermediate plaoee.

w.l] oonnect, for

tax,
with stenmerr for
Frederteand the Bt John River.
Throngh tiokete
procured of the events or the olerk cn board. No
Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing nntll 4 o’olook
r. a.
C. C. EATON Agent
Portland, March 20. 1865.
moMlti

Portland and Penobscot River
Summer Arrangement.
aPer
'av April 24th,tho
.7^
C LaTo tt ”7 Am wdJasi*‘-'iEF Steam r “a®GRail*
road Whart foot
MOKDAV, W.DKWAV
Ke?r,
t| 'e',.e^
Mon

7t toMtTS&L. W,i"
?n,

J

£££“££ Bos?
Re urning, will leave Bane'*?
Wednesday and Fbiday moraine
^SZ‘
touching »t Keckland, Camden, Befikat
B' cksport. Winterpori and lltra.'en both wTJf^
the feonon
Passengers ticketed through
eVoot,connecting with-heg

r

«

on

and Eastern Railroad at the Depots
lem Lynn and Lawrence.

freigh

HULK

Main.

in

Boston

Ba?

^ the Wharl.
At Offloe
on

Portland. April 21.1866—tf

AND

FIGURE WORK

Executed neatly, and on terras that cannot
rail to satisfy.

Great

On and

For

ALSO,

Plain Printing of every description.

the City

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer fbr sale a
quantity oi
1 desirable building lots in thelarge
West End of the
dty lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramball,

Monu-

ment, Danlorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
.They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
If desired by the
purchasers, and to parties who wifi
1 build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, tf desired, one fourth q/ the cost gf btulding on
1 oompletwn qf the house. From parties who bulla immediately, bo cash payments required.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the
subscribers, where plans
be seen, and full particulars obtained.
i may
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
„ ...
...
Portland, May 3, 1865.
mayttf

which the Si rup provides
is precisely thatwhieh has so often
Ladled tlie
highest order oi medical skill The taels sre tangible, the witnesses accessible, and the safety and eftiettcy of the Syrup incontrovertible
The
«ndersijped. having experienced the bencllC1» effects of tho "Larookah’s .Syrup,” do not hcsi-

to recommend it to tho attention ol the PubliO
the best Medicine they ever used.
KeviJ C Ingalls,Melrose,Ms. '• ft Monger t uviola We
NPSeelee Melrose
1" Win rtutmut H i.tou
"
A F Herrick Lynn "
Swsnt/.o l.anks Peril .nd
“
J M 1 Larues Ma'Uen '•
Me.
‘■J* Buliey Uooiiu* t'r" " A Tumor W llartsw. il
<•
NP Pbilbr k Taunton"
Ms.
••
J Its-Dan’l Atkioe Mlltb'ry”
Lisbon
«...
•'
WH Stetson Nant'chc " A Uatr'i .Solon
cat

1865

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a iierfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with tlie above
disease, some ol
whom are as Weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
liave it. AU such eases yield to the proper and only
correel course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There

many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mUklsh
hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difilculty, Ignorant of the eauae, which is the
are

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such
**«**, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urlnarv organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
oau do so iry writing, In a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
AU correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street!, Portland, Me
|w Send a Stamp for Circular.
__

_

Medical

B 8 Stubbs Lawrence »*
"DU rtsniln l Lewiston ••
••
■ Marey tiedhaai
I >• T Hill YF D nervine •*
Uoo lV Winch..ter lab '■ W c Slovens Diyllcld"
Itlver Ms.
Mrs A 1* Limbec huh ■■
“ADAteirlll Cambridge Juhn tsx ke K Po e rut
Me.
Sis.
W iv Wllisrd l.ro»n.llte'‘
port
“8 A Hushing Shrews- NevH b F.kins Cswl.ridge Y»
Lory Ms.
tA-AS evens l.mcob, ••
••
W V Farrington New '< vl Adams
We dmi '•
•<
Bedford Ms.
II nark N. atntwla "
••
D K Bauhter l.uJ uwM- •' M Bullard Derby
•• 8
“.CH Harding M 8a
Qnhnby Nvwhnrv
Ms.
N Goodrich Ho Ccviag"
5D George Southbrldge
ton Ct.
Ms.
I « J Lovcjoy Rockville Ct.
A P Bailey Newton UpS 3 Humming- WThomp
I
son I t.
per Falls Mb.
“PA Loomis 8o Yarru’th •• J b Weeks
On-i m Ht.
Ms.
i, H Dunhum Tolland"
P T Kinney K Bridge*., •• H Parson Koekwed
"
ter Ms.
P II Brown Burnside
B K Boswoi th W Hand- “tfw fnr'tis
NUi'urd
wich Ms,
Spring Ct.
John 8 Day Lynn Ms.
J Beecher Bumlrngt am
J L lianitbrd Water01.
town Ms.
W AfcUonaal Provider*
J Stephens Newbury port Ms
H I
Geo Childs Lydea
! <■ a 8 Sima ons
Quaket
Dr B P Abbott Melrose ••
Springs N Y.
BevltNewhall NGrmlnun Nil: •< u Burns
Rimt
NY.
"
A Kidder Unity
H K Lb ti* t lu, tour ilk "
N M Hailey lleuniker
K II C ovey V'asooii le
"NLChase Gtndia
Wm Uluetifc Hon Troy"
D W Harbor GBmanton'
H It Ford New
Yin
«
N H.
W llobertsen Nswurl; Nj
“BP Bowies Maocbuter!
H 0 Henries Atu.pob Aid
“ lTllOodnnw V
N U.
pell, Kua
“CM Barres Colebroek •• A Webster U 8 Army
FH.
Itobt \VhlteGeoryet"Wi DC
L B Knight W Durham B Brown
Wadbngi.n ••
Me.
•«
Geo A Bo.sett •'
B It SttaeUBeld Saeo Me ur 8 i ng ils 18
Surg. on
J M Woodbury Newfleld
M

Isburyl

••

a

j

Ma.
Some of the above named C ergymeu may hale ct aogtheir Pa-doral charge since the pubtlr.ti, „ Ui tha
above,
ed

PBICB,

UTS. AN1> il l'lilt BOTTI.K
PrvpftrttJ t»/ 4- 4eav«ry,.
R* K. KNItili rs,
OH
PnJprfctorf
* t
Melrose, M<\mm.
W. V Phi'lip* & Co, ai.d d. il.
May, Wb i!i.i|'|
Arwits P»rtUuc, and aoU}
by trUpC'r! *i u d* ai
OTm
:uiit-raUy

THE LADIES.
DE. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles,

who

113

TARHA ISJ T

a paste—used for Rats,
Mice, Roaches, Black and
Ants, tfc., tfc., tfc.

Is

liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, &c.
“Oostar’s” Electric Powder for
Is tor Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, Ifc.

Bottle

Principal Depot,

482

Broadway,

N. Y.

of

Comptroller

of the

Currency, »

enclosing SO

julytdly

FREEMAN CLARKE,
of the Currency.

Comptroller

No. 1451.

july20 2m

Whit

Lead.

Atlantic \

rite

of New Y

Fessenden, Local Agent.
OfliceyNo* 65 Exchange Street*

LITHARGE,
Lead,

On application sent to this Agency, stating the
and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State of
the soldier on whose account the claim is made, date
of discharge or death, the
proper blanks will be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person apThese
can
then
be
executed and returned to
plying.
this office, where the claim will be proscuted to a final
issue in the shortest possible time.

i'BY Them! and be convinced of Tbeir pupeiiorie?«e of thokiid ever tfP.red to
ty ov«revetyibing
the public f<T /Irouehitis, Coughs. Colds, Hoars:Numermess S»re Throat, Cm arrh and influenza
ous lestimouia * lrom tue Clergv, and
fibers, accompanying each box. For sale by tbApriao pa)
Druggy* throughout the city.
may^Teodtr

OJHot nj

U S. uuilan Commits ion, I
823 ..runaway, N. V., Dec, 2u, lSfA. I
I3R*KL WASHBURN, Jr., ol Portland.
Maine, baa consented to accept the dutiea o
General Agent of the Commhsion frr Maine a Mi
is hereby appointed such agent by authority ot tbt
Commis-ion.
Ho will be ready to famish advice to the friend*
of tho Commission’, wort throughout tne 8'at*.
All money contributed In Maine tor the use of tbi
Comtnitsoon should be paid to Mr. Washburn or tc
persona designated by Urn.
Hon. Mr. Washburn (8 the sole agent recognizee
by the Commieeij n for Maine.
J. hoSTER JENKINS,
o?Kd Awtf
General Secretary.

HON.

J

Steamer for Yarmouth.

rIE

store.

DAVIS,

No. 161 Commercial Street.

Sf One trial is ail that is needed to prove the neeuDar virtues of the Syrup
Its reputation Is now
wstl established that mure need out be avid. Its
liuniensti sale U its beet recommendation.
Price 91 25 per bottle.
HOWARD'S HEALING HALVE. In till cane*
Cancer, Ulcers, Burns,SeakU, Skin Kuruptioiitf,etc.
where an erttr+nl app'ic oi.e»* may be u<
-ary.
Salve, prepared expressly for the parpotr*, will
bo round invaluable. It wU nlwnj s he useful In the
Uomseliuhl, and a box of it may save much rufoTlnw
an<! exptuiM
Price 2k cent* per box.
•*AMK
0 BOYLE a CO., (Haeeeaeoi* to P.eddinf
A Co.,) 8 tate Street, Horton Proprietor*.
w E. PUJLLila A U)
Ajj’U, Portland.
may 31 dim.

so

by Druggists

and

generally,

&

Dealers

by

< >

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General Agents,

287

Pearl

St.,

NEW YORK.

ATI.WI ic

$100,000 INCREiSE
ISSCBA2CCE

ing until further notice, (Sundays
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.

Returning will leave Portland
the afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents. Freight taken at low

Mutual Insurance
61 Wall at,

CAPITAL

!

Directors of the “Piscatanna Fire and Marine
wo““ “''X'Unce that the
*00*
roted to increase the Capital
Hundred Thousand
A °m?*?/
Capital *800,000.
'APf1
Terms of Subscription
$100 per share. Cash—payaWeat the time of
or

THE
~rdInh«

<2>n,p“y”.
ife

Li-

subscripting ^deliv“r^F?L

Agenjs^^At*118
Bo8Vin»?Ifs?»

may ^ ma<k through the following
DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., No.

78 State Street,
Portland, Me,, Messrs,

JOHN E. DOW *fc

Hiddeiu^eT*RUFUfHsMALL
Building,

&

SON,

Cor.

SON, City

Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE, Ext.
WILLIAM HltL, Treasurer.
angldlm
Jnly 28th, 1865.

The steamer CLIPPER will leave
Yarmouth for Portland every morn-

FOR

*

SALE

BARGAIN!

A.T A

ear.

Company1

WiUtam, NEW YORK,

•IASCA BY, 1366.

Insures Against Marins. and Inland Navi
gatlon Risks.
The whole pr, tils of the Gompenv reve t to ths
AshuKuo, and are divided ANKOA1.LY, uik u the
Premiums termlnstrd dutiug the \. »r; ai d
r«l toh
Cert Kearns are Gasoil, Afotl*a in.r.it uiiii
rsdeu<ne<i.
The Dividends In th* Y. ar» MM t and
w, r* to
6
per cent each.
Tho Prollw for H Yours amount to the
•uin of
20
here has beer redo

n‘ed

°"h.

rates.

Excursion parties accommodated on application to
J. W. LAWRENCE, taraumth.
Or, LYMAN, 80N & TOBEY, Portland.
July 13th.

1865.___julylStt

Valuable Beal Estate iu Scarboro*,
For Sale.
a 1X11-8 ol

Farm, containing

Garden and Cemetery Embellishments.
A GENCY for the sale ol Chase & Co’s (New

XX York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TERACOTA
ARTICLES, such as VASES, FOUNTAINS. RUSTIC SEATS &c., at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
July 22, 1865.—d&w4w

For Sale.
in Cumberland ol 40

FARSI
acres, eight miles
from Portland and within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For Jurther particulars
inquire an the premittce ot

A

July

25

THE

A number

MRS. A. L

PETTKNGILL.
31w.iw‘

Ttiwr KBS:

W 11 H Moore,
Henrv t>‘i.
IVm 0 PtckefeglB,

—-ALSO,of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JKN
53 S‘X (8> W"“ CONCORD

WAGONS?®’
For

particular* enquire of

Aug. 20—dtf.

Copartnership •Notice.

Vt m Stasg’s, Jr,
•* Bci, rt,
Mdl a-n S
t>n He T irk tu.
Jose I, Grits,<t
Jr,
J lleury

JohnDJouut,
Chsrle* Deco1*,

*

Business.

abont 125

very superior up-land, being the propertv recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Suutbgate.
Enquire of Seth Scaznmoiion the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr„ Portland,
May 3—eodGt&wtf

12.H62.78Q

•11. ,,H TOO
C.rrtxjte Msn.f.rtor, No. 20 Preble
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a lirsixdass Carriage Manufacturing

Salt Marsh, In lots to suit pur-

200
Also the Homestead
acres

<j

The Comoauy has Autlt over Utrrt, itit' om
Dollarvht:—
Ualted States and Plate r.| New-Vorv
Stook, City.Benk ind other M<.k*.
**.W :no
Loans secured by stock* and mkoiwi-e,
*I.M7 dfiO
Premium Nut's and Bills Rtudsab’e
Real Estate. Bond and Mcrfys.,**. sud
other-eonrlt es
1, U" ay
’" •«)
Ualted State. Gold Cols,
Sash in Rank,
2SM80

Pier in

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.

Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks .1 the
new Bri^ Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order, Tire draft of the spars can be

Commission.

Sanitary

STOLEN

Among the Bonds Stolen were,
$1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
1,006 7-30 Bond No. 75,067, 1st Scries.
500 7-30 B nd No. 90,886. 1st Series.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, let Series.
above
reward will be paid for their recovery
The
and conviction of the thief, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.
STEPHEN PATTEN.
August 18—dtf

miraculous,

Boiled

Rat

name

Reward!

$9,500

of Female Weakness and Irregularities produo
ing General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are

ANTS.

ACCOUNT,

from me, night of 16th hist., the following
U. S. BONDS, viz:
3 Bonds, 5-2#s, (1,000 Each,
$3,000,
10 Bonds, 6-20s,
100 Each,
t,000,
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
1,000 Each,
2,000,
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
600 Each,
1,000,
5 Bonds, 7-30s,
500 Kaeh,
3,600.

Red

etc.

usually

july7eod2m&w6m.

feMRdiv

LEAD,

ers’

and Refined.

THE

Street,

■

WHITE

ED

Glass-m

Also, LINSEED OIL,

U S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
the
expenses
paid for the prosecution
oi such claims, have established this
Agency, to collect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge or expense OP ANY KIND WHATEVER TO THE CLAIM-

heavy

Lead

E

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

For sale

II.

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infallithe worst cases of
up as incurable by
doctors. It banishes Salt Kh<am entirely and'
permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are surprising. All cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or King’s Evil, Vi bite
Swelling, or Tumors,
are dissipated
Old Ulcers are oured
speedily.
without leaving bad effects after
closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy complaints it banishea
from young or old.
Distressing Neurnlgio
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears the
Complexion from Blotches and Pimplee,
renders it brilliant It cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all uui s

’,

Manufacturers of J’U

.NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES,
IV.

ANDJ

bly eradicates and cures
Canker, even when given

and Linsee.! Oil Co.,

day

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

RYAN &

ccnU.

Clarke,

[L. 8.1

REMEDY, J

VJCOh TABLE CAS CKR
CANKER 3YRIP,

remedy,which

IJ. S. Sanitary Commission

Collin.Faq. N.Y.City

McGILVERY,

Box,

Now, therefore, / Freeman
Comptroller oi
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
Traders’ Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County ot Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Aet aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth
of July, 1860.

it Co., Agents,
Fore Street, Portland.

Bewdlear k Co; Maynard k Sous; U. & W. Chiokerirg; C. H. Cummin s
k Co; Chas. H. Stone; liMleft, Davis k Co; Bottom
j. N. Bacon, E*i, President Newt-n National Bank,

june!6—dtf

each

6lied

Up One Flight Stairs.

our

on

OF PORTLAND,”
In the City ol Portland, in the County oi Cumberland, and State of Maine, liaa been duly organized
under and according to the requirements ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof,” approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
^ith all the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Ban klg under said Act:

New Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Reversible teed.
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Shaw & Clark’s (16.00 and (20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Oil Cans,
Screw-Drivers. Rolling's Shuttle Hemming Gages.
The best Cotton Twist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmings. Manufacturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prices.

at

Is

“National Traders Bank

Weed, Weed, Weed t The New Sewing Machine.

seen

name

buy.

the

▲a the great a. d contain cure for u i tbes< rearftat
and destructive n a'adie* a hkr aiw* I'rtni a. in
pure
state ot the b;o d*
The woodfiTO mu •»* s which
ha* n a t caw s, where rr has b *u tcirly fri<a, followed 11s use, leaves eo room lo e'tubt the h'osed
(hot that and rs ma; b> curtd
bullerer- Iron* the rco»> go tray h* refers » 0 longer dread >ho fcmiul alt( rnaiivih o» ti e burgeon’s
knit or tlie grave. They have a tpeedy a.id certain
removes ti»o nr.i u> .root arid trench,
which m thousand* ol case the oper ling kt If dora
met. Care r mn-!t be cared by reined i«m kb 1 hor*
omghly renova'0 the constitution, and hat cm oiilp
be aon* by purifying the 011 re was* of ihe omulntine fluid Th*« taetlboted by t e 8>rt>p, a ihrueunda
bare testified.

that the

June 7, 1865—eodly

$2,000

THE GREAT HUMOR
HOWARD*8

by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland, Me.
Jniy 13—d3m

Sold

Drake, Ass't Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late of
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

B

cm

seem

HKNRY R• COSTAR.

Oliver A.

Newton,Maw;C.

See that “Costab’s”
and Flask, before you

in the used

FINGER OF PHOVlOt NC’E. ft
THK
Teachings of Experience
to point to

Insects,

Washington, July 17, 1805. f
1VTHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence presented
▼ ▼ to the undersigned, it has been made to appear

S. G.

t/uns,

■

978 Greenwich 9‘ Now York.
8old by Druggists all over th World.
tnaj 6 €6 4 Ip

tySold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
Sy-!!! Be wabe ! !Toi ail worthless imitations.

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vlce-Pres't.

Chicago,

<!fak*«§*

I

trcqt «-it y perform U g

there is no nood ol 0 miner m 0 eftr ago of diet
In its approved Iotiu of a paste, it I-entire!. tasteless. auu eau-Kja oouap’esu it M‘Ds:t ion ’o tie 1 atien\ and no < xpesure It is low ae> n« w’idm d bp
the iuo.t lr-arm d in the profession 1 hut in thr 1 hove
e!a°* ofd^sea**?, Cubebs r nd Copaiba aie the or Ip
two remedies ki own
a; cun Le retail ujen with
any eertaiuty or succors.
Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba JV EVER RjiihH.
Msculactured only by
T A K HA NT at to,.

a

Treasury Department,

Illinois.

Copaiba,

Tarrant* Compound R4tract qj Cxthebe and

“Oostar’s” Bed-Bue: Exterminator,

Office

W. SYKES,
PURCHASER FORK ASTERN

3

-«

of their

one

Red

FIRE

P<0. Box 471.
Reference,—Messrs.

B.— Ladies desiring may consult

i‘0ostar's” Bat, Boach, &c., Exterminators,

OCEAN,
MARINE,

Middle

iml'm

KMi!.'*

Copuib

Tempi© Street (corner of Aiiddle), Portland.

“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Eats come out of their holes to die.”

$1,000,000 00
Capital,
Surplus, Jan. 1, ’65, 204,188 40

Office Ho. 1371-2

N.

“18
years established in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies known.”

Cash

Muhger

hm

COMPOUNli MX TRACT Of

.

No. 5

Broadway.

v.v.

fuch Word

mo

a

Is

No.

raJ/iieod*

“There It*

Infirmary,

TO

50

Certain, a*id Speedy Curt for
the H lad dor Ki- ntyt and L'rivar%
I8*aofSure,
either in flic uulu
/enisle-.

ol New York*

Inducements

FTYHE

and Aches, and Lassitude aud Nervous
Prostration that may fellow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

i

INSURANCE COMPY

POSTERS,

CIRCULARS,
And

sdinut
proflenKl
Theolaae of diseases for

a c«re

ration.

FLOUR, GRAIN, 8BKD8, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTRR. and WB8TEEN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. Ho. IBS South Water St.,

LABELS,

SEEK FOR AX AX T1 DOTE IX SEASON.

the

or

Superior Style.

BRONZED <fe COLORED
got up

holm, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of Stair St,
every Monday at 5 o’elcok r. u; ard the Steamer
Hnw Bucks wick, Capt E B.
Winehes'er, will leave
at6 o’elcok r.u, for
Fnstportand

through

i.

For

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

sent

well

so

pt-r.ect euro in the vIk it spaie of it mj or our
days, ar,d siwav* Jn lt*0 tunc than any oil cr prepa-

Aug 1—eodliu

International Steamship Go.
Eastport, Calais

must be

numerous,

mob peculiar character, tout
re“°nahly hesitate to receive the

Cubebs and

chines.

Railroad and oilier Corporation Worl

are so

“2"**“5***.

a

Blan ks mod Bank Checks,
Best of Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
THE
Sewing Machine. Needles tor all kinds of MaEXECUTED IN THE BEST STYLE.

BY

1865

tend-

ing to

or

UNION

description,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice *f youth, or the stinging rebuke of niwplaced ouuUdunce in uiaturer years,

Eleetic

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
Of every

LALE

CHOATE, Druggist,

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins <fc Co, 86 Commercial tit; Wholesale aud Retail* E. L. Stan wood, cor.
Fore and India 8ta; II. 11. Hay, junction Free and
Middle 8tS; M. 8. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
8ts; Win. W. Whipple. No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
Jnae 23—d<fcw3ui

INTERNATIONAL

NEATEST MANNER.

traveller”t2tw<&i

■•5, »?*««'

application

No. 166

•

AND FOR

plaints

CONSUMPTION.

M

Medical Director of the respective Deportment.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, as it fa an indispensable pre-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical
Staff. /
J. K. BARNES,
SfcJB
Surgeon General U. S. Army.
Aug 23—3taw Mil octl

W.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND OUT IN THE

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

moral character.
If tii# applicant has been in the service, he will
send the testimonial of the chiet medical officer, under whom he has served, and if in service at the pres-

INSURANCE.

Of every variety, style, and
cost,
Printed svh Short t*et SVotic-e.

A.

Whooping Cough, Choup, Amuna,
Catarrh Bronchitis, SpittingBlood,Pain
iHTHtSiua, Night Swkats. Humous,
Ghmhkal Bkhilii* and the various
Throat Affections end
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers umiSi Mgers are liable and
all other com-

physically

AND

BUSINESS L PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

Dry Cough instantly.

erally.

August 17, 1865.
A N ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to consist of
J\, Brevet Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
ProOdent: Brevet Lieutenant Colonel 1J. R. Wirtz,
Surgeon U. S. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Heger, Surgeon U. S. A., and Brevet Major C.
C. Lee, Assistant Surgeon U. S. A.. Recorder, will
meet in New York City, on the 20th of September

INLAND,
w,

a

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists gen-

Office,

C. C. HINE, Secretary.

rcnasfblSrs3HEBWOO,>’

8and8ATUEo2YN^4ferP%WKI,Nt:SDAY

General’8

Washington City,D. C.,

bity&r

CHESAPEAKE,'Capt
anu

^ M.rvaen? zxr

HENRY

selection of

HOY

relieve

PREPARED

Julyl—eodffin

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

name.

for Fhnlon9*—Take no other•
Sold by druggists generally.

Ih new, and Superior to any other Establishment hi ih&
State,

usual

1865.

ill

All Vooaliflts should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More ift quantity tor the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

ur Beware of Counterfeits.

mi chi nek y9
our

it*

the
from

Manufactured only by PH A LON 4k SON.

^oo| lb $ aitcg

*2 (in

Freight

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and thiSheisonal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value

lake*

from

Flower

AJtT,

of

Establishment is furnished with all the approved

moi>i:i;n

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

Beautiful

and

$1,204,188 40

BOOK aid JOB PRINTING.
Our

Distilled

Pennine,

grant
Knre

executing in

Every description

‘s

STEAMBOATS.

cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early
Are good for cold in the head.
Often cure Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,
lways cure Hoarseness,

Meet Fxqui*ile, Delicate nml Fm.

complain Is:
Holds, Coughs,

that remedies

and

They will

Office

Al.Ov.V'1 iA / I
<1/ \
respectfully invited to our unrivaled

Six Bottles for $5:

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

A

SYfLUP.

Every Intelligent

and thinking person must know
handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience 111
the bands of a
regularly educated phvshian, who**
preparatory studies fits him fey all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the beet In the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurieus. The unfortunate should he particular In
selecting his
fis It Is a lamentable yet incontroveripjy8*®**"'
aUe act, that many syphilid*
patients are made
miserable with rained constitutions
by maltreatment
from in*'X,*erienced physicians in
general practice j
ior it is a point generally conceded by the best ayphilographers, that tlio study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment aud cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himsoli acquainted with their paihology, common)*
pursues one system of treatment, in must cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, tho Mercury.

Vegetable Pnlmonio

Tim bwt preparation evor m. de tor tnc lobowlng

He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
feet or his tong standing and well-earned reputation
famishing sutnclent assurance of Ids skill and suc-

The Pains

MAGIC LOZENGES!

CUTS,

embraces the largest variety to be found in
any office in the State.

now

T/U: HE ST STYLE OF THE

RBUIOtTH ul Nnw
WTTIWS
pKttKSYLVAniA, OHIO, atld nil
T>art» (dthe vVBer, via the Ehik R.ilway, forest,
at the lowest rate., at the Union Ticket
Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marlSdkwIatf
D. LITTLE, A*ont.

o m» s

CHOATE’S

ORNAMENTS, &c.,
And

Through Tickets.
the

Under Revere Uou3e, Boston; and by wholesale aud
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
'^F To be sure of the geuuite notice the Circular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each bot-

SI Per Bottle.

Of

TYPE, BORDERS,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

P—*• ncko'B for Ualifomia, by the O’d Line
Mail Steamer, and Pan ami Railroad may be secured
by early application at this ofhee.
March !M. 1366.
caar30dfcwtf

For
CSSggSBg VOKK

complete

a

set of

And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Tiekete at the
Portland Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street* < up stairs*)

is

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.

Indian

••

Druggist,

tle.

ent

LITTLE

Galena, Oshkosh, iit. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
8t, Loub, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
no., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

n m a,

Quiocy,

of Mirror * Picture Frame*.

for MAINE AND NEW
HAMPSHIRE.
Central Office 30
Exchange Street.

BUTLER, Agent.

Dissolution

D.

HENBY A. CHOATE,

.

It prevents or stops' "tile
from falling ; Cleanses, BeiiutiGtJs,.
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

BSgjgUl

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chica18 go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Mi waukee,

----

POBfLAND, August 22,1865.
rIAHE CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO. have
-* now °n
hand a superior quality of COAL for honso

Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtl

W.

than any other similar preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Fixtures,

Proprietor

* 0 -v

•

•

-A

,

N.

the Oanadas.

....

V

STERLING’S

Important to Travelers
West, South, North-West and

WlffSOR X WHITNEY,
boston.
COMMERCIAL wharf,
11 iTulyte.^-e*d ttu

young should use

The

Buxton, Bonnv-Eagte,

TO THE

us.

13

BUCHU,

OF

Cures Gravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all diseases o
Urinary Organs, in Men, Women and
Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $5; by all drug
gists aud apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in quantity, less in price

*r Please mention this advertisement in addressing

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

hours. ally, aud from 8 A. M. to »Ik
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under ,*,„
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of seU^bUSe
Devoting bis entire time to that particular branch 0i
the medical profession, lie feels warranted In Ou auBANTKJttNii A Cube in all Cases, whether of long

BUCHU,

OF

pure Fluid Extract, not a weak tk a or infusion,
Is the one tiling needful for all complaints
incidental to females. (For particulars send for oircular.)

FLUID

ON HAND.

...".

fv

1-

gjPWW

LARGE STOCK

A

Westbrook,

Old and

EXTRACT

DR.

aF"iho Carsfrom Portland every hill hour.
WlN*L©W fc THAYER.
V
Cot.lO-dtf

A. jr.

apr20tt

&

or

AI.VAH LIBBEY, who has had tbel sole
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATF.lt SEATING APPARATUS, and the justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a worid-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store of Messrs. C. H. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be
to meet
those in want of ftlrnaces, and receive their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.

23Z<I4W

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

V

On

April 27,1865.

REASONABLE.

Parties.

through

Aug 5,

purposes

Life Insurance

Dep. U. S. Marshal,

happy

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
-IN

of the Winthrop House, WINTHROP, Maine, would give notice that he has
hi
for
BOATS
put
sailing and rowing iu Wintrop
So if th Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure

proprietor
rpHE
JL

PURSUANT

MUTUAL
OF

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

a

Jffpjl

J

and other stations east same night
Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can purchase
tickets to KendaTt’s Mills, and inform the conductor
in the cars that they go
to Bangor, and he
will so arrange their fores that it shall cost them no
more by tltfs oute hau any other.
Trains due io Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and every day at 230
P M
I
Kreiaht train leaves new depot Portland at C4.r> A.
M daily. r
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.

Is

MORRILL’S CORNER,
21 rauesiropi Portland, has been re-iuruiabed and
open for the reception of Company and Pleasure
Every attention will be given to the com-

On and after Monday next, trains will
leave Portland daily for Bath Augusta.
Waterviiltt Kendall’s Mills ana Skowhegan, at 1 00
P M. and dn Saturdays only-for Bath and Augusta at
815 P. M. 1 The train from Portland at 1 P. A. connects at Kendall’s Mills with the train for Bangor

variety

Persons Should

Why

wpecxal Notice

in

Dk.

H. H.

-s-r*-*-i-

FLUID

public are respectfully iulorme
this spacious, conveniens and wel
iSUAstbat
known House, situated at

rcgaE23S«3£]

August n— dtf
*—

>ANP

DR. LAROOKAH'S

cess.

FULLER’S

DR.

The

..

LITTLE, Agent,
OJice 81 ExchcmgeStreet.

SPECIFIC

MEDICINE

D.

Yacht,

B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be made
orders at a distance from us.

hottse,

WIN* LOW A THAYER,

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

W.

PRICES

BUCHU

Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, Ac.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

NEW FURFUME

thb

He-openo<i with New Furniture

All needful infbrmatlCHi cheerfhny given on appli-

cation to

t,

Suppers served
/ «u.ff. MUHoa.

McClellan

50 T,

OE

Cores

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed X Safety

on

FOKENT A V UN tils HOIK*

end 3 45 n y
a».1md%
Leave Portland tor Saco River at 7 45 A. u, and 1 50
and G 20 p a.
The 150 P m. train out and tho 5 45 A. m train Into
Portland will be freight trains, with passenger cars

■

lift
iniormed tba

~M

a

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

FLUID

N.

»rf,rt8l>-0il«Uy
intcnllou
of the
>
Proprietor that
Rou3° sbalI#*» kept a flratoiaea
rcyb
choicest

DR.

Particular attention paid to

iBOU&C,

“e

iti

All

the Kidney* and Bladder

disease* of

OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,

‘H*o*

and alter Monday. 10th lust, 1865,
SSflCHHSfrains will leave as follows, until further

--

ste^oauandii^
p,“Pr‘«tor

for

ROOMS,

Temple Street,
at*“

Days for a Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat

Tan

The

0x1 PI SIC POJ»JS>

B^U^daily.

ARRANGEMENT.

At Boston Center for West

8T,
BRUNSWICK.

awohn y,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any anfouht exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $50»additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BA!L&Y, Superintendent.

Leave Saqo River for Portland at 5 45 and 9 20

WI1IJ4«

a

South Liinington. Limiugton, Limerick, Newfieid,
Parsonsfieid and Ossipee
At Sacoarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North W ndham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portlands, April 6,1865—dtf

testily.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

T MM

Coukuniptive Itemed y

tireat

sag*;"*

abort notice, aa

are, at

Thirty Days

above Hotel ia I he
largaat in the lowl«*r Proviucoj, and is first oliss luill itsde.
tn^1, *>» GOfiVCnieilt to the United
LBstaUs and Nova Sootia

Return Tickets at Redmwl Prices will be issued
during the slimmer seasou from Portland to Bethel,
Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec

an—iiM.'i

vis**,..,
*^bath toBRtrmnUe-t
V’ 1'rofrietorJane 52

PRINCE

,

Policies are Non-ForfeitaUe in the true
sense of the term, and can always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value iu Cash.
Many Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent* of the sum
originally insured, as numbers ol our best cilteem
can

stobb^hot^

Constantly on band, or built to order, by tbe subscrio-

on

ST. JOH V, BB W

attached.
iiS.
SI37"8taffies connect at Gornam fbr West Gorham,
Standish steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Uunway, Bartlett, Jackson Limiugton, Oornlsh.Porter, Freedeiu, Mad'son. and Eaton -N. H

The

I

ROW BOATS, FISHING DORIES

Opposite the Custom Home

Both of these trains connect at Moutreal with exprss trains for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago and all
other planesiwdat
Trains will arrive as follows
Prom Montreal, Quebec &c.
817 a.m.
do,
do.
2 05pm.
Prow

Portlan^anLl

..j

VIC TO R Y

CAN BE FOUND
AT HIB

OF ANT SIZE.

J18S6°-d2m

146

Dividends are now declared Annually and may be
applied in payment of Premium s, or to augment the
hisurause as heretotore,
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such
advantages; as this
gives more than compound interest for the money

large places.
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDQN.
For. further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,

$3,000,000.

Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boat

SPIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, &t'.,

Portland,

Mail Train for Wafcerville, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Montifoal and Quebec at 125 r m

pleasantly

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00
5 00
large Vials, plain case, and Book,
15 Boxes(No8.1 to 15) and Book,
3 00

35
20
20

VETERINARY

Its Cash Assets behrn
313^00,000
Its Annual Income is more than
$3,500,000
Its Net Increase in 1864 nearly
$1,300,000
Its Su plus Dividends to Policy Holders the lasts yrs.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

WHERRIES,

Monday, June 26th, 1865,
M^^^Pwtralna will run as follows :-rMorniug Express Train for South Paris, Lewiston,
Gorham,fslindPond,Montreal and Quebec, at 7 00

Freight trains leave

“daECE on arrival ofTnrln. a n,,
a«iH8 in Port*
r&stif lur/td

Medical.

^_Medical.

SHIPS’ BOATS,

*^^.Bssar«ss»ciB5

On aud after

_

Company

in Ut
to convey

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
QyjjjlBggfffn

value, unleksfhe premiums are paid up in cash...
Which
Cheapest? judge ye.
We regret the necessity forthus showing the talsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but If
they stRl persist in thus deceiving the public, we can
fhinish,other (acts oftbe “same sort.”
There die many seasons tor insuring with

Mutual Life Insurance
Of New York.

HSRjft; situated
CU8HINQS ISLAND,

». B. Cloaed

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,
J Of Cwada.

THE GREAT

To give good counsel is the aonsoiation of
those who have never taken it themselves.

,,,

Medical.

ITo. S

—

table a

Me.

J

intermediateSmtlons atl.iSP.M.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH

works?

Miscellaneous.

ff

0elebrat6<1 ““miner

138PI

Some Sep
Equalizing the Two
or instance, at the
His widow if*-,
the 10
age of 35, tor *1000,
years ago a gentleman died.
insurance
herited Iris property and coileeied the
year plan, with the Benefit Cb-dt will Oast
*57 81
on his life, and
while with the Mutual Life Co, only
*5181
very soon enlarged^repaired,
Portland, June 22d, 1865—dtf
and fitted up her residence in quite a Idxilribeing *6 20 less, with the same difference of Rate as
ous style.
A friend calling, expressed some ,P
pufeiHi.
'g-'T*er<-V-4-r vt>r a
PORTLAND
little surprise that she had made these nice
—The tmidends hf the 'MfntAL LIKE CO. have
arrangements so soon after the decease of been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
R. R.
Mr.-. “Why shouldn’t 1 do it?” replied
paid, while those ot the Benefit Co. have never been
the practical “relict.” “My husband, good man
i-maMur-i
more than B0 per cent.
On and after April 3, 1865, Jprss :Dger
The
Policies
of
the
Mutual
that he was, is enjoying a glorious mansion in
leave as follows:
Life Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and yfejpM"MillyTrains
the skies; and of course he wishes me to .be as
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 a. m. and 250 p.
a Cash value on surrender.
have
always
While
m.
comfortable as possible here on earth.” Who
those of the Benefit Co. do »«/increase, and have no
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. u. and 3 OOP.
says that woman’s faith was not shown by her
M
such
on

Portland

k

COMMENCE MONDAY, June 26th
y|SBiiaSpig55 Trams leave Portland, 7Grand
™i< b“ron. for Lewiston and Auburn, at 00 A.

Mjfor‘pmB|p)r'Md
Returnin'/—Leave Lewiston

(

oWtTWT=SoWWW",
Harbor,

To

ii,iiu«an

OO

*271,367

know

_Hoteia.(0

**

*-*

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

>'

IS seekers after truth we disposod to examine inq>
facts nnd figures, they can easily satisfy themselves
that the
rr
T,

number of

*• -*

DECEI^nEE)! MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

NOT

BE

ONE YEAR AOO.
B V

Jttauroaas.

j

Burgy.

LewiaCorbs.

CharlesH (Tewctt-

••ovnrhn. G),nn. lt,

L .well U ibiook,
K iVarr-o We ti n.
Moral PKrlp*.
u'a'e*. Mars tow,
A P Pillot,
on let H Miller,
josuua J tfuLry,

G A

Hand,
Watts gkeiw.rn.
It

J ftuo ten,:
Pent
c0, y
rielel. r tr„, r?r
Rob B Hin w,., Jr
Co-dr.n VV
wi Sierluk Ct
yj
J stats Law.

Tariffm.
cart*

aZr.'iX?’—t-sre,

jsvtd

kave tanned
copartnership In
HT*thL
HASKELL & CO.,
PAVIS.theMESERVE,
Arcade No. 18 Free Street, fbr

mus

a

~e»

thepur-

RK. <* carrying on the DRV GOOD9 JOBBING
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show »u entire
stock of

new

goods.

FREDERICK DAVIS.
CHARLES 1C MJgO.IiVE,
LOWELL P. HASKELL.
ELBRIIX1E CHAPMAN.

Wanted.
Hfcnily without children, a small genteel tenement, near the central part oi the city.
Address X. V. Z., Press Office,
augSeodtl

BY

Johw tt JosasChi*HM„a»n!l
Prrsidint.
Vie -Pr.-blent,
Moons. 3, Viro-I <••».

£t,A“L"‘
l>«s»is,
H

,,
( lrsi u.sn. A.
1. U.
tlu^ Secretary

Applloatloi

J. w.

s r

reive,I b,

MUHC-ER,

•|'31"Hti tim.<ii»«6w

auglM*w4w

Aug. I, ISW.

a

t.ryee.

166 pc,« Gt.
puifr/ jvn,

Strayed.

C/Athf nun'"’fh*111'®
JnIv ’***’

■onths oM. The
h

owner can

Ot the aubacriber abaut
a hcl,CT caM. about six
have the same t,y railing

subacritxT.proviiigproriertv and jerring hurgS°rtN »• CO®*.

*w3w‘

Gorham,

